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Chapter I-Introduction

1 Introduction

This study attempts to examine the representation of caste in digital banners. Banners,

posters, road signs and graffiti’s’ are some of the example of visual street media. People

used these visual street media as a way of expressing their thoughts, ideas and opinions.

Street media is an integral part of media in our daily lives. Ecology of street media includes

a vibrant array of individual communication. Public spaces are one of the very important

things in street media, the person and political life of a society, offering sites of significant

communication and serving as sources for news, information and dialogue. Public space and

place include plazas, parks, street, shops, and malls.

In Tamil Nadu, there are several places which are not easily accessible for all people. To

access these places one needs political power, economical status and caste power. The

Younger generation of Tamil society uses the streets as a space for expressing their own

culture through designing wall posters, cut-outs, digital banners and other visual aids. The

focus of this study will be on the visual culture, particularly the street media, as the site for

constructing youth culture. This study strives to study the socio-cultural dynamics of digital

banner in Tamil Nadu.

1.1 Background

Tamil Nadu’s public space is dotted with images in various shapes, sizes and genres

displaying a blown up imagery of the state’s main political leaders and movie stars. This

culture of display is an evidence of the long-standing intimate relationship between the

region’s film industry and its political parties. Most actors and others working in the state’s

movie industry have pursued political careers in the state. These images have been central
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to the political process in which populist, person- centered politics has shaped a particular

caste of long-ruling politicians, whose personality is also central to politics, and the images

produced by the party workers contribute to the image as well as the production of political

leaders in Tamil Nadu (Roos, 2008).

To Lefebvre, the street brings "all the elements of urban life" together, and serves, among

others things, as "a communication space". Spaces are most important according to Henri

Lefebvre (1972), and the urban space of the street is a place for talk, given over as much to

the exchange of words and signs. It is a place where speech becomes writing, a place where

speech can become “savage” and by escaping rules and institutions, can inscribe itself on

walls.

According to Marshall McLuhan (1964), ‘The Medium is the Message’. He gave more

importance to the medium itself rather than the message. For example, the electric light is

pure information. It is a medium without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell out

some verbal ad or name. This fact, a characteristic of all media, means that the ‘content’ of

any medium is always another medium. The content of writing is speech, just as the written

word is the content of print and is also the content of the telegraph. By placing all the stress

on content and practically none on the medium, we lose all chance of perceiving and

influencing the impact of new technologies on man. So it is very pertinent to study the

impact of new technologies including digital banners on the society.

The wall paintings are not only photographs. The wall paintings are often used as cinema

hoardings for promotion of new movies. The political parties in Tamil Nadu initially started

using murals. The politicians also use these wall paintings to maintain their political

influence. Most of the political parties have their own wall painting artists. The political
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parties encouraged drawing murals for image building among the people of a particular area

and to sustain their party influence in there.

They are used for the publicity, image building and advertising for their leaders. By

developing their images, the leader exercised their power. There is an endless competition

among the political parties in Tamil Nadu to capture the space on public walls. Clashes

between political parties in getting hold of the walls are underreported. The cut-outs of with

100 meters high and 20 meters wide images of the celebrities on the streets and roads, grab

the attention of the people. The cut-outs have created hype for the celebrities and become a

matter of conversation among the local people.

Tamil film industry is the pioneer in using cut-outs. In an interview to a Tamil television

channel (Sun TV), film producer Kalaipuli S. Dhanu said that they placed tremendous cut-

out in Chennai city for the promotion of Rajinikanth’s film Johnny. It was the first cut out

campaign in Tamil Nadu. After that cut-out culture attracted the politicians. They also

started using them for election campaigning. Soon the 1992, cut-outs were used as a

predominant mass medium to demonstrate the political strength of political parties. At the

same time, the cost is high for the production of cut-outs. Also it requires more man power

and time for the installation. So, normally not more than ten cut-outs are placed by the

supporters in the streets. This paved way for the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu. After

2000, because of their innovativeness, digital banners became popular in of the state.

The digital banner culture is entirely different from the wall paintings and murals. The

digital banner is the combination of two words. They are digital and banners. Here digital

refers to the digital technology and banner refers to a long sign that is announcing or

advertising something. So we can define digital banners as digitally made banners for
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publicity purpose. It has also captured the attraction of the public. This is mainly due to the

aesthetic nature of the digital banners. Those are admired for their image quality, beautiful

designs and different colors.  During the 2011 general election, all the political parties

extensively used digital banners for their campaign. Especially the Dravidian parties, DMK1

and AIADMK2 placed a number of small digital banners on the roads of almost all villages

and towns in the constituencies. They were displayed for a few days and after that the

political parties would remove them and carry those in their vehicles. The banner culture

has slowly picked up and enveloped the entire state of Tamil Nadu.

1.2 Digital Banner as Street Media

In the beginning of the 1990s, following the change of the political regime in India, the

young, in search of a new subcultural identity, began re-creating phenomena such as street

art, graffiti, hip-hop, punk and skate in a local context. They noticed these countercultures

of common descent as phenomena in foreign films, books, publications and music from the

West. The first “scratched” walls appeared in places where exactly such marginal groups

gathered. Thus, teens started, in addition to skating and listening to new music, expressing

themselves in a way which firmly stated their stand in the world where we live.

1 DMK refers to DravidaMunnetraKazhagam. DravidaMunnetraKazhagam (DMK) "Dravidian Progress

Federation" (founded 1949, Madras Presidency, India), a former member of the United Progressive Alliance

is a state political party in the states of Tamil Nadu and Puducherri, India. It is a Dravidian party founded by

C. N. Annadurai as a breakaway faction from the DravidarKazhagam (known as Justice Party till 1944)

headed by Periyar.

2 AIADMK refers to All India Anna DravidaMunnetraKazhagam. All India Anna DravidaMunnetraKazhagam

(AIADMK) (lit. All India Anna Dravidian Progress Federation) is a state political party in the states of Tamil

Nadu and Pondicherry, India. It is currently in power in Tamil Nadu and is the third largest party in the

LokSabha. It is a Dravidian party and was founded by M.G. Ramachandran (popularly known as MGR) on 17

October 1972 as a breakaway faction of the DravidaMunnetraKazhagam.
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The dispute over who first started the graffiti movement is unproductive, as we can trace the

human’s need to express themselves leaving a pictogram in a public environment as far

back as the prehistoric times. (The earliest wall paintings discovered in our lands are dated

between 3,000 and 1,200 BC and are located in the Magura Cave, Vidin province.) The

internal reasons that led to the creation of these paintings were as close to the motives that

drive the contemporary graffiti artists, who work intuitively and without expectations for

anything in return. Through this visuality, they implement social communication.

Graphic design and design generally is one of the art forms that bring art close people it

comes out on the street, gets into shops, homes and literally reaches everyone’s hands.

Often we don’t even realise we’re coming in contact with original works, published as

books, posters, packaging, labels, advertising materials... Design in Bulgaria, especially in

its contemporary forms, is a relatively new phenomenon compared to fine and applied or

decorative arts. Graphic design which includes a wide array of products: book design,

magazines and newspapers, the formatting of official documents, postcard printing, money,

tickets, invitations, catalogues, logos, corporate communication design (business cards,

forms...) etc.

1.2.1 Street as an Medium

The street is where movement takes place, without which the interaction with urban life

would not exist, leaving only separation a forced and fixed segregation. Henri Lefebvre

(1972) in his work: says that the street brings “all the elements of urban life” together, and

serves, among others things, as “a communication space”: The urban space of the street is a

place for talk, given over as much to the exchange of words and signs as it are to the

exchange of things. The street is a place where speech becomes writing; a place where
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speech can become “"savage” and, by escaping rules and institutions, inscribe itself on

walls.

Rekha S. Murthy (2005) in “The Street Media: Ambient messages in Urban Space”, says

that all of us when we go to office, school and other public places every day will have to

pass through the streets. Various forms of the media can be seen on the streets. For

example, from road signs, traffic signals, billboards, newspapers and many other

information or messages to all types of a banners. She noticed poster, graffiti-(writing or

drawing on a surface in a public place), sticker, murals(a painting done directly on a wall),

and flyers posted (put up advertising posters in places where they are not permitted)

everything offered some message or gave information about upcoming events and we know

the street.

The streets brought ideas about how a present-day gallery functions. At the beginning of

graffiti culture, the term graffiti gallery was connected with neglected and unrestricted

buildings and structures, which were completely scratched and painted on the inside, and

often such locations, were used by the artists to study new styles of painting and typography

and to exchange ideas in the streets. Street wall painting has the essence of an artist’s

creativity and has become one of the must “sights to behold” in different parts of the world.

Whether its Paris, Amsterdam, New York, London and New Delhi one can find captivating

art on wall of subways, buildings, sidewalks and other public space within these cities.

These places are home and medium for many pioneering artists to emerge. It has surpassed

its vandalism act to new modes where artists express socially rights messages or just

portrays the beauty of colors which artists express socially right messages or just portrays

the beauty of colors which enact visuals on wall and hence it is now considered among the
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people one of the lively art. It is booming internationally with the support of artist

communities and media. Today, some of the most beautiful examples of the canvas is seen

not within the museum or gallery doors but seen painted on street wall(SwathiMoorthy

2016).

Wall Poster is also a kind of street media in south Tamil Nadu. You can see many kinds of

wall posters in Tamil Nadu. The posters regarding the release of new film, the political

party meetings, wedding and festivals can be seen in the walls across the state of Tamil

Nadu.

Denis McQuail’s (2010) study on media roles in society seeks to explore a particular

approach to the complex problem of conceptualizing the relationship between media and the

society in which they operate. McQuail suggests that there are three main possibilities of

relationship between media and society.

They are

1. The media strongly influence the society (for good or ill).

2. The media simply reflect what is going on in society and are more an effect than a cause.

3. The relationship is an interactive and circular one, with no clear line of influence.

He also suggests a fourth possibility. The media are a cultural and social phenomenon of

society but not clearly caused and with no clear direction of effect. Society and media are

two independent complexes of social and cultural practice. So it is very pertinent to study

the role digital banners as a street media in the cultural and social phenomenon of Tamil

society.
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J.V.Vilanilam’s (2006) book “Mass communication in India- A sociological perspective

“discusses the linkage between Indian society and media. When examining the dysfunctions

of the media, he quotes Lazarsfeld and Merton’s ethicizing function of the media. He argues

that media enforce as well as reinforce social norms. The socioeconomic, religious and

communal interests of media controllers may cause them to emphasize certain norms in the

media and enforce them through repetition which can be a dysfunction. He also observes

that the socioeconomic environment is an important determinant of mass communication

activities and media institutions. Here the study attempts to study whether the

socioeconomic environment i.e caste in Tamil society determines the digital banner culture.

Carey’s (2009) “The Communication as Culture: Media and Society”, explains that

communication is not just the act of imparting information, but also the representation of

shared beliefs and common experiences. Today, we are living in an age of modern

technology. We are using Adobe, Photoshop, CorelDraw, and these software helped in

cropping the images, and edit the photographs in any forms. Most youngsters and

politicians use technology for some personal advertising. Recently, when a researcher did a

pilot study in Madurai, he identified a politician’s image. It is like

VeerapandiayaKattabomman3 Here the politician did cut his face to put Kattabomman’s

body. The people compared him to Kattabomman. The party supporters put the banners in

every all street of Madurai. After a few years, this type of activity was discontinued.

Till now only two studies have been done on street media in Tamil Nadu. A study titled

“Canvases of Political Competition; Images Production as politics in Tamil Nadu, India” by

Gerristser, Roos (2005) mainly noticed street murals ruling the political canvases. The study

3 . He was ruler of Tirunelveli in 18th century, Tamil Nadu, India.
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was done mostly in Chennai.  Another study by Gerristser, Roostitled “Fandom on display:

intimate visualities and the politics of spectacle” established that murals, posters, invitation

cards and banners were used by Rajni fans in Puducheri. She did 18 months of fieldwork in

the Union Territory of Puducheri and Tamil Nadu’s capital Chennai, studying film clubs,

political practice, visual culture and the politics of spectacle in Tamil Nadu. For this study

she used ethnographic research methods and interviewed and followed various film fans,

political supporters, government officials and the artists and studios that produce the images

commissioned by fans and party workers. She has found in this research the way in which

cinema images have commonly been used by politicians and political publicity has always

been the characteristic of Tamil Nadu. She argues that this intentionality of parties and the

passivity of consumers do not hold when we took at the ways in which public images are

produced and displayed. The world has become more and more mediated, the ubiquitous

use of public imagery in Tamil Nadu offers an insight into the ways in which media images

are made part of political practice, political power and reputation at various levels.

1.3 Caste in India

Caste has been playing dominantrole in our society since long. India is a country of

diverse hierarchies that are intersected by the varied grades of caste and class, among

others. According to Oxford dictionary, Caste is defined as each of the hereditary classes of

Hindu society, distinguished by relative degrees of ritual purity or pollution and of social

status. The stratification of caste in India places individuals hierarchically according to their

birth. Inheritance based on birth in the caste structure most often gives individuals a “fixed”

identity whose social mobility is discouraged. The broader classification of Varnashrama

Dharma divides people in terms of Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, and Shudras. This
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ascriptive social order based on the Hindu scriptures places Brahmins (or the erstwhile

“higher” castes) above the “others”. Kshatriyas, who are traditionally known for martial

valor and managerial roles, are in the next layers of social stratification. Third, the

Vaishyas, who are known for their trade and commerce activities, are above the last layer of

the “lower” castes. In the fourfold ascriptive division of labor, the “lower” castes are often

addressed as Shudras (Dalits or Harijans). The ascriptive nature of the caste system is

unique in that the stratification of an individual’s social status is determined mostly by birth.

The Nesfied defines caste as “a class of the community which disowns any connection with

any other class and can neither intermarry nor eat nor drink with any, but persons of their

own community. The Senart (1919) a French authority, draws attention to ‘the Idea of

Pollution’ as a characteristic of caste.

Ambedkar has evaluated that the endogamy (absence of intermarriage) is the only one that

can be called the essence of caste and only characteristic that is peculiar to caste. No

civilized society of today presents more survivals of primitive times than does the Indian

society like the custom of exogamy. The creed of exogamy is not that sapindas (blood-kins)

cannot marry, but a marriage between sagotras (gotras or clans of the same class) is

regarded as a sacrilege. In spite of the endogamy of the castes within them, exogamy is

strictly observed and that there are more rigorous penalties for violating exogamy then there

are for violating endogamy. Thus "the Superposition of endogamy on exogamy means the

creation of caste.

The caste society thrives on endogamy and love marriages are considered as a threat to the

reputation and honor of the particular caste. The caste, endogamy and gender are

inseparable. The caste system requires the oppression of women to be viable and
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punishments for violations of endogamy are more severe for women than for men

(Bidner&Easwaran, 2012).

The marriage of convenience (between the feudal and capitalist classes) has created a

peculiar situation in our country, where a highly qualified engineer working on the latest

technology, unashamedly adheres to his caste customs. It is because of this duality; we

find a situation, where a media house that most ardently advocates neo-liberal economic

policies does not feel it is contradictory to its positions, when it advocates regressive

positions on caste. Way back on September 22, 1932, The Hindu, commenting on the

impact of Gandhiji's fast against separate electorates in Andhra Pradesh, stated, “Many

took a vow that they would not observe untouchability any longer. Harijans were allowed

to draw water from private and public wells in many towns and in some, they were

admitted into temples.” Unfortunately, these very practices, in spite of the vows taken as

reported in the newspapers of that day, still continue. But today, importantly, activities of

any movement fighting for the elimination of caste discrimination are not reported in the

media with requisite prominence, unlike what was quoted above. Despite the tall talks

and empty promises of the ruling classes, caste oppression continues and discrimination

based on caste is sought to be perpetuated forever (G Mamatha 2016).

Mass Media has the potential to play an important role in the process of empowerment

political, economic, social, cultural and so on in the over-all development of the society.

It can serve as an important instrument in achieving social justice by educating, raising

awareness and questioning caste discrimination.

Caste and rampant casteism is utterly and absolutely prevalent in the India of today. For

instance a fact that should disturb all of us: over 95 percent of all sweepers, cleaners,
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sewage workers and sanitation workers are from the Scheduled Castes. On the other

hand, one survey showed that around the same number 96 percent is the proportion of

upper-castes in the media. In the private sector, if a Dalit finds employment in a non-

menial capacity, she or he faces severe problems in upward mobility because HR

managers look for traits that are socially similar to themselves, a process that Kanter has

termed as 'homosocial’ reproduction (RosabethKanter 1977).

All this discussion is not intended to demand a gesture of charity towards Dalit’s, by

opening the employment avenues in the mainstream media. The intention is to argue for

changing the prevailing mindsets of media bosses. As Dr.Ambedkar has written, “It is

usual to hear all those who feel moved by the deplorable condition of the Untouchables

unburden themselves by uttering the cry, ‘We must do something for the Untouchables.’

One seldom hears any of the persons interested in the problem saying, ‘Let us do

something to change the Touchable Hindu’. The need of the hour is to include media in

the demand for equal access, just as there are movements today demanding equal access

to common ponds, lakes, burial grounds, funds, basic facilities in the neighborhoods. The

problem is not only with the inclusion or exclusion of news on Dalit issues. How are

those issues being represented in the media is also a very pertinent question. Indian mass

media is inherently prejudiced and biased, reflecting the caste based divisions of the

society at large. Let us look at some instances to understand this phenomenon (G

Mamatha 2016).

So, caste is very much the part and parcel of the social, political, cultural and economic

spheres of Tamil Nadu.
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1.4 Caste and Politics

The term caste, used to describe a system of social relations that is considered to be

uniquely Indian, and that presumably distinguishes the traditional Indian society form the

West, is ironically not of Indian origin. As is well Known, the term comes from the

Spanish word Casta, meaning race. The Portuguese seafarers, who arrived on the west cost

of India for trade in the fifteenth century, were the first ones to use it in the Indian context.

Varna, jati or zat and many other similar terms have been in use in different parts of the

South Asian region for a very long time to describe a variety of prevailing social divisions

and hierarchies of status and class. This indeed includes the idea and practice of pollution

or untouchability (Jodhka, Surinder. S. 1995). However, the history of modern-days

theorizations of caste begins with Western and colonial encounters with the Indian

civilization.

The relationship between caste and politics has been analyzed at two levels: one, how caste

affects politics, and two, how politics affects caste. Caste plays a major role in Tamil Nadu

politics since colonial period. Tamil Nadu politics witnessed the formation of Dravidian

ideology, the Dravidian political parties and later the formation of political parties by

various caste groups.

(Kothari, 1973) draws four conclusions from the present relationship between caste and

politics:

(1) New elite structure has emerged in politics which is drawn from different castes but

shares a common secular outlook and is homogeneous in terms of some values.
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(2) Castes have assumed new organizational form Thus (i) caste associations are now

functioning at various levels (universities, hostels, clubs, government offices, and so forth;

(ii) caste conferences have become broad-based; and (iii) caste federations have emerged.

(3) Castes have started functioning on factional basis. These factions divide not only

political groups but also social groups.

(4) The caste identifications have given a new relevance to the electorate system. It is not

only the large castes which affect politics but also the smaller castes which have become

important in seeking votes.

An article by Desai examines the widely prevalent view that caste dominates the

distribution and use of political power and the ways and means of achieving such power to a

degree which vitiates the working of the political system in spite of its rational-legal basis

and its parliamentary democratic form.  While admitting that caste influences political

parties, as well as the Government and administration, it is argued here that politics also

influences caste with consequences that undermine caste solidarity and stratification (Desai,

1967).

The caste system played a significant role in determining the content and direction of

theprocesses of political socialization, political mobilization and institutionalization within

theframework of modern democracy. The dynamics of caste and class were at the root of

thecomplexity of Indian politics in its functioning (Tapkir, 2018).

Gorringe in his article ‘Caste and politics in Tamil Nadu' concluded that it is clear that caste

remains an important political resource, but it would be mistaken to view caste identities as

ascribed. Rather, they are complex constructs that draw upon yet differ from earlier

categories. Institutional incentives, the fact that state provisions are distributed to caste
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categories, offer one important reason for the number of caste-based parties (Gorringe,

2012).

Tamil Nadu: Caste factor continues to play make-or-break role in politics. As elections

come round again in Tamil Nadu, what cannot go unnoticed are the A to Z of caste

equations, or in other words how various groups from Annachis to Vanniyars and Chettiars

to Thevars take to various candidates and parties. For those in the know, caste divisions and

sub-divisions in Tamil Nadu are child’s play, but for the uninitiated, it surely is rocket

science. For samples, in the Virudhunagar constituency, the candidates would be concerned

about how the Mukkulathor would vote, including just how the three sub-castes that make

up the Mukkulathor, namely the Kallar, Maravar and the Thevar, would rate the candidates

in the fray. Of course, Mukkulathor are not the only ones that political parties have to

appease. The rainbow of castes run from the Annachis (or Nadars) to e Chettiars, Naickers,

Konars, Yadavs, Vanniyars, Brahmins and many more (Scaria , 2011).

1.5 Media and Caste

According to Vilanilam, the socioeconomic environment is an important determinant of

mass communication activities and media institutions. The media enforce as well as

reinforce social norms. The socio-economic, religious and communal interests of media

controllers may cause them to emphasize certain norms in the media and enforce them

through repetition which can be a dysfunction (Vilanilam, 2005).

The Media is operating in the social setting. It will reflect the social reality. Several studies

confirmed that caste is present in the media. A number of articles in the newspapers and

magazines written by reputed journalists like Sainath, SiddharthVaradarajan, Kalpana

Sharma, Anand and the reportage of S.Viswanathan in the Frontline magazine are
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authenticated observations on the caste matters in the Indian media. Caste is present in the

media representation (Teldumde, 2008) (Ambedkar, 1943) (Jeffrey, 2000) (Prasad, 2004)

(Vanamamalai, 2009). Caste is also considered as an important factor for the recruitment of

Media persons (Uniyal, 1996) (Jeffrey, 2000) (Balasubramaniam, 2011).

Dalit have been ignored by the media similar to the society. Dalit’s have appeared unworthy

of coverage expect when trapped in crises or conflicts. The available literature and research

confirm the exclusion of Dalit from the mainstream media coverage. The coverage of Dalit

in the media is inadequate or nonexistent. But nowadays the Dalit are expressing their

thoughts and views through the new media, like Facebook, digital posters and banners.

B.R.Ambedkar fought against untouchability. The people of scheduled caste in southern

districts use his photo in their banners to specify that they belong to that caste. The

mainstream media would not help Dalit. Still they are fighting with upper castes people for

evicting the B.R Ambedkar statues. However, people can display his images through

banners in cities.  So it is very relevant to study the representation of caste in digital

banners.

The newspapers were actively involved in constructing a nation and mobilizing the masses

to participate in the freedom movement. Around the same time, B.R. Ambedkar started

propagating a different vision of Dalithood through his newspaper Janata, which stressed

the Dalit’s difference from the mainstream ‘nation’. Ambedkar demanded a separate Dalit-

space, rather than a submersion of the Dalit cause in the Gandhian agenda of building a

coherent, homogeneous nation-space (Narayanan, 2005). Ambedkar is a national leader. But

he is projected as a Dalit leader (Venkatesh, 2006). The media plays a major role in the

formation of social identity. Ambedkar is always identified as a leader of the Dalits and
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nothing else. Right from his struggletowards social justice till now, after his 100th birth

anniversary, Ambedkar receives less attention from the Indian media. Ambedkar felt that

his views were marginalized in the Indian media. The Indian media, too, takes its cues from

the temple of Brahminism before it projects somebody as an acceptable man or woman for

the highest position. The Indian media used to hate Ambedkar(Ilaiah, 2000).

The mass media, or the mainstream media as it is popularly called, which could play

such an important role in addressing issues concerning casteism, is unfortunately not

doing so. Truthful and sensitive investigation of social issues and challenges is a key

responsibility of the media. Journalism is called the fourth pillar of democracy and media

should always raise a vociferous debate on the caste cauldron in society. Ideally a media

system suitable for democracy ought to provide its readers with some coherent sense of

the broader social forces that affect conditions of their everyday lives but that is hardly

the case. If a Dalit achieves something 'huge' and the media are forced to report, primacy

in the reporting is given to identity of the person concerned than to the achievement

itself. Even K R Narayanan, former President of India could not escape this ignominy.

When he visited France in 2000, the French newspapers reported with such headlines as,

'An Untouchable at Elysee Palace'. At this, the media delegation from India

accompanying K.R.Narayanan got furious and raised a hue and cry. Soon after his return

to India, K.R.Narayanan, punctured the Indian media's morally superior line by pointing

out that the French newspapers' description of him as an untouchable was only a

reflection of what the Indian media had been writing about him. “I am used to this for a

long time. I am used to this kind of publicity in the Indian media, of being an

untouchable in RashtrapathiBhavan”, he said (G Mamatha 2016).
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Newspaper advertisements which say 'house for rent...only for Brahmins' are

commonplace and are not seen as an expression of casteist attitude. Are journalists not

expected to write in their columns how there is an urgent need to legislate against people

who place such advertisements or ask such questions relating to caste. It is the State and

the Brahminical social order which play a crucial role in keeping these physical

separations intact by arranging for separate bore wells and even separate housing

facilities for Dalit’s, even in urban centres. People, once born into a caste, are either

content or are forced to live, breathe, eat, marry, give birth and die in that caste. Media

does not have the spine to change the status quo. There has thus been an indefinite

postponement of issues and a refusal to confront them, unwittingly reinforcing caste

discrimination in our society. Even the major incidents of atrocities, like Kilvenmani,

Chunduru, Karamchedu, Khairlanji, to the more recent Lakshimpet incident, the media

never covered them with objectivity. Kenneth J Cooper, an African-American and the

then New Delhi bureau chief of The Washington Post, noted in the mid-1990s that

“India’s majority lower castes are minor voices in newspapers”. B N Uniyal, a Delhi-

based journalist, followed it up and he wrote, “Suddenly I realized that in all the 30 years

I had worked as a journalist, I had never met a fellow journalist who was a Dalit; no, not

one”. Robin Jeffrey writes in his article that, “Almost no Dalit’s worked in the Indian

press as reporters or sub-editors. There were no Dalit editors and no Dalit-run dailies.” In

2006, the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (CSDS), New Delhi, conducted a

survey which found that “of the 315 key decision-makers surveyed from 37 Delhi-based

(Hindi and English) publications and television channels, almost 90 percent of decision

makers in the English language print media and 79 percent in television were...from the
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‘upper caste'”. In Indian society, human networks mostly function within the formula of

caste. The reality of Dalit absence in Indian media shows the wanton neglect of

managements in the media to the social diversity of the editorial desk. It has been

reproducing the social prejudice in the content of the media for the last 60 years.

Ambedkar commenting on a Hindu's notion of 'public' states: “The effect of caste on the

ethics of Hindus is simply deplorable. Caste has killed public spirit. Caste has destroyed

the sense of public charity. A Hindu's public is his caste”. The public for the owners of

the media houses in our state are, thus, people from their own caste and this is reflected

in their recruitment policies. This cements the impression that the public has come to

connote things and spaces which are inaccessible for Dalit. Just as common wells, public

roads, and cremation grounds are spaces denied to Dalit, media houses too are out of

bounds. In fact, it is generally commented that media is the second most regressive

institution in the country as it houses the least number of Dalit (G Mamatha 2016).

Kanshi Ram, a prominent political leader who led the Dalit Bahujan politics was given less

prominence. His death was of little importance to media. Ravikumar’s feedback to The

Hindu expressed his anguish after seeing the news about him published in The Hindu. “I

read with dismay this morning's Chennai edition of The Hindu (10 October 2006). I was

saddened to find the news of BSP founder-leader Kanshi Ram's death buried at the bottom

of Page 14. Not only was it relegate from Page 1, it was given the lowest status on Page 14,

perhaps symbolic of the status Dalits are meant to enjoy in "The Hindu social order"

(Kumar R. , 2006).

According to the Media Studies Group and members of the Justice for Dalit Journalist

NagarajuKoppula Campaign which organized a memorial meeting here last week, 71%
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of media jobs in India are held by upper caste males who make up just 8% of the

country’s population and there is not even a single Adivasi or Dalit journalist among

some 300 identified ‘decision-makers’ in the media. This is evident right from the caste-

based violence in Kilvenmani in Tamil Nadu in 1968, up to recent incidents in Bhagana

in 2014 (NagarajuKoppula: 2015).

1.6 Caste in Tamil Cinema

Experts believe that caste politics and Tamil cinema have a symbiotic relationship, since

film as a medium often constitutes a culture sphere that contains representations of caste

and patriarchal relationships (Karthikeyan, 2013). Kaadhal (2004),a low budget film about

romance between a couple of unspecified castes who are nevertheless identifiable as a girl

from a dominant caste in Madurai and a Dalit boy is one such example. The narrative

excludes the possibility that love between a Dalit boy and an intermediate caste girl could

blossom into a happily married life. In, the film, when the couple elopes to Chennai, the

director creates clever plot devices to ensure that they are not shown sleeping together in the

three nights they spend in Chennai. The third day they get married, but the film ends with

the heroine, an unhappily wedded mother pillion-riding her same caste husband, spotting

the hero as a mad man at a traffic signal.

As SelvarajVelayathum points out in his short article entitled ‘Beyond Bollywood: India’s

Tamil film industry’ both global viewers of Bollywood as well as academics writing about

Bollywood, seem to consider this movie industry as synonymous with Indian cinema. The

economic and cultural ascendancy of popular Indian cinema in Hindi (or Bollywood) in the

1990s appears to have relegated the influence of regional cinema in the making of diaspora

consciousness. In India, the South Indian film industry is becoming as big as Bollywood in
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terms of domestic box-office collections. Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu have more

number of theatres than the entire North and East put together. Since the biggest selling

point for South Indian films is that the audience continues to pack the theatres, producers in

the South are not allowed by the powerful distributors to release original VCDs and DVDs.

Therefore, unlike Bollywood which gains huge revenues from video and DVD sales

overseas, South Indian film industry loses out on this and hence on the lucrative overseas

market (Hughes, S. P. 2010).

Srinivas and Kali in their chapter ‘On Castes and Comedians’ argue that comedy in Tamil

cinema has strong caste overtones. Following the lines of the genre, the usually bossy non-

Brahmin upper caste character always receives a well-deserved punishment from his usually

lower caste companion. In Tamil Nadu, as mentioned earlier, the identification of Tamil

with the ethicist idiom, anti-Brahmin polemics and Tamil cinema’s close connection with

grassroots politics, has meant that foregrounding the main character as an archetype

Brahmin in the hero dominated Tamil film industry would be very rare.

AgraharathinKazhadai, VedamPuthithu, and Ore OruGramathilai were theme-driven films

that exposed the orthodoxy and narrow-mindedness of the Brahmin community and hence

they were accepted. In keeping with Tamil cinema’s codes based on this ethicist

determination of the language and entertainment politics, the Brahmin is a minor character –

often the temple priest who depends on the rich landlords for the maintenance of the temple.

In films with a more urban setting, the Brahmin is often cast as a self-righteous principled

individual trying in vain to uphold traditional caste values (Ravi, S. 2010).
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Today, most of the Tamil films are based on caste. So people celebrate the character which

represents a particular caste in the film. Kamal Haasan4 is an actor, screenwriter, director

and producer in Tamil film industry. He has acted in the movie “ThevarMagan”5 in 1992.

Even today the photos of Kamal Hassan’s character in ThevarMagan are used by that

particular community in its banners. Cinematic offerings that closely adhere to the

subcultures of intermediate castes have not only provided a framework for discussing caste,

but also a template by which dominant castes have sought to reinforce their power.

According to Hugo Gorringe one could see a relationship between the portrayal of

intermediate caste valor on the silver screen and the mobilization of these castes around

such concepts in the political sphere (Karthikeyan, 2013). According to AnandPandian,

films have an important role and life outside cinema halls. The films have come to provide a

language for the social life of kinship and attachment (Pandian, 2008).

1.7 Research Gap

There are three prominent studies have done on street media in Tamil Nadu. A study titled

“Canvases of Political Competition; Images Production as Politics in Tamil Nadu, India” by

Gerristser, Roos(2005) mainly noticed about street murals ruling the political canvases. The

study was done mostly in Chennai.  The Ph.D. thesis “Fandom on display: intimate

visualities and the politics of spectacle” by the same author established that murals, posters,

invitation card and banners were used by Rajni fans in Puducheri.  She focused on political

parties murals and cinema fans but she did not delve on caste identities in political

4 He was born in Paramakudi in Ramanathapuram into a Brahmin family. He is  a Tamil actor, Film maker,

lyricist, producer and he has many fan clubs in Tamil Nadu
5 This film talks about the Thevar caste people. The character played by Kamal (Shakthivel) in that movie

belongs to this caste
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canvasses. The studies done also focused on the murals and wall paintings. It has not

focused much on digital banners. So, the researcher will mainly focus on caste identities

negotiated and constructed through the digital banners. Again the study will be done in the

cities of southern and central districts of Tamil Nadu.

Another important study done by Preminda Jacob entitled ‘Celluloid Deities: The Visual

Culture of Cinema and Political in South India’ was published in 2009. He mainly focused

on banners and cutouts which are exhibited in public places but it was drawn and painted by

artists. He took many photographs of banners and cutouts for analysis of his study. So there

is a huge gap to be filled by this study. The Present study deals with Representation of caste

identities through digital banner in South Tamil Nadu.

1.8 Statement of the Problem

Tamil Nadu is known for its digital banners of various advertisements, political campaigns,

publicity and promotion of new movies and also common man’s celebrations, functions and

festivals. The digital banners are the popular street media of Tamil Nadu and also a

democratic space for all. Those banners have a huge publicity in the society and it facilitates

common man’s self-promotions, self-advertisement, political campaign, to exhibit their

economic status and caste pride.

1.9 The Aims and objectives of the Study includes

1. To map the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu

2. To examine how the caste identities are constructed and negotiated in the digital banners.

3. To study the various elements and hidden meanings of text, images, symbols, flags,

photos, background images and slogans that are used in digital banners.
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4. To examine the intersection of caste, politics and cinema in digital banners.

5. To analyze the space for gender in digital banners.

1.10 Theoretical Framework: Technology determinism

As per the scholars of technology determinism, technology determines communication.

Technological determinism is a theory that assumes that a society's technology determines

the development of its social structure and cultural values. Technological determinism tries

to understand how technology has had an impact on human action and thought. Changes in

technology are the primary source for changes in society. This technology determinism

theory has come from Troront school of thought. Three such themes focus on the effects

and consequences of communications, emphasis on communications as a process rather

than as structure, and a sharp focus on the technology of communication, or the medium

are the most fundamental in characterizing the unique perspective of the Toronto School.

Walter Benjamin is the pioneer of technology determinism theory.

Benjamin (1936) in “The Work of Art in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, discusses

a shift in perception and its effects with the advent of film and photography in the

twentieth century. He attempts to mark something specific about the modern age; of the

effects of modernity on the work of art in particular. Film and photography point to this

movement. Benjamin writes of the loss of the aura through the mechanical reproduction of

art itself. The aura, for Benjamin, represents the originality and authenticity of a work of

art that has not been reproduced. A painting has an aura while a photograph does not; the

photograph is an image of an image while the painting remains utterly original. According

to Benjamin, the technology i.e mechanical reproduction affects the communication.
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Because of technology, the art loses its aura and also it leads to multiplicity of

communication and mass consumption of communication.

Innis (1951/1964) “The Bias of Communication”, ventures into a broad exploration of the

historical relationship between a society’s predominant means of communication and

prevailing patterns of knowledge and power. Before the ninth century, the kings were

noticed for success and fame and their achievements written in the stone. Especially, the

kings had written the borders ruling, dams, city name, castle, and temples etc., engraved

and set with stone cuts. The stones were given some information about the message or

information from the inscription that’s called space biased communication. The space

biased communication which means the message was given a place of standard expression

that we could not move anywhere, due to heaviness and durability (such as stone).  We

have seen thousand year -old stone cuts in this century also.  After fifteenth century we

have used manuscripts to keep the records, and used to exchange the message from one

place to another place. The manuscripts were used to transfer military secrets from one

place to another. This is called time biased media. The time biased media can be easily

taken anywhere but its life times is too short and that is why these are called time biased

media. The manuscripts were used to transfer military secrets from one place to another.

This is called time biased media. Here the digital banners can be called as time biased

media.

According to McLuhan (1964) ‘The Medium is the Message’. He gave more importance to

the medium itself rather than the message. For example, electric light is pure information.

It is a medium without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell out some verbal ad

or name. This fact, a characteristic of all media, means that the ‘content’ of any medium is
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always another medium. The content of writing is speech, just as the written word is the

content of print and is also the content of the telegraph. By placing all the stress on content

and practically none on the medium, we lose all chance of perceiving and influencing the

impact of new technologies on man. So it is pertinent to study the impact of new

technologies including digital banners on the society.

1.11 Significance of the Study

There are studies concerning the representation of caste in traditional and new media but

there are rarely any studies on caste in digital banners. This study will epitomize on the role

of digital banner as a street media and its role in the visual culture in Tamil Nadu. There are

researches on the relationship between caste, politics and cinema but the detailed scientific

empirical study on its intersection in the digital banners in Tamil Nadu is yet to be done,

therefore, it is significant to study and examine the role of caste and its representation in the

digital banners in Tamil Nadu.

1.12 Scope of the Study

The debates on the media coverage and representation of caste in India are ongoing. There

were rarely any studies concerning the representation of caste in digital banners in Tamil

Nadu. The present study will endeavor to strengthen the debates with its empirical

approach. It will supplement the research problem with a global perspective. Also this study

will map the digital banner studios and also the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu.

Moreover it will help to understand the presence of caste in the visual culture in Tamil

Nadu.  Besides, this study will document the political economy of street media i.e. digital

banners, the relationship between caste, politics and cinema and its representation in the

digital banners in Tamil Nadu. This study will add to the body of literature on Media and
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caste as there are rarely any scholarly research works on the representation of caste in

digital banners. This study will also add to the body of literature on street media as there are

only a few scholarly research works on posters, murals and wall paintings in Tamil Nadu.

1.13 Research Methodology

Qualitative research method was employed for this research works. Ethnography is a

qualitative research design aimed at exploring the cultural phenomena. The resulting field

study or a case report reflects the knowledge and the system of meanings in the lives of a

cultural group. Ethnography is a means to represent graphically and in writing, the culture

of a people. Ethnography includes both qualitative and quantitative methods in both

classical and non-classical ethnographical approaches. It studies the socio-cultural contexts,

processes and meanings within the cultural system. It greatly depends on fieldwork and is a

process of making discovery and continuing inquiries in an attempt to achieve validity.

Ethnography is a highly flexible and creative process. It is interpretative, constructive and

reflexive (Whitehead, 2004).The present study is descriptive in nature that deals with the

various levels of super structural elements of the society.  Here the researcher used personal

observation and interviews in the field.

1.13.1 Ethnography

Ethnography, embedded in an anthropological tradition, is essentially the study of a

particular cultural group or phenomenon. Fieldwork is a fundamental part of that study, and

for anthropologists, ethnographic fieldwork involves documenting people’s beliefs and

practices from the people’s own perspectives. The ethnographer then must be a keen

surveyor and interpreter of culture from the “emic,” or the insider’s view of reality. The

ethnographer gathers information by watching and talking with people, and by reading
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available reports and records. Observation is a main tool in an ethnographer’s toolbox, and

ethnographers spend a good deal of their time in the field observing, either as nonparticipant

or participant observers. Participant observers take part in whatever is going on in the site in

order to better understand the insider, or emic experience.

Wolcott (1995) defines fieldwork as a form of inquiry that requires a researcher to be

immersed personally in the ongoing social activities of some individual or group carrying

out the research. For classical ethnographers, who primarily studied local communities, it

meant the total immersion of the researcher in the field setting 24 hours per day, 7 days per

week, and different seasons of the year, for an extended period of time (e.g., one year).

Ethnographers can develop particularly close ties with their key informants. Key informants

are those special individuals who like to talk, who know the setting, and who understand the

ethnographer’s mission. Ethnographic observations in which the ethnographer participates

during social activities he or she is observing (participant observation), help the

ethnographer or ethnographic team to gain an emic or indigenous sense of the social setting

being studied.

The researcher has spent one and half years for the field study. The researcher has visited

many villages around Madurai like Thirumangalam, Usilampatti, Alanganallur,

Avaniyapuram, Thiruparankundram and Melur. The researcher has visited many localities

of Tirunelveli like Tirunelveli Junction, Town, Palayamkottai, Maharaja Nagar, Shanthi

Nagar, Alangulam, Sivalarkulam, Nallur, Kasiyapuram, Mukkoodal, Tenkasi and

Courtallam.
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1.13.2 Visual ethnography Methodology

Visual method came into prominence in 1990s with the slow incorporation of visual

sociology in the mainstream. Visual ethnography is (photography and film) as a research

tool in studying culture. Visual Ethnography Sarah Pink argues that there are essentially two

paradigms in visual ethnography: First, a “scientific and realist” frame based on obser-

vational approaches (i.e. Collier and Collier 1986), mostly related to sociological inquiry

(i.e. Wagner 1979; Harper 1998; Prosser 1998). Visual are in multiple ways. Sociologists

categorize parts of the world, thus creating data (the scientific made); sociologists use their

own subjective experience as a source of data (the phenomenological mode). Sociologists

structure their data into accounts (the narrative mode). Sociologists build data from the

point of view of their subjects (the reflexive mode). Images may be Scientific, Narrative,

Phenomenological or reflexive depending on how they are constructed, presented and

viewed.

Howard Becker (2002) argues that images are “specified generalizations, which invite us to

generalize in the ways the text argues”. In a certain way, Becker’s conclusions frame a way

of approaching the “real instances” of social life, by considering the images as a material

“both specific and general, abstract and concrete”.

Irving(2007) argues that “orthodox approaches are limited and we need to create new forms

of collaborative research and representation with regard to understanding experiences”. The

specificity of visual ethnography is its capacity to “create new forms of collaborative

research” to understand “people’s ‘everyday’ thinking and being”. In Irving’s proposal we

find an epistemological and methodological shift vis-à-vis Becker’s perspective: co-

researchers involved “in a process of make rather than mimesis as persons are not
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reproducing the past but actively re-interpreting it” participate and “create a type of knowl-

edge and appreciation that cannot be defined in terms of objective truth or shared,

hermeneutic understanding”.

Visual ethnography in which researchers use visual supports not only to describe, interpret

or illustrate a social reality, but to create and imagine new interpretations of social

experience through visual methods. Over the last twenty years, visual ethnography has

transformed the way social scientists create and describe knowledge. In this issue, we

propose a series of articles in order to explore a variety of methodological and theoretical

practices “in the field” MacDougall (1997),Banks (2007), Harper (1998) and (MacDougall,

1997).

1.13.3 Photographs as a visual ethnography tool

The photographs are used as a visual ethnography tool in this study. This technique is

adopted from the study of RekhaS.Murthy on street media. The secondary data was

collected from the published books, news articles, journals, and unpublished works

(Murthy, 2005). The photographs of the digital banners in the field was collected during

data collection and was be analyzed later. According to Caldarola,  the photographic

research method is derived largely from a particular epistemological conception of

photographic representation, which may be summarized by following premises: 1) that

photographic images are event- specific representation, 2) that their relevance or meaning is

dependent upon the context of the image producing event, 3) that the imaging event is

socially interactive and communicative process that involves the mutual understanding and

participation of both the observer and the observed. The nature of the observation process

follows as a direct consequence of this epistemological framework.
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1.13.4 Content Analysis

Qualitative content analysis will be employed to study the representation of caste and the

intersection of caste, cinema and politics in the digital banners. Photographs of the digital

banners will be documented and it will be used for content analysis. The photographs of the

digital banners in the field will be collected during data collection and it will be analyzed

later. This technique is adopted from the study of RekhaS.Murthy on street media(Murthy,

2005).

1.14 Methods of Data Collection

Qualitative research techniques like observation, intensive interviews, analysis of existing

documents,  photography  and films was used to collect primary data from the area of study.

a) Collection of primary data: Intensive interviews with key informants or interlocutors

from the members of fan clubs, digital banner designers, digital banner customers, digital

banner consumers& members from different castes

i. All the objectives were studied using ethnography methods. The key informants or

interlocutors among the members of fan clubs, digital banner designers, digital banner

customers, digital banner consumers & members from different castes were identified and

intensive interviews were conducted. The Personal observation was done during the field

visit in the two cities Madurai and Tirunelveli. In Madurai and Tirunelveli, the researcher

met and interacted with many cinema fan club members, caste group leaders, college going

youths, politicians, digital banners designers and printers. The researcher had documented

every digital banner; their views are documented as in video.

ii. For all the objectives, the photographs of the digital banners from the area of study were

collected. Hundreds of digital banners for different occasions has been photographed and
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documented for the study. The photographs of the digital banners are content analyzed

qualitatively.

iii. For objective 2, Case study method was also done to get an in-depth understanding of the

research topic that provides enormous wealth of information and details about the research

topic. Case study is a research method, typically seen in social and life sciences. There is no

one definition of case study research. However, very simply ‘a case study can be defined as

an intensive study about a person, a group of people or a unit, which is aimed to generalize

over several units’. A case study has also been described as an intensive, systematic

investigation of a single individual, group, community or some other unit in which the

researcher examines in-depth data relating to several variables. Case studies are conducted

or explain a phenomenon. Yin (2003) defines case study as an empirical inquiry that uses

multiple sources of evidence to investigate a contemporary phenomenon within its real life

context, in which the boundaries between the phenomenon and its context are not clearly

evident. Case studies provide tremendous detail,The Case studies pertaining digital banners

as reasons for caste conflicts were chosen and done to get clarity on caste in digital banners.

b. Sources of secondary data: Official records, census data, newspaper reports, documents

were collected as secondary data for the study.

1.15 Area of the Study

Two cities in Tamil Nadu namely Madurai and Tirunelveli were chosen for the study. These

two cities have cultural similarities and differences. The dominant caste groups of these

cities are also different.
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1.15.1 MADURAI

Madurai city is Municipal Corporation which comes under Madurai Metropolitan Region.

As per provisional reports of Census India, the population of Madurai in 2011 is 1,017,865,

of 509,302 male are and 508,563female are. Madurai, a city in southern Tamil Nadu is

popularly called as temple city. Thevar, the most dominant cast have three sub castes,

Agamudayar6, Kallar and Maravar7.

In Madurai, the political camps, temple festivals and new movie releases are celebrated in

very a big manner. The Thangam8 theatre was considered very big in Asia. This city is

playing a powerful role in the politics of southern Tamil Nadu. The political leaders

celebrate their birthday in a grand manner with wall posters and banners throughout the

entire city. The Thevar have three sub castes, Agamudayar9, Kallar and Maravar10 the most

dominant caste in Madurai. Honor killing is increasing in Madurai as reported by Evidence,

an NGO. These are the main reasons for the selection of Madurai city for the study.

Dalits are still under the clutches of the caste Hindus, who prevent them from contesting the

local body elections. Keeripatti, a small village in Usilampatti union, is one among three

villages, including Pappapatti and Nattarmangalam in Chellampatti union, to hit the

headlines following alleged atrocities committed by the caste Hindus. The caste Hindus

even opposed the move to elect Dalit as panchayat presidents for over a decade though the

government had declared the villages reserved for Dalit. And another example in

6 One of the backward castes in Tamil Nadu which comes under the main category of Mukkulathor
7 As Kallar, sub division of Mukkulathor.
8 Name of the theatre located in Madurai.
9One of the backward castes in Tamil Nadu which comes under the main category of Mukkulathor
10 As Kallar, sub division of Mukkulathor.
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Uthapuram11 village, there was big wall which was separated two group of the people one

side Caste Hindu houses where located and another side Dalit people houses located.

Peraiyur town near Sandhaiur (name of the village) also we can see the Untouchable wall12.

Melavalavu in Melur constituency in Madurai district was once a caste hotbed. In 1997, the

village saw the bloodiest clash when a group of Thevar hacked to death seven Dalit,

including the Melavalavupanchayat president and his brother the vice-president for daring

to contest the election to the reserved panchayat. The slain Dalit had also demanded a share

of the temple funds for their community. Politics apart, the social dynamics hasn't changed

much. Madurai is one of the very important places for every movie success.

1.15.2 TIRUNELVELI

Tirunelveli is one of the southern districts of Tamil Nadu. According to Census 2011,

Tirunelveli has a population of 3,077,233 of which, 1,520,912 are male and 1,556,321 are

female respectively. Tirunelveli, also known as Nellai, and historically (during British rule)

as Tinnevelly, is a city in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. The Archaeological Studies have

shown that Tirunelveli is a "Cultural old city". Tirunelveli has been one of the educationally

advanced districts in Tamil Nadu. Its headquarters, Tirunelveli City, more specifically its

southern part, Palayamkottai, is called by the southerners the ‘Oxford of South India’

because of the establishment of good old institutions of higher learning such as St. John’s

College, M.D.T. Hindu College, Sarah Tucker College and St. Xavier’s College.

11The infamous wall at the Uthapuram village, which was seen as a symbol of casteism and oppression, was

brought down in 2008. That wall commonly called as Untouchable wall.

12The purpose of the wall is to deny Arunthathiyar passages.
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Tirunelveli is notorious for its caste violence.  Caste clashes and murders are nothing new to

this southern district of Tirunelveli.  The deep-rooted caste sentiments in the region have led

to the loss of many lives. It is also known for its digital banners. The fan club of Vijay

displayed 120 digital banners to celebrate the release of a new Tamil movie.

1.16 Chapterization

The entire study is divided and presented in seven chapters excluding introduction and

conclusion.

The researcher has explained the background of the research topic, the research problem,

the scope of the study, the methodology and outline of thesis in chapter 1.

The researcher has presented the literature review which consists of themes enabling better

understanding of the definitions of media and the role of media in the society, the role of

caste in Indian society with focus on Tamil society, the presence of caste in media, Caste in

films and caste in politics in the chapter 2.

Chapter 3 presents the results of the research conducted as described in the methodology. It

maps the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu. It documents the socio-cultural dynamics of

digital banners in Tamil society. It also documents the Digital banners in Tamil Culture

with emphasis on the use of digital banners in Ceremonies & Celebrations. It maps the

nature and functioning of digital banner studios and the mechanics of studios. It explores

the Workforce in studios focusing on the Digital banner designers. It also documents the

rules and regulations for digital banners.

Chapter 4 analyzed the construction of caste identities in digital banners. It also identified

the caste groups which predominantly use digital banners for their celebrations. It examines
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how the caste identities are constructed and negotiated in the digital banners.  It also studies

the various elements and hidden meanings of text, images, symbols, flags, photos,

background images and slogans that are used in digital banners.

Chapter 5 examines the intersection of caste, politics and cinema in digital banners. The

chapter highlights the imagination of caste identities of film actors and its use in the digital

banners in the construction of caste.

Chapter 6 analyzes the space for gender in the digital banners. It also analyzes how men and

women images are constructed in the digital banners.

Chapter 7 is a discussion of the results in the light of the literature reviewed in Chapter 2.It

contains the summary of conclusion from the thesis.
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Chapter II-Caste and Communication: A Review of Literature

1 Introduction

This chapter deals with the review of literature regarding the definition of

communication, media and the linkage of communication and culture. The researcher

will also explore the literature regarding caste and media, caste and cinema, caste and

politics. It will also review literature regarding gender and space.

1.1 Communication

Communication researchers differentiate ‘communication’ and ‘human

communication’. Dennis McQuail (1975) defines human communication in linear

terms as the sending of meaningful messages from one person to another whether in

oral or written, or visual. Montau and Matson (1979) terms human communication as a

clash of symbols and it covers a multitude of signs. It is a human connection and

communication is the ground of meeting and the foundation of the community.

Communication is further classified into verbal and non-verbal communication. Verbal

communication refers to the communication form which people communicate with

each other by language or written language (Wang, 2009). Verbal and non-verbal

communication has its own importance with both being linked with one another.  Larry

A Samovar explains, “Non-Verbal communication involves all those non-verbal

stimuli in a communication setting that are generated by both the source and his or her

use of the environment and that have potential message value for the source or

receiver”. Non-verbal communication is beyond the conventional sending and

receiving of messages for the sole purpose of communications encompass all forms of

communication that is devoid of spoken and written languages, an exclusive illustration
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of all possible ways of interpersonal communication that are done non verbally

(Adetunji and Sze, 2012). Non-verbal communication does not only serve as a crucial

complementary role to verbal communication, it is also used to regularize meaning, to

accentuate and reinforce information. The characterized culturally diverse

interpretation of a particular nonverbal communication is a factor that makes

consideration of cultural differences when sending or receiving nonverbal messages a

necessity, because of a situation whereby a message that has a particular meaning in

one society can have a completely different meaning in another society (Matsumoto,

2006).

MC Farland (1994) defined communications as “the process of meaningful interactions

among human beings, it is a process by which meanings are perceived and

understandings are reached among human beings”. Brown (2012) states

“Communication is a process of transmitting ideas or thoughts from one person to

another for the purpose of creating an understanding in the thinking of the person

receiving communication”.

According to Verderber (2009), there are three main important areas of non-verbal

communication such as Body language which is called the Kinesics Communication,

characterized with using facial expressions, body movement and postures. Physical

environment which is known as Proxemics communication, aided with the usage of

available space, distance or proximity to other people in the communication scenario

and personal attributed which is known as Artifactual communication, anon-verbal

communication type which is utilized by communicators to modify the appearances.

Reus and Kees (1956) classified non-verbal communication as sign language, action

language and object language.
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1.2 Communication, Culture and Society

Human beings are surrounded by culture in this world. Rosengren (1986) believe

culture is a system of “abstract, man-made patterns,” others hold it as a “historically

shared system of symbolic resources through which we make our world meaningful”

(Hall, 2005). Sir Edward Taylor (1871) defined culture as “that complex whole which

includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom and any other capabilities and

habits acquired by man as a member of society”. Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) said

“culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and

transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievement of human groups,

including their embodiment in artifacts: the essential core of culture consists of

traditional (historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values:

culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other

as conditioning elements of further action”. Other theorist argues that culture is “a

negotiated set of shared symbolic systems that guide individuals’ behaviors and incline

them to function as a group” (Chen and Starosta, 1999). Wang (2011), argue that no

human is born with culture but rather it is learned. One acquires culture while growing

up, and the primary means by which one is uncultured is through communication. By

communicating with those around us, we learn our languages, develop our worldviews,

establish our values, and subscribe to our- believes. We also pass on to others our

languages, worldviews, values and believe by way of communicating with them. In

fact, communication is the sole process by which humans acquire and transmit their

individual culture (Wang, 2011). Communication is considered as an integrating factor

of human societies. The idea of society as an organism, that is, a whole composed of

organs performing pre-determined functions, inspired the earliest conceptions of a

science of communication (Mattleart, 1980). Edward T.Hall’s work on: The Silent
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Language focused on communication across cultures. He postulated that, “Culture is

communication and communication is culture” (Hall, 1959).

Communication is not only concerned with mass media, but it also subsumes social

interactions and ritual, recreational and symbolic communication. The changes in

society cause changes in communication. According to Stuart Hall (1980), the circuits

of communication reproduce a pattern of domination-meaning is interrelated with

power. This takes place during a process called encoding and decoding. He argued that

any media ‘text’ circulated through several linked ‘moments’. Besides the moment of

production, when dominant meanings were encoded in the text, there were also the

moments of circulation, distribution, consumption and reproduction, when meanings

were decoded and when new meanings were encoded. In the process of circulation and

distribution, critics not only decode the intended meanings, but add layers of meaning

to the text itself, likewise ‘reader’ or ‘listeners’ or ‘viewers’  both decode the text and

transform its meaning based on their own frames of reference. Sometimes readings will

be in accordance with the intended reading other times new meanings will be

‘negotiated’  between readers and texts; and still other times, resistant, counter-

hegemonic readings will arise. The process of decoding and re-encoding is strongly

influenced by class or other social positions.  Here encoding refers to the creation of

cultural texts and decoding refers to the interpretation of cultural texts. Hence we

cannot exclude the cultural patterns of any Society.

James Carey (1989) describes communication as culture. In his essay “The

Communication as Culture: Media and Society”, explains that communication is not

just the act of imparting information, but also the representation of shared beliefs and

common experiences. A ritual view of communication is directed not toward the

extension of messages in space but toward the maintenance of society in time: not the
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act of imparting information but the representation of shared believes”, communication

as the production and exchange of meanings.

Carey’s (1989) “The Communication as Culture: Media and Society”, explains that

communication is not just the act of imparting information, but also the representation

of shared believes and common experiences. His book throws light on a cultural

approach to communication. To him, communication has two concepts in American

culture: the transmission view of communication which means ‘imparting’, sending,

transmitting or giving information to others. The centre idea of communication is the

transmission of giving information to others. The centre idea of communication is the

transmission of signals or messages over distance for the purpose of control the people.

The transmission view is the dominant model; it is connected to understanding of

communication, transportation and as a means of conveyance. The ritual view of

communication according to Carey is “the ritual view is not about controlling persons,

spread across and through space, but the representation shared believes. It understands

that the purpose of communication is not the transmission of intelligent information”

but the construction and maintenance of meaningful in cultural world that can act as a

control and container for human action. Carey defines communication as a “symbolic

process whereby reality is produced, maintained, repaired and transformed”. Carey

maintained, “Society exists not only by transmission, by communication, but it may

fairly be said to exist in transmission, in communication”.

John Fiske (1990) explain ritual views as concerned with how messages, or texts,

interact with people in order to produce meanings; that is, it is consider

misunderstandings to be necessarily evidence of communication failure-they may

result from cultural difference between sender and receiver.
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J.V.Vilanilam’s (2006) study “Mass communication in India- A sociological

perspective” discusses the linkage between Indian society and media. When examining

the dysfunctions of the media, he quotes Lazarsfeld and Merton’s ethicizing function of

the media. He argues that media enforce as well as reinforce social norms. The

socioeconomic, religious and communal interests of media controllers may cause them

to emphasize certain norms in the media and enforce them through repetition which

can be a dysfunction. He also observes that the socio-comic environment is an

important determinant of mass communication activities and media institutions.

According to Marshall McLuhan’s study on Understanding Media: the Medium is the

Message, “it is the medium that shapes and controls scale and form of human

association and action. The content or uses of such media are as diverse as they are

ineffectual in shaping the form of human association”. McLuhan argued, the medium is

any extension of the human body and mind through technology. He saw that media are

powerful agents of change that affect senses that media themselves extend. He stressed

that media must be studied for their effects, no their content, because their interaction

obscures these affects and deprives us of the power to media under our control. “All

media are extensions of some human faculty-psychic or physical,” he asserted.  In

terms of media, Marshall McLuhan explored the cultural shift that occurred with the

connections between the shift from print media dominance to electronic media

dominance, and the consequential impact on various domains of culture. McLuhan

described how the shift in electronic communication affected individual sense ratios,

explaining that all media are extensions of our human bodies and our senses. Each

medium is different physical extension, is biased to a different sense, and as a result,

each medium offers a different set of perceptions and possibilities. McLuhan’s

Understanding Media shows show to synthesize multiple approaches and bring them to
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an analysis of different media as modes for communication social and cultural

information.

According to Harold D Lasswell model of communication, “the communication

process and its five basic elements includes who, said what, in which channel, to

whom, with what effect”. He further explained that who says is a source and it is

control analysis, what is the content and it is content analysis, is, to whom is the

receiver and it is audience analysis, with what effect is effect studies. He also outlined

three basic functions of mass communication which are “environmental monitoring,

coordination of social and cultural heritage”. Media plays a surveillance function or

environmental monitoring by providing information to the public, it provides news and

warns of danger. It provides exposure to personalities and events. Media also plays the

role of selection, interpretation on consensus and exposes deviants. It gives status

conferral and opinion leaders. It impedes threats to social stability it monitors and

managed public opinions and it checks on government.

The wall paintings are not only photographs. The wall paintings are often used as

cinema hoardings for promotion of new movies. The political parties in Tamil Nadu

initially started using murals. The politicians also use these wall paintings to maintain

their political influence. Most of the political parties have their own wall painting

artists. The political parties encouraged drawing murals for image building among the

people of a particular area and to sustain their party influence in there.

The Texture is an alternative view of Communication and cornerstone for the

geography of communication.  Texture is communicated through reflection of the

beautiful buildings. Texture having long life even 15 century texture we can see in this

century also. Anthony Giddens said that texture is thus a mediator between then and

now. The texture provides a tool for understanding the relationship between spatial
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transformations and communicative processes.  Jacobs’s description of Hudson Street

bears witness of a texture with strong historical continuity a texture which is closely

tied to spatial structure.  Their intervention occurs by way of contraction in other words

by way of architecture conceived of not as the building of particular structure palace or

monument, but rather as a project embedded in spatial context and texture which call

for representations that will not vanish into the symbolic or imaginary realms.

(Lefebvre, 1974/1991 italics in original) Before 9th century the kings where noticed

success, fame, the other made up of the most important records they written in the

stone. Especially, The kings had wrote the borders ruling, dams, city name, Castle, and

temples  etc., engraved and set with stone cuts. The stones were given some

information about message or information from the inscription that’s called space

biased communication. The Space biased Communication which means the message

given a place of standard expression it’s we could not move anywhere. For example

Heaviness and durability (Such as stone), the Thousand -year -old stone cuts we have

seen this century also.  After 15 century we have used manuscripts to keep the records,

and it used for exchanged the message one place to another place. The manuscripts

where used transceiver military secrets in one place to another place. This is called

Time biased media. The Time biased media is we can easy to taken in anywhere but its

life times too short that are why this called time biased media.

1.3 Theoretical Framework: Technology determinism

As per the scholars of technology determinism, technology determines communication.

Walter Benjamin is the pioneer of technology determinism.

Benjamin (1936) in “The Work of Art in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction”,

discusses a shift in perception and its effects with the advent of film and photography

in the twentieth century. He attempts to mark something specific about the modern age;
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of the effects of modernity on the work of art in particular. Film and photography point

to this movement. Benjamin writes of the loss of the aura through the mechanical

reproduction of art itself. The aura, for Benjamin, represents the originality and

authenticity of a work of art that has not been reproduced. A painting has an aura while

a photograph does not; the photograph is an image of an image while the painting

remains utterly original. According to Benjamin, the technology i.e mechanical

reproduction affects the communication. Because of technology, the art loses its aura

and also it leads to multiplicity of communication and mass consumption of

communication.

Innis (1951/1964) “The Bias of Communication”, ventures into a broad exploration of

the historical relationship between a society’s predominant means of communication

and prevailing patterns of knowledge and power. Before the ninth century, the kings

were noticed for success and fame and their achievements written in the stone.

Especially, the kings had written the borders ruling, dams, city name, castle, and

temples etc., engraved and set with stone cuts. The stones were given some information

about the message or information from the inscription that’s called space biased

communication. The space biased communication which means the message was given

a place of standard expression that we could not move anywhere, due to heaviness and

durability (such as stone).  We have seen thousand year -old stone cuts in this century

also.  After fifteenth century we have used manuscripts to keep the records, and used to

exchange the message from one place to another place. The manuscripts were used to

transfer military secrets from one place to another. This is called time biased media.

The time biased media can be easily taken anywhere but its life times is too short and

that is why these are called time biased media. The manuscripts were used to transfer
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military secrets from one place to another. This is called time biased media. Here the

digital banners can be called as time biased media.

According to McLuhan (1964) ‘The Medium is the Message’. He gave more

importance to the medium itself rather than the message. For example, electric light is

pure information. It is a medium without a message, as it were, unless it is used to spell

out some verbal ad or name. This fact, a characteristic of all media, means that the

‘content’ of any medium is always another medium. The content of writing is speech,

just as the written word is the content of print and is also the content of the telegraph.

By placing all the stress on content and practically none on the medium, we lose all

chance of perceiving and influencing the impact of new technologies on man. So it is

very pertinent to study the impact of new technologies including digital banners on the

society.

1.4 Visual Media

Visual design means the structured process of planning for this interaction. There are

other similar, overlapping terms. The widely used term document design covers much

the same ground as visual communication, except that document design may also refer

to matters of language, such as employing certain types of paragraph and sentence

structure that have been shown to be easily understood by readers, Communications

design and information design also refer broadly to visual communication. In this

guide texts and documents refer to both paper and on-screenwriting. Likewise, images

and graphics are used interchangeably for visuals that are distinct from verbal material.

Digital banner is one of the visual images and it is designed using computer software.

The people are the viewers or readers of the digital banners.  Readers take in a

document’s visual design and images immediately. Image memory that is, our memory

of particular images as well as our own constructed “mental images” of pictures,
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events, and visual-related words is also one of our most enduring types of memory. We

apply lasting memories of images across the documents we encounter. Thus the design

affects readers’ first impressions of genre, interest, and importance. As they continue to

look at the document, whether they are reading the entire text or scanning for important

points, readers continue to gather information from the visual design, which can both

structure their reading and supplement the text.

This thesis is a contribution to a study of visual communication; it focuses on visual

representations through images to designing their digital banners. The term 'images' is

one of the most taken-for-granted words in everyday life. There is a necessity to clarify

in what sense I deal with images, in other words, what I mean by images in my

research. Therefore, I want to begin with the questions: "what is an image?", "how can

an image be defined?"

Here I have given some reviews from the scholar’s words. Mitchell (1986) proposes a

typology of images in the form of a family tree. It is divided into five different

categories: Graphic (pictures, statues, designs); Optical (mirrors, projections);

Perceptual (sense data, "species" appearances); Mental (dreams, memones, ideas);

Verbal (metaphors, descriptions). He argues that the first two categories are "called by

that name in a strict, proper, or literal sense” and the last two categories "involve some

extended, figurative, or improper use of the term".  although his assertion of a

dichotomy of "proper" versus "improper" of these 'different' types of images lacks

accuracy as an argument in the sense that it is not argued for in detail, his consideration

of images in relation to intellectual disciplines helps to analyze images in a systematic

way: mental imagery belongs to psychology and epistemology; optical imagery to

physics; graphic, sculptural, and architectural imagery to the art historian; verbal

imagery to the literary critic; perceptual images occupy a kind of border region where
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physiologists, neurologists, psychologists, art historians, and students of optics find

themselves collaborating with philosophers and literary critics (Ibid: 10). It is what

Mitchell defines as Graphic (pictorial representation) that is the primary concern of my

research. Images in this sense therefore mean visual images as opposed to other types

of images which refer to as visual representations (Oyama, 1998).

In my view, visual images are no exception.  In this research has begun to explore how

visual images as well as language are heterogeneous in these socio-cultural contexts.

Visual images might be taken as homogeneous phenomenon that is commonly present

in a given culture, because its heterogeneity has not been clearly recognized in

comparison to language. Street Media playing important role in communications

studies

1.5 Street media

Street media is an integral part of media in our daily lives. Ecology of street media

includes a vibrant array of individual communication. But in the commercial area of

city bus stop, street shops and another place one particular people tolerance one other

(Rekha, 1996). Public spaces are one of the very important things in street media, the

person and political life of a society, offering sites of significant communication and

serving as sources for news, information and dialogue. Public space and place include

plazas, parks, street, shops, and malls.

The street is where movement takes place, without which the interaction with urban life

would not exist, leaving only separation a forced and fixed segregation. According to

Lefebvre (1972) in his work: says that the street brings “all the elements of urban life”

together, and serves, among others things, as “a communication space”: The urban

space of the street is a place for talk, given over as much to the exchange of words and
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signs as it are to the exchange of things. A place where speech becomes writing; A

place where speech can become ‘savage’ and, by escaping rules and institutions,

inscribe itself on walls.

In this study street is the urban outdoors to distinguish from home life is a thoroughly

examined phenomenon in a wide range of fields. The street is where movement takes

place the interaction without which urban life would not exist, leaving only separation,

a forced and fixed segregation. The Walter Banjamin’s phantasmagoria wanderings to

Paul Virilo’s dystopia fear the city often makes an appearance as a dream like (or

nightmarish) concept.

1.6 Impact of Mass Media on Culture

Mass media has increasingly influenced the development of a community.

Communities are branded according to their cultural identity. In media language we

refer to this aspect of cultural identity as our situated culture. In other words culture is

an oral one it is passed on and formed largely by intimate word-of-mouth

communication. Since the mid-19th century, we have come to live not only in a situated

culture, but in a culture of mediation. The press, film and cinema, television and radio

and more recently, the Internet, have developed to supply larger scale means of public

communication. So now our situated culture exists within a much wider mediated

world. The introduction of the term ‘global village’ in the 1960s illustrates how much

our world has changed and the change is due almost entirely to the development of

mass communications. Culture can be defined as the beliefs, values, or other

frameworks of reference by which we make sense of our experiences. It also concerns

how we communicate these values and ideas. Mass media are centrally involved in the

production of modern culture. Media production, media texts and media reception are
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like a series of interlinked circuits. What is produced is influenced by cultural values;

how the texts are formed and represented is influenced in the same way and the

readings of the texts are also subject to both abstract and particular cultural viewpoints.

1.7 The Power of Media

The world, as it is stated today, is in the midst of a media revolution. Print, audio, video

and film have become more pervasive than ever before. The world is encircled by

communication satellites and both rich and poor, although not equally, are linked to a

single emerging media world. The last few years have seen a tremendous growth of

interest in witnessing how the media work, how they affect people’s daily lives, and

how the public might ensure the fulfillment of the media’s staggering potential. More

importantly, the media is also referred to, as “the Fourth Realm of the Estate”, that is

the fourth pillar in support of the essential tripod of government: the Executive, the

Legislative and the Judiciary.

Thus Media has become a powerful weapon in the modern society. There has been a

continuous debate about the more or less powerful effects and influence of the media

on the public (Klapper (1960), Bryant and Zillmann (1986) and Bradac (1989). This

power is not restricted to the influence of the media on their audiences, but also

involves the role of the media within the broader framework of the social, cultural,

political, or economic power structures of society.  Media power is generally symbolic

and persuasive, in the sense that the media primarily have the potential to control to

some extent the minds of readers or viewers, but not directly their actions. The

traditional role of mass media as defined by the scholars is to inform, educate,

entertain, and to persuade the people. The media bring change in behavior and attitude

of the people by emphasizing certain issues (Altheide (1985). Meanwhile, with the
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revolutionary progress of mass communication, an unprecedented opportunity has been

created to share and exchange information for knowledge and social change

(McCombs and Shaw, 1972; MacKuen and Coombs, 1981; Iyengar and Kinder, 1987).

Newer media technologies, from portable media such as the Walkman, cellular phones,

handheld TVs, and wireless portable computers, make it possible to carry media into

places and spaces of everyday life hitherto closed to media and culture. Media serve

the individuals and society from different perspectives.  Harold Lasswell (1948) wrote

that the mass media serve three major functions for the society, such as:  surveillance

of the environment, correlation of the various parts of the society, and transmission of

social heritage from one generation to the next. Later, Denis McQuail (2000) added a

fourth category which he called mobilization, or the ability of the mass media to bring

people into particular processes of change and development.

Media also help the individuals on information, personal identity, integration and social

interaction.  It is within the family that tastes about media products and notions of

appropriate behavior with media are formed. Already, families converse more via

email and SMS than they do in person. Tweets and blogs are now the official lingua

franca of conversation and debate. The number of Facebook users in India has risen

from 0.7 million in 2008 to 3 million in 2009 and 13 million today. With Facebook and

Twitter and the like the traditional relationship between political authority and popular

will has been upended, making it easier for the powerless to collaborate, co-ordinate

and give voice to their concerns. In this way the media play a role of political

accountability and checks-and-balances, keeping an eye on public officials and

institutions and constantly challenging them via reports, interviews and debates. At the

same time many visual media also developing now like digital cinemas, digital posters,
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cut-outs and digital banners. These are visual media also making some cultural changes

among society which is like politically, economically and culturally.

1.8 Domestic Space and Public Space

Throughout history the role of men was defined in terms of activities beyond the

boundaries of home in the public realm of business, hunting, politics and representing

the family, whereas women were the individuals primarily responsible for the care and

nurturing of the home and family inhabiting it. Women’s spaces have been linked with

domesticity. The cliché “a woman’s place is in the home” embodies the traditional

notion dating back to ancient Greece and Rome (Epstein,1988).

A place is a space with ‘psychological or symbolic meaning’ (Altman &Zube, 1989).

Thus, space refers to the abstract geographical qualities of environment, which become

transformed into meaningful places as people use, modify or attribute symbolic value

to specific setting (Altman &Zube, 1989). This distinction made in the literature of

environmental psychology has not been stressed by the contributors to this volume.

Although many of the chapters focus on specific places, more encompassing and

specific terms are found within this book. Public spaces, in particular, are vital to the

personal and political life of a society, offering sites of significant communication and

serving as sources for news, information and dialogue. Many of the functions of these

places have shifted into the electronic realm with word of mouth news and information

supplanted by radio, television, newspapers and micro-media offering telephonic and

computer-mediated interaction. Open access or limitations on entry into public spaces

regulate opportunities to gin information entertainment and association.
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1.9 Back ground on Space, Media and Gender

Massey (1994) tried to establish a relationship between space and place with gender

and the construction of gender relations. She believes that "Geography matters to the

construction of gender". She endorses the spatial difference and cultural influence in

the construction of gender, along with space. In the continuum of space and place the

term ‘local’ has been associated with gender.

Gaston Bachelard (1964) argued The Poetics of Space observed: Outside and inside

form a dialectics of division. Historically, female spaces have been equated with

private spaces, with public spaces being male spaces. There is a symbolic opposition

between the house and the rest of the world: the female, intimate sphere as opposed to

the masculine sphere of public life. Part of the fabric of feminine and masculine gender

role behavior revolves around the relationship to the house.

The house was viewed as a mechanism for the domestication of women (Wigley,

1992). From a feminist perspective, the emphasis has been on ways in which “physical

space and social space reflect and rebound upon each other” (Weisman, 1992).

Feminist critics have also used cross-cultural examples of the spatial relations of

male/superiority and female/inferiority.

The institutionalization of gendered space have been viewed as agents reinforcing a

prevailing male advantage (Spain,1992& Weisman,1992) into gender differences of

communication environments and gender differences of psychosocial experiences in

public spaces in particular. Concern for physical safety is but one dimension of the

safety issue as related to attitudes and willingness to use public spaces.

The author relies further upon, Lefebvre’s (1991) the production of Space, arguably the

most important script about human spatiality and spatial imagination. The central
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argument is about the ontological, epistemological and theoretical rebalancing of

spatiality, historically, and sociality as all-embracing corner of human life. One of the

important 'meta philosophies' that Lefebvre preferred was the description by Soja

(1996). Lefebvre’s work, the Production of space, was divided into a dialectic of

spatiality, spatial thinking, and the spatial imagination that correspond to Lefebvre's

three different kinds of space: the perceived space of materialized spatial practice, the

conceived space as representation of space; and finally, he defined lived spaces of

representation as representational spaces. A new kind of thinking about space became

most clearly formulated in Paris. Edward Soja elaborates the ‘Third Space’ as a new

thinking on spatiality and builds on Foucault’s “heterotopology” and “heterotopia”.

In structuralism (code of appearances), when used in feminist analysis, the term is

mainly aimed towards gendered symbols and representations rather than material social

relations. The code of appearances includes body and looks. The bodies of the

characters indicate the presence or absence of any gender stereotypes. In serials and

advertisements the women’s bodies are often presented on sex objects or decorative

pieces, with the sole function of serving as a commodity for the male gaze. The female

body may be presented in a fragmented manner where the camera shows the female

body detached from the lips, eyes, legs, and hands. Examining the bodies of women in

serials and commercials lends insight as to whether they are disembodied and portrayed

as gender stereotypes.

1.9.1 Segregated spaces

There are vast cross-cultural differences in the use of public spaces, with some cultures

stressing the importance of interaction among members of the same sex. In writing

about social life in the United States, sociologist Ray Oldenburg noted that although
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both sexes benefit from engaging in the informal social life of public places, many

public places furnish the opportunity for same-sex interactions that still hold great

value. Some radical feminists argue that segregation works to women’s advantage by

allowing them to develop power independently of men (Spain, 1992).

All women public places have always been limited, as women’s space was domestic

(private) space. However, even here the female bonding may occur in such public sites

as markets, shopping centers, churches and schools.

Gender studies in the field of communication virtually ignore the significance of spatial

arrangements with regard to gender stratification, access to knowledge, power, safety,

and supportive interpersonal relationships. As social activities have increasingly moved

into the electronic realm, opportunities for public interaction are also offered in this

alternative realm.  Architect Michael Brill (1989) argues that “We do not recognize

much of our public life that really is here, nor do we recognize how much of it has

moved into ‘virtual’ space, the space of electronic media”. Inasmuch as there are

gender differences in the use of physical and electronic public spaces, such activities

should be examined in order to more fully understand the social networks and needs of

each gender.

The following chapter offers diverse perspective, both historically and culturally,

examining assorted cases that provide insights into the relationship of gender, public

space and communication both mediated and face-to-face. Some authors suggest that

public spaces continued to function as vibrant media of communication for one or both

sexes.
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1.9.2 Electronic public Space

Electronic public spaces, “examine sites of public interaction where two or more

people link via telephone, radio, television or computer. In each situation examined, an

electronic medium is viewed as it functions to provide an alternative, a spatial locus for

communication once reserved for physical public spaces.  The first English translation

of Georg Simmel’s ‘The sociology of space’ provides the opportunity to consider what

may be called the first sociological account of the importance of space for social

relations. As Frisby, states in the introduction to the texts: The study of social space as

a crucial dimension of social interaction and also of cultural formations constitutes one

of those projects in which it can be said that Simmel, in many respects, was a pioneer

(Frisby and Featherstone, 1997).

‘The sociology of space’ contains an examination of what Simmel identified as five

‘aspects of space’ and provides a somewhat abstract and formalized treatment of the

significance of space for understanding social interaction. For Simmel, space is a

crucial and fundamental element in human experience because social activities and

interactions are and must be spatially contextualized. That is, the form in which social

interactions are experienced and manifest are operative in delimited, delineated and

prescribed space.

Gender identity is a social product, within which humans think about and organize their

social activity, rather than a natural result of biological differences. Gender is a social,

symbolic concept related to, yet distinguishable from, the biological characteristic of

sex (Wood, 1994). Public place and the life of the public realm, like gender itself, are

understood in relation to its antithesis private space and personal life. Activities in

public place and knowledge of the public realm determine status, power and the nature

and quality of interpersonal relationships. Geographer Edward Soja (1989) noted: “We
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must be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequences from us, but

relations of power and discipline are inscribed into the apparently innocent spatiality of

social life”.

1.10 Women, Public Space and Communicaction

In recent times, the study of what and who constitutes the ‘public space’ has come to

assume immense importance. The concepts of public space and public sphere are

closely related and are rooted in the ancient Greek distinction of public and private and

developed in the early modern Europe through changing ideas of citizenship, civil

society, and republicanism. In the wake of industrialization and modernization, there

emerged new ideas and thoughts. This led to rise of open and free discussion among

citizens. Discussions and deliberations took place in places like the clubs, workplaces,

homes, governmental settings, streets, etc. These ‘public spaces’ were accessible to all.

The question of accessibility of women to public spaces is a concern to many social

and political theorists. Both men and women are positioned differently in the public

space. Although the basic ideology of the theory of public sphere is its openness, yet

there are various forms of exclusion which are basic to actually existing public in the

nineteenth and the twentieth century’s. All women public space has always been

limited as women’s space was domestic (private) space. However, even here the female

bonding may occur in such public sites as market, shopping centers, churches and

schools (Gumpert&Drucker 1996).

Access to public spaces historically provided an avenue to information and news. The

public space functions as a medium of communication, a medium that is undergoing

great change with the introduction of evermore sophisticated communication

technology. Elizabeth C Stanton is of the view that, women should be ready for
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participation in the public life rather than confining herself in the private duties. The

public places are vital spaces for personal and political life of a society, offering sites

of significant commmunication and serving as sources for news, information and

dialogue. The public space create the social converstion and that converstion being

contunied. The public places and spaces include plazas, parks, cafes, pubs, pomenades,

streets, shops, coffeehouses, community centers, churches, beauty parlors, shops and

malls.   Intreams of villages, public place is Temple, bus stop, streets and Wedding

halls. Most of the women are welcoming this digital banners culutre in villageas and

town. This digital culture have given the small space for women. In this essay is

discused how women protrad in public spaces and what their thought about their

banners view comment on that  (Bate, B 1992). In recent times, the study of what and

who constitutes the ‘public space’ has come to assume immense importance. The

concepts of public space and public sphere are closely related and are rooted in the

ancient Greek distinction of public and private and developed in the early modern

Europe through changing ideas of citizenship, civil society, and republicanism. In the

wake of industrialization and modernization, there emerged new ideas and thoughts.

This led to rise of open and free discussion among citizens. Discussions and

deliberations took place in places like the clubs, workplaces, homes, governmental

settings, streets, etc. These ‘public spaces’ were accessible to all (Davis 1990, Mitchell

2003, Zukin 1995).

Another analysis of the public space is found in the famous writing of Lefebvre where

the continuity and the changing nature of public space is analyzed while making a

distinction between two kinds of public spaces, the representation of spaces and

representational spaces (The terms spaces of representation and representational

spaces form part of the spatial theorist Henri Lefebvre's conceptual triad used to
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distinguish between different types of spaces and the different ways in which space is

produced. Representational spaces, or spaces of representation, as the original de

representation is more commonly translated, is conceptualized as the everyday space

that people produce, inhabit, and act within. Similar to the concept of “place,” spaces

of representation consist of day-to-day human networks, a diversity of urban

aestheticization processes, and the complex symbolisms of the underground and

vernacular side of social life. The notion of spaces of representation has been used by

cultural geographers in thinking about the production of the urban environment as the

manifestation of abstract economic). Representations of space are the conceptualized

space of planners, scientists, urbanites etc. That tends towards a system of verbal sings.

Representations of Space take on a physical form, Maps, plans, models and designs are

such forms. According to Lefebvre(1991), representations of space are about the

history ideologies. These histories of ideologies can be studies by examining how plans

of a space change over time. Features that are emphasized in such representations of

space often serve as signifiers of prominent ideologies or representational spaces.

Representations of space have a substantial role and specific influence in the

productions of space. These spaces intervene by construction and by architecture, as a

project embedded in a spatial context and a texture which call for ‘representations’ that

will not vanish in the symbolic or imaginary realms. This space provides a concrete

guideline for how ‘thought’ can become ‘action’.

Tamil Nadu has a great tradition of heritage and culture that has developed over 2,000

years and still continues to flourish. The people have given more respect for genders.

Nevertheless, the women would not access feel freely in public places. Here the

researcher discusses a few historical studies about women powers; it would be a better

understanding of how women are grown up from their struggles in India. There is three
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major categories period mentioned about women characters one is Vedic Period, Rig

Vedic Period and Sangam Tamil literature. In these major categories the Vedic Period

more respect had given to the women and others two periods was giving many

restrictions to the women. Here I mentioned how women were treated in the Vedic

Period: in Vedic Period Women were given a very high position in Vedic society. They

enjoyed more freedom in this period. No religious rites could be performed without

women. Girls had considerable freedom in selecting their life partners and there was no

system of child marriage. Women freely moved out from their houses and attended

public functions. Females were always under the care of males both before and after

marriage. Polygamy prevailed only among the kings and the nobles. Widow

Remarriage was common. The Vedic women did not use Purdah. To glorify women

the ancient society addressed all the rivers in the names of women namely Ganga,

Godavari, Tungabadra, and Cauvery.

In the later Vedic period, the position of women declined. The female child's birth was

considered as a sin. The woman was considered as the cause for sorrows and also she

was considered as a burden to the family. ‘Ramayana' and ‘Mahabharata' also reflect

the same opinion about women. In this period women were given a lower position in

the society. They were considered as inferior and subordinate to men. Birth of a girl

child was not welcomed.

Hindu religion is an ancient and orthodox religion. The status of women in Hindu

religion was very high in the Vedic period. But the status of women was very low in

Hindu religion of medieval period. This Hindu religion of the medieval period said that

women were faithless, cruel, fools, greedy, liars, highly emotional and cause for all the

sufferings in the world. It also said that born as a woman itself was a great sin. So the

women were compared with the low caste sutras. According to Hinduism, women
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should depend on men and should be always under men's control. The birth of a female

child was considered as a grief in the medieval period. Because the parents had to pay

the dowry for the child's marriage and also they had to search bridegroom in their same

caste. There was a custom that the girl children should get married before 10 years. So

the female infanticide happened. When the female baby was born, they murdered the

child by giving liquor or spurge milk, paddy with milk, dumpling cow dunk in the

child's mouth and burying them alive. However, they tried to control this evil in the

medieval period but failed. After independence also this social evil was very common

in certain places like Usilampatti in Madurai District, Dharmapuri, Namakkal, and

Salem of Tamil Nadu. (DhinaThanthi, Tamil Daily, 12 March 1991, p.6).

The digital banners are the very important thing in every function in Tamil Nadu. We

couldn't see without any digital banners marriage functions, birthday parties and ect.,

This culture is emerging last fifteen years in Tamil Nadu. In Tamil Nadu, most of the

functions are celebrated for women's, especially, Puberty ceremony

(PoopunithaNeerattuvizha), Ear piercing ceremony (KathaniVizha) and Wedding

functions. The girls delight in wear traditional dress. The dressing has a very important

place in the civilization of people. According to the customs and climate of the country,

dresses vary so also the method of wearing. Saris for women and dhotis for men are

common. Wearing silk saris (Pattu) during a festival and for all important function is

one of the important features of Tamil culture throughout all periods. From the Sangam

period to the present day the silk dress of the Tamils has a worldwide reputation.

Usually, the order was made of either cotton or silk. The dress of the people in the

period was made of fine cloth, silk or wool of many colors often embroidered with

silver and gold thread. So in digital banners girls are designing with traditional dress

and jewel to be showing their appearance in public place as rich and traditional.
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The term public space is of a recent one and is being taken great interest by the

scholars of United States Edward T. Hall was one of the first social scientists to address

‘space' as the "silent language" and the hidden dimension of shaping human action.

1.11 Definition of identity

Identity is a fundamental part of our being. We have many simultaneous identities;

some are circumstance of birth or life. Other are conferred by something we do, still

other fall somewhere in between. These identities indicate similarities among certain

groups of people and are broad stereotypes that help us understand and related better.

Bakhtin (1981) writes, communication is fundamental to human life, that self and

society emerge in dialogue with others surrounding them, then Indian films have

entered into the dialogic construction of Hausa popular culture by offering Hausa men

and women an alternative world, similar to their own, from which they may imagine

other forms of fashion, beauty, love and romance, coloniality and post-coloniality.

1.11.1 The terms of identity needs a distinct conceptualization

According to Frederik Barth (1969) was perhaps the first scholar to attempt a definition

of identity. He saw it as a boundary maintaining mechanism that keeps groups separate.

It can also be formulated as an expression of localism or increasing local

consciousness.

According to Nadel Klein (1991) localism refers to the representation of group identity

as defined primarily by a sense of commitment to a particular place and to a set of

cultural practices that are self-consciously articulated and to some degree separated and

directed away from surrounding word.

Ginkel (1995) argue the concept of "articulation' to the frequently deployed notion of

"construction of identity" because it implies that people lend meaning to their identity
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in strictly intentional ways. This however is only partly true: identity is also the result

of unintentional behavior and thought.

Paul Brass (1991) conceived such identity formation as an expression of ethnicity

while by De Vos (1975) conceived it as consisting of the 'subjective' i.e., symbolic or

emblematic use by a group of people of any aspect of culture, in order to differentiate

themselves from other groups. Brass maintained that an ethnic group that uses cultural

symbols in this way is a subjectively self-conscious community that establishes shared

criteria for inclusion in and exclusion from the group. He views the process of identity

formation as a movement from an ethnic category to an ethnic community from a

merely subjectively conscious social formation which also involves, in addition to

subjective self-consciousness, a claim to status and recognition, either as a superior

group or a group that is at least equal to other groups.

Among the classical theorists of Sociology, it is perhaps only in the writings of Mead

and Cooley that one can find detailed references to the question of identity. Both of

them approached identity in a socio-psychological manner rather than a politico-

sociological one. They talked about identity while trying to understand the formation of

an individual self, in a collectively through the experience of meaningful interactions

as part of socialization process (Mead: 1934 and Cooley: 1962). The most crucial point

both of them made in their discussions on the subject was the significance of the 'other.

Jenkins says, 'identity can also be understood as a process. One's social identity (or

identities) is never a final settled matter' (Jenkins 1996). Social identity is thus based on

recognizing the contrast between 'us' and 'them'.  Ever dimension of this distinction

between them and us allows us to establish something we have in common with the

rest of the individuals in the group we belong to. And that makes us different from

others, who in their turn distinguish themselves from us in a similar way. In other
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words, nothing would be similar unless marked by difference, just as difference

depends on a context of common recognition.

The members of a given caste identify themselves on the basis of different criteria

(such as kinship, cultural features, ethnic affiliation, occupation, religion etc.) that

make them different from other castes. Durkheim's collective representation is similar

to the collective identity of caste in Indian social set up Calhaun (1994) calls this type

as 'shared identity'.

1.12 Caste Identity

Caste identity has resurfaced at every level now. It is no longer the case that the

property less castes in the village could only speak of their origin tales in hushed tones.

Now every caste proudly digs into deep pockets of heritage in order to claim an

elevated status, frontally dying the station that tradition had accorded to them. Thus

while the caste system has collapsed, caste identities are to be seen everywhere in a

highly exaggerated form. This has given rise to the optical illusion that the caste is

enjoying a fresh lease of life. In fact, because caste as system is dying in rural India

that caste identities can now afford to come up. In the reign of the closed village

economy ruled by the oligarchy of the dominant caste there was little scope for poorer

caste to express their sense of self-worth through origin myths without being subjected

to persecution from the superior communities. Now that the pressure of the upper class,

landed caste has been lifted in the economic domain, the ex-Untouchable castes have

the space and the opportunity to proudly extravert their origin myths and their sense of

identify without fearing reprisals.
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1.13 Caste system

Many scholars find that caste-system is instituted for social unity. The whole society is

divided into four classes on basis of occupation and duties of each caste are pointed

out. Brahmins are the leaders of society who decide rules and regulations in the society.

They are respectable for people belonging to all other castes. This system was based on

the principle of reconciliation and harmony one day. But at a later stage castes were

decided by birth and therefore the higher caste without bothering for their duties tried

to hold on their rights. According to Henry Maine, castes started as natural division of

occupational classes and eventually upon receiving the religious sanction, became

solidified into the existing caste system.

According to Rabindranath Tagore abuses caste system which creates artificial

distinction among men. He believes that on one’s duty can be determined by birth. The

works which require special skill and practice cannot be hereditary, but should be

personal when anyone’s duty is determined by birth then external rituals become

dominant in it and it becomes lifeless. He criticizes spirituality. They perform much

evil in the name of religion, they oppress the lower classes, and therefore, they cannot

deserve and claim respect of other class like they used to get in olden days.  Tagore

curses the upper castes by saying that the insult which they had done to the lower caste

will come back upon them. He says, When the Sudra joined his palms in submission to

the Brahmanical decree of inferiority, on that very day was dug pit for the fall of the

Brahmins. He protests against the very system which is a bar to unity of all people.

1.14 Caste as Tradition in India

The term caste, used to describe a system of social relations that is considered to be

uniquely Indian, and that presumably distinguishes the traditional Indian society form
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the West, is ironically not of Indian origin. As is well Known, the term comes from the

Spanish word Casta, meaning race. The Portuguese seafarers, who arrived on the west

cost of India for trade in the fifteenth century, were the first ones to use it in the Indian

context.  Varna, jati or zat and many other similar terms have been in use in different

parts of the South Asian region for a very long time. The describe a variety of

prevailing social divisions and hierarchies of status and class. This indeed includes the

idea and practice of pollution or untouchability. However, the history of modern-days

theorizations of caste begins with Western and colonial encounters with the Indian

civilization (Jodhka, Surinder. S, 1995).

In the popular understanding, caste is an ancient institution of the Hindus, based on the

ideas of Varna, karma and dharma pronounced in a text called the Manusmriti. These

ideas translated into ahierarchical society, structured around the notions of purity and

pollution. The Varna system divided the Hindus into four mutually exclusive

categories- the Brahmins, the Kshatriyas, the Vaishyas, and Shudras. Beyond the four

Varna were the achhoots(the untouchables). These four or five categories occupied

different positions in the status hierarchy, with the Brahmins at the top, followed by the

other three Varna in the order mentioned above, with the achhoots occupying a position

at the very bottom. It is common knowledge that caste-like divisions have existed and

continue to exist among followers of other faith systems, Muslims, Christians, Sikhs,

and even Buddhists, living in the subcontinent, and beyond. The structures of caste

have close ties with other social, economic and political systems, such as kinship,

power regimes and labor relations. As would be the case with any other social

institutions and ideological system, relations of caste would have also changed with

transformation in the large social and economic structures. Second, notwithstanding

some common features across the subcontinent, the nature and practices of caste
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relations varied significantly across regions of the subcontinent. The regional histories

and other processes of change in social life have shaped the other processes of change

in social life have shaped the ground realities of caste.  Third, caste has also always

been a contested institution. Various and secular movements have questioned the

ideological groundings of caste has prevailed.

1.15 The reality of Indian Society

The ground realities of the Indian society however did not easily concur with the Varna

model of caste. The Colonial administrator had to revise their understanding of the

systems of hierarchy. They were confronted with diversities. This became most evident

when they started classifying Indians on the lines of caste for enumerating the Indian

population for the Census. The Varna system was only useful to the extent of being a

model, a framework of hierarchy. The ground reality of caste was much too diverse and

complex to fit into a simple model.

The idea of Varna had to be distinguished from the jati, the actual social units, or the

concrete endogamous social groupings. Unlike the Varna system, which was

presumably a pan-Indian system, the jatis had regional character. Every region had a

large number of jati and its subunits, ranging between 200 to 300 or even more. Their

name and associated social correlate also varied across regions. However, while they

recognized these empirical diversities, the colonial administrators continued to treat

caste as a unified system of hierarchy with common features across the subcontinent. It

will be worthwhile to quote Cohn once ageing on this: ‘India was seen as a collection

of castes: the particular picture was different in any given time and place, but India was

sum of its parts and the parts were castes’ (Chon 1968).
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Similarly, Nicholas dirks argues that caste was widely recognized by the colonial

regime ‘as a local form of ‘civil society’. Which was responsible for India’s “political

weakness” and symptom of the over development of its religious preoccupation’ (Dirks

2001). He claims that by 1885 there was: generic recognition that caste was the

foundational fact of Indian society, fundamental both to Hinduism (as Hinduism was to

it) and to the Indian subcontinent as a civilization region’ (Ibid: 41).

This colonial view of caste has also been extremely influential among a section of

Western scholars who have attempted to theorize caste as a specific system of social

relations.  Some they have extensively used the orient-list writings on India and

administrative reports of the colonial officials while trying to provide descriptive

accounts and theories of the caste system. There is also an overlap of the colonial

administrative view of caste and the scholarship on Indian society. For example, after

completing his administrative career in India, J.H.Hutton took up professorship at the

Cambridge University and wrote a book Caste in India (1946).

One of the major concerns of the orient list and colonial administrator was to identify

the origin of the system of caste in India. They speculated on the possible explanations

of the caste system in Hinduism, as originating from the racial mix-up after the Aryans

arrived in the ancient past or simply in the evolutionary process and division of labor.

Some Indian scholars also wrote in a similar vein. G.S.Ghurye, for example, identified

six core features of the Hindu caste system.

Segmental division of society: Castes were groups with well-developed lifestyles of

their own. The membership of the groups was determined by birth and not by choice.

The status of a person depended not on the amount of wealth he possessed but on the

rank that his caste enjoyed in the Hindu society.
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Hierarchy: there was a definite scheme of social precedence amongst castes. Each

group occupied a specific status in the overall framework of hierarchy.

Restrictions on social intercourse: The Hindu society had minute rules about social

relations. It, for example, imposed restrictions on what sort of food or drink the

members of one caste could accept from the members of another caste.

Civil and religious disabilities and privileges: Segregation of individual castes or

groups of castes in the village was the most obvious mark of civil privileges and

disabilities. Certain sacraments could not be performed by any caste other that the

Brahmins. Similarly, Shudras and other lower castes were not read or learn the sacred

scriptures.

Restricted choice of occupation: Generally, each caste considered a particular

occupation as its legitimate calling. To abandon the hereditary occupation in pursuit of

another, even when it was more lucrative, was not considered right.

Restrictions on marriage: Caste groups observed strict endogamy. Members of a

caste group married only within their castes. However, they were a few exceptions. In

some regions of India, the upper-caste man could marry lower-caste women, an

alliance known in kinship studies as hypergamy.

1.16 Caste as a unite and a system in India

In India, both caste and class are used as basis of hierarchical ranking and exist side by

side. However, caste, which is rooted in religious belief, is considered a more

important basis of social stratification for social, economic, and religious purposes.

Caste is a hereditary social group which does not permit social mobility to its members.

It involves ranking according to birth which affects one’s occupation, marriage and

social relationships. Caste is used both as a unit and as a system. As a unit, caste is
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defined as a closed-rank status group, i.e a group in which the status of members, their

occupations, the field of mate-selection, and interaction with others if fixed. As a

system, it refers to collectivity of restrictions, namely, restrictions on change of

membership, occupation, marriage and communal and social relations. In this context,

there is a presupposition that no caste can exist in isolation and that each caste is

closely involved with other castes in the network of economic, political and ritual

relationship. The ‘closed-rank group’ feature of caste also explains its structure.

1.17 Caste: Three perspectives of the Study

The caste system in India has been studied with three perspectives: ideological, socio-

anthropological and sociological. The ideologists have viewed caste from the scriptural

point of view, social anthropologists from the cultural point of view, and sociologists

from the social stratification point of view.

The ideological perspective takes its cue from the scriptures about the origin, purpose

and future of the caste system. Those who have used this perspective maintain that

Varna has originated from Brahma’s body and castes or jati are fissional units within

the Varna system, developed as the result of hyper-gamy and hypo-gamy practices.

Through the customs and the rituals, etc., to be followed by different caste are

prescribed in the Smrits written in about 200-100 B.C but the regional linguistic,

ethnic, and sectarian variations have gradually come to affect the ordering of jati

relationship. The object of the origin of caste became more and more rigid and

membership and occupation became hereditary. The rigidity in the caste system is the

result of the beliefs in Kama (deeds) and dharma (duties and obligations) which means

that the motive force for the caste dogmas was religious. The ideologists further

maintain that since caste are divine; they will continue to exist future (Verma,
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1972).The Cultural perspective of the social anthropologists (Hutton, Risley, Kroeber)

ramifies itself in three directions: structural, institutional and relational. The structural

view focuses its attention on the origin of the caste system, its development, and the

process of change in the structure. The institutional approach (John Rex) view caste.

India is a country of diverse hierarchies that are intersected by the varied grades of

caste and class, among others. According to Oxford dictionary, Caste is defined as each

of the hereditary classes of Hindu society, distinguished by relative degrees of ritual

purity or pollution and of social status. The stratification of caste in India places

individuals hierarchically according to their birth. Inheritance based on birth in the

caste structure most often gives individuals a “fixed” identity whose social mobility is

discouraged.

This ascriptive social order based on the Hindu scriptures places Brahmins (or the

erstwhile “higher” castes) above the “others”. Kshatriyas, who are traditionally known

for martial valor and managerial roles, are in the next layers of social stratification.

Third, the Vaishyas, who are known for their trade and commerce activities, are above

the last layer of the “lower” castes. In the fourfold ascriptive division of labor, the

“lower” castes are often addressed as Shudras (or Dalits or Harijans). The ascriptive

nature of the caste system is unique in that the stratification of an individual’s social

status is determined mostly by birth.

The Nesfied defines caste as “a class of the community which disowns any connection

with any other class and can neither intermarry nor eat nor drink with any, but persons

of their own community. The Senart (1919) a French authority, draws attention to ‘the

Idea of Pollution’ as a characteristic of caste.

Ambedkar has evaluated that the endogamy (absence of intermarriage) is the only one

that can be called the essence of caste and only characteristic that is peculiar to caste.
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No civilized society of today presents more survivals of primitive times than does the

Indian society like the custom of exogamy. The creed of exogamy is not that sapind as

(blood-kins) cannot marry, but a marriage between sagotras (gotras or clans of the

same class) is regarded as a sacrilege. In spite of the endogamy of the castes within

them, exogamy is strictly observed and that there are more rigorous penalties for

violating exogamy then there are for violating endogamy. Thus "the Superposition of

endogamy on exogamy means the creation of caste.

The caste society thrives on endogamy and love marriages are considered as a threat to

the reputation and honor of the particular caste. The caste, endogamy and gender are

inseparable. The caste system requires the oppression of women to be viable and

punishments for violations of endogamy are more severe for women than for men

(Bidner&Easwaran, 2012).The caste structure in Tamil Nadu has been divided into

three broad categories namely the Brahmins, the non- Brahmins and the Adi-Dravidas

or Dalits by number of social scientists. A general outlook tells us that the villages have

segregated residential areas, maintaining physical distance between the higher caste

Hindus and the Dalits. So, caste is very much the part and parcel of the social, political,

cultural and economic spheres of Tamil Nadu.

1.18 Media and Caste

The discrimination of certain groups in the society is followed in terms of the media

coverage too. There are many studies in the West to examine the coverage of

minorities in the media particularly newspapers. B N Uniyal, a Delhi-based journalist,

followed it up and he wrote, “Suddenly I realized that in all the 30 years, I had worked

as a journalist, I had never met a fellow journalist who was a Dalit; no, not one”
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(Uniyal 1996). Based on this information, in the late 1998 a Dalit organization

presented a memorandum to the Press Council of India.

In Tamil Nadu, the English print media especially Outlook, Frontline, The Hindu and

The Indian Express gave more space for Dalit issues than the Tamil newspapers and

periodicals. It does not mean that the English media have employed more Dalits in

their editorial departments. The English media operate at the all-India level and they

have to exhibit themselves as progressive before the nation. At the same time, the

English media was keener on narrating the violence (as Chomsky said “road crime”)

against Dalits than questioning the system of caste and state policies on Dalits.

However, there is no such compulsion for the vernacular media, because the

functioning space of vernacular media is like a “village” which always operates within

the system of caste. In Tamil Nadu, the space given by the English print media to Dalit

issues also facilitated the spread of Dalit movements across the state. The problem is

not only with the inclusion or exclusion of news on Dalit issues. How the media

represents the issues is a pertinent question (Balasubramaniam, 2010).

The social aspects of journalism can be approached within the twin perspective of the

social structure and its effects on the media, and the social effects of the media on

society. The caste and class structure of the Indian society have its influence on Indian

media. The media prefer to highlight all the caste agitations but ignore the root

economic causes. Media ignores development issues and welcomes sensational issues.

The Indian media love controversy and indulge in statement journalism. They print or

broadcast opposing statements without attempting to investigate and bring out the truth.

The Indian media are owned by the affluent and run by people whose major interest is

in capturing the advertisement market (Vilanilam, 2005).
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The Media is operating in the social setting. It will reflect the social reality. Several

studies confirmed that caste is present in the media. A number of articles in the

newspapers and magazines written by reputed journalists like Sainath,

SiddharthVaradarajan, Kalpana Sharma, Anand and the reportage of S.Viswanathan in

the Frontline magazine are authenticated observations on the caste matters in the Indian

media. Caste is present in the media representation (Teldumde, 2008) (Ambedkar,

1943) (Jeffrey, 2000) (Prasad, 2004) (Vanamamalai, 2009).Caste is also considered as

an important factor for the recruitment of Media persons. (Uniyal, 1996) (Jeffrey,

2000) (Balasubramaniam, 2011).

N.Ram, Editor in chief of Frontline and The Hindu in his foreword to this book

accepted that the news media rarely offer space to stories about Dalits. In his words,

"To make matters worse, there are hardly any journalists in Indian newsrooms. A lack

of space, or the futility of belaboring the obvious, is cited often enough as a

professional excuse for not doing what should have been one of the biggest social

stories of our time. The constitution of India abolished untouchability and granted

equal opportunities and status to the disadvantaged Dalits. However each day the

Human rights organizations continues to receive grievances about untouchability and

caste violence.

The caste of Indian media is upper caste hence they ignore lower castes and speak the

language of Manu of Manusmriti. Can we trust such a media which speaks the

language of Manu? Media that worries more about the cows and Ganga artist can do no

good for the society. Dalits and minorities should set up their own media houses and

present the truth as the truth is! Since ages, so called upper castes have controlled the

flow of information hence kept tight control over the so-called lower castes; history of
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media in India is filled with lies and propaganda to keep so-called lower castes at an

edge.

1.19 Caste in Tamil Cinema

Caste has been playing a very dominant, debilitating role in our society since long.

Experts believe that caste politics and Tamil cinema have a symbiotic relationship,

since film as a medium often constitutes a culture sphere that contains representations

of caste and patriarchal relationships (Karthikeyan, 2013). Kaadhal (2004), a low

budget film about romance between a couple of unspecified castes who are

nevertheless identifiable as a girl from a dominant caste in Madurai and a Dalit boy is

one such example. The narrative excludes the possibility that love between a Dalit boy

and an intermediate caste girl could blossom into a happily married life. In, the film,

when the couple elopes to Chennai, the director creates clever plot devices to ensure

that they are not shown sleeping together in the three nights they spend in Chennai. The

third day they get married, but the film ends with the heroine, an unhappily wedded

mother pillion-riding her same caste husband, spotting the hero as a mad man at a

traffic signal.

Today, most of the Tamil films are based on caste. So people celebrate the character

which represents a particular caste in the film. Kamal Haasan1 is an actor,

screenwriter, director and producer in Tamil film industry. He has acted in the movie

“ThevarMagan”2 in 1992. Even today the photos of Kamal Hassan’s character in

ThevarMagan are used by that particular community in its banners. Cinematic offerings

that closely adhere to the subcultures of intermediate castes have not only provided a

1 He was born in Paramakudi in Ramanathapuram into a Brahmin family. He is  a Tamil actor, Film

maker, llyricist, producer and he has many fan clubs in Tamil Nadu
2 This film talks about the Thevar caste people. The character played by Kamal (Shakthivel) in that

movie belongs to this caste
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framework for discussing caste, but also a template by which dominant castes have

sought to reinforce their power.  According to Hugo Gorringe one could see a

relationship between the portrayal of intermediate caste valor on the silver screen and

the mobilization of these castes around such concepts in the political sphere

(Karthikeyan, 2013). According to AnandPandian, films have an important role and life

outside cinema halls. The films have come to provide a language for the social life of

kinship and attachment (Pandian, 2008).

The movie name is Komban (2015) directed by Muthiah.M is in their cross hairs for its

so-called Thevar(dominant caste in Southern Tamil Nadu) narrative in Tamil cinemas.

The Dalit outfit PuthiyaThamizhagam's leader Dr.Krishnaswamy has approached the

high court seeking to stop the movie's release saying that it is based on a caste clash in

Tamil Nadu, and may trigger more violence with its Thevar tilt. Dr.Krishnaswamy is

not new to charging at films, and Komban is not the first Tamil film to run into trouble.

In 2004, Krishnaswamy had forced actor Kamal Haasan to change the title of his film

from Sandiyar to Virumaandi. Because Sandiyar, the leader claimed, resonated caste

pride.

Recently most of the Tamil films are based on caste; people signify a particular

character which represents their caste. As a result we see those characters printed on

posters and digital banners. Cinema, thus, reflected concepts that were already in

existence, but in amplifying them and presenting them to a wider audience, provided a

form of cultural legitimacy to intermediate caste and to concepts of caste honor and

pride. In Tamil cinema several movies were directed based on the locality and cultural.

In this scenario certain Tamil film are based on Madurai locality.

MaruthurGopalanRamachandran (MGR) acted movies based on the Madurai, titled as
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Madurai Veeran(Madurai Hero, 1956). Madurai is one of the most prominent places

for success movies in Madurai (city in central Tamil Nadu).

Madurai is a former capital of the Pandya kingdom; it is a seat of learning as evidenced

by the holding of one of the Tamil Sangams (assemblies of poets and writers) there in

the 4th Century. It is an ancient city, best known for its central Meenakchi temple. In

earlier films, Madurai was portrayed as a site of knowledge production and centre of

Tamil antiquity as encapsulated in the Temple. Madurai is one of the mixed cultural

city we can see village culture and city culture.

Tamil Cinema has been amongst the most socially and politically significant industries

in the state: films form an integral part of the social, cultural and political life of the

people here perhaps more than in any other region in India.  Nady (1998) insists, in his

overview of Indian cinema: Tamil cinema has had an altogether different relationship

with politics. Tamil film stars are popular not only by virtue of their cinematic appeal

but also because of the close links they maintain with political parties.

Tamil Nadu produces the most films in a year, its landscape is decorated with cinema

posters, cut-outs and fan clubs, digital banners and for almost half a century the state

has been ruled by politicians who made their names and secured their popularity

through their association with the tinsel world (Jacob 2009). All of this, of course, is

well known and much has been written about the umbilical link between politics and

cinema (Dickey 1993;Hardgrave 1973). There has been less analysis, however, of the

impact of this medium on social relations in the state. Likewise, whilst volumes have

been devoted to discussing the significance of caste in Tamil politics, there has been

less attention paid to the ways in which caste is played out in the cultural sphere of film

(Srinivas and Kaali 1998). This is particularly surprising given the social significance

of the medium. Given that politicians have used films to launch and sustain their
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careers, embed themselves in the public consciousness and shift public discourse in

subtle ways, there is a need for analysis of the implicit caste norms and values carried

in these films and the impact that they have.

Simplifying things, we can divide Tamil Nadu into three major regions. Whilst, this

glosses over local specificities, they map onto the distribution of the three main

Backward Caste and Dalit clusters in the state. Paraiyar (or Adi-Dravidars) are the most

populous Tamil Scheduled Caste and are to be found across the state, but are most

heavily determined in northern districts where they are uneven against Most Backward

Class Vanniyars who are landowning cultivators (Jacob and Bandhu 2009).

Arunthathiyar, the lowest of the three main Dalit castes, are also dispersed across the

state, but most prevalent in Western Districts where the locally dominant castes are the

Gounders (Carswell and De Neve 2014).

As Pandian (2000) attests, Thevar “carry the self-image of a martial community” and

never have assimilated themselves into the non-Brahmin movement. The groups

comprising the Thevar have a very complex history as members of a royal lineage,

marauding warriors, chieftains, watchmen and dacoits. The significance of film in

Tamil society is undisputed. Indeed, film historian Theodore Baskaran (1996) goes as

far as to argue that: “Tamil cinema has grown to become the most dominant influence

in the cultural and political life in Tamil Nadu.”

Sreenivasan argues that there were three phases of Tamil cinema between 1931when

the first “talkie” was released and 1985. These were the puranic, mythological and

folklore period (1931) when films resembled the street theatre of earlier folk artists and

had nothing to do with real life; The melodrama period (1951) this reveled in

overstatement, extreme dialogue and escapism; and finally, the move towards social

realism (1976) when Tamil cinema came to terms with “partly realistic and anti-
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sentimental stories” (Sreenivasan 1993). Whilst Sreenivasan’s analysis is interesting

and important in charting the successive stages of Tamil cinema, it is focused on the

form, production values and styles that the various films took. Were this all that there

was to Tamil cinema it would not be as sociologically significant as it is.

we call “Madurai Formula films” or 3Mfilms (Murder, Mayhem and Madurai though

they extend to southern districts as whole). These films, often based in Madurai, are

defined by the glorification of the Aruval(the sickle shaped machete) and a

corresponding mythology of a society based on martial pride and caste honor. The

films, explicitly or implicitly, celebrate caste dominance and become vehicles for, and

expressions of, the assertion and pride of intermediate castes. Pandian (2000) details

the socio-political mobilization of the intermediate castes during this period and, even

where the films do not explicitly state the caste of the protagonists, the everyday

markers, actions and attitudes leave the audience in little doubt as to who is being

signified (Krishnan 2008).

Thevar magan (1992) movie written by Kamal Hassan in which the character names

end with Thevar, Thirunelveli  (2015) shows the Nayakkar family life style,

Chinnakoundar (1991) movie is based on Kovunder life style which implements that

movies are mainly based on a caste and their life style.  The very famous documentary

has proved the caste identities in Tamil cinema. The reputed director Manirathanam in

his movies mainly shows same caste identities like Vellalar or Muthaliyar or Nayakar

family situations, houses and character names. The filmmaker negotiated with the

audience about cultural practices, rituals and other political practices which will be

shown in the mega screen.

In some instances, with ThevarMaganor ChinnaGounder, the titled of the movies or

the character locate within a particular community however; it is the use of attire,
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mannerisms and bearing that connote particular castes. In cinema context the

moustache represent the dominant masculinity of the character (Gorringe and Rafanell

2007). In this scenario ThevarMagan is an important Tamil film. SivajiGanesan (actor)

who portrays the character of PeriyaThevar, Kamal Hassan, and many actors played

major role in this film. The Kamal Hassan’s character returns from London with

hippie-style long hair but, after the death of his father, he gives up colour clothes, he

transformed himself like his father grew his big moustache, wearing his father’s

belonging shoes, cloths, etc. that mark him capable of filling his father’s place.

Critically, in the film this responsibility should be taken up by his elder brother, but his

masculinity is at stake due to his alcoholism and lack of valor. The moustache here is

synonymous with tradition and social power and this knowledge is simultaneously

deployed and reinforced in films. The Songs like

PotriPaadadiPennae/Thevarkaladimanne(Praise the land touched by Thevar’s feet)

and Ayya Nam ThevarAyya(Master, our Thevar Master) are routinely played by Thevar

households during family rituals and ceremonies and village festivals, but especially

during the birth anniversaries of MuthuramalingamThevar. The martial nature of

Thevar is to the fore in ThevarMaganwhere signs, weapons and dialogue all speak to

the caste’s dominance. The advertising for the film reinforced the association between

caste and violence. In Madurai, which has a stronger visual culture than other cities in

Tamil Nadu, a 40footcut-outwas installed showing the Thevarmaganhero brandishing

an extra-large sword. More significantly still as though to reinforce the association

between life and art the cut-out was positioned so that it faced the huge statue of

MuthuramalingamThevar in the heart of the city. During the annual “Gurupooja”

(leader worship processions and events to mark the anniversary of his birth), when

followers of Thevar shut down the city to pay respects to and garland the statue,
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objections were raised against the cut-out and its glorification of violence.

Consequently the sword was removed and placed behind the hoarding for a while. Due

to popular pressure, however, it was later restored (Srinivas and Kaali 1998:225). Thus,

as early as this, we see the imbrications of cinematic themes with popular forms of

action and representation. Srivathsan captured this in his review of violence in Tamil

movies: In July 27, 2015 On Thursday, a movie theatre in Madurai playing the hugely

popular South Indian hit Baahubali was attacked with petrol bombs by a Dalit group

for featuring a line (PagadaikkuPirandhavan) considered derogatory against a sub-

caste of the Dalit community. Subsequently, writer MadanKarky apologized for any

hurt caused. Baahubali may be in the news for featuring an anti-Dalit line in the

climax, but Dalit activists, filmmakers and scholars point out caste-based slurs have

always been a part of Tamil Cinema (Reported on: The Hindu). In the last five years,

marginal castes hitherto invisible in Tamil cinema, such as Vanniyars, have found a

space via filmmakers like ThangarBachan(Azhagi, SollaMarandaKathai and

Thendral).

1.20 Research Gap

There are only two studies on street media in Tamil Nadu at the time of conducting this

study. Gerristser, Roos (2005) mainly focus on street murals ruling the political

canvases. The study was done mostly in Chennai.  She has done her PhD with title of

“Fandom on display: intimate Visualities and the politics of spectacle” by the same

author established that murals, posters, invitation card and banners were used by

Rajni fans in Puducheri. Her main focus is on the political parties’ murals and cinema

fans but did not delve into the caste identities of political canvasses. The study also

focuses on the murals, cut-outs and wall paintings but not focused much on digital

banners.
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Another important study done by Preminda Jacob, title of Celluloid Deities: The Visual

Culture of Cinema and Political in South India, is published in 2009. There two major

answers from this research are that: Interrogates the status of banners and cutouts as art

objects by focusing on their production and semiotics of the medium. The second set of

questions considers the complex functions of cinematic and political imagery in

contemporary South Indian society by analyzing the Social, Political and Religious

context of those images.

He mainly focused on banners and cutouts which are exhibited in public places and

took many photographs of banners and cutouts for analysis his study. He came across

many banners artists, film producers and distributors in Chennai. He has said that;

Hand painted in plywood, banners and cutout used for cinema promotions and political

emerges. In those times banners were made by man, many banners companies painted

images of their political leaders and cinema heroes. He has focused about political

banners during the year of 1991 how the Jayalalithaa was portrayed in the banners. His

studies mainly concentrate about Cinema and Politics in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. Here,

the researcher focused on caste identities constructed through the digital banners. The

study is done in the cities of southern and central districts of Tamil Nadu. This present

study mainly focus only on digital banners and caste identities representing in south

Tamil Nadu.
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Chapter- III

Mapping digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu

1 Introduction

This chapter intends to map the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu. This chapter

explores the definition of digital banner and their differences from posters, murals and

other visual images. This chapter will discuss how digital banners are designed and that

banners are designed according to the customers’ choices and needs. This chapter will

also study the nature and working of digital banner studios. It will also look into the

workforce of digital banner studios. This chapter deals with the rules and regulations

followed by the designers and digital banner users. It will also explain how the digital

banners become a good marketing tool and how much this culture has created job

opportunities to the people.

1.1 Brief History of banner culture in Tamil Nadu

A book written by Jacob Preminda: 2010 Celluloid Deities: The Visual Culture of

Cinema and Politics in South Indiais a detailed work about Banners, Cutouts and

artists' lifes in Tamil Nadu.  According to him,  during 1990s, the banners were hand

painted by artists. During  1980-2000, the banners were commisioned only be film

producers, film distributors, theatre owners and politicians. The banners were used for

film publicity and political campaigns. Banners production in Chennai was a highly

viable industry during the 1990s. Most of the artists, letter painters and carpenters

belonged to the city’s banner artist union (OviumMunnetraSangam- Progressive

Artists’ Association) comprising of 150 members in Chennai (Preminda, 2010).
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All artists in this business were all male because of the nature of the work - long

standing hours, tiresome physical activity and working late night; the job is not

considered to be appropriate for females. It was rare to find women in Tamil Nadu as

banner artists. In 1990, banners were produced in workshop studios by teams’ of

artists, apprentice and carpenters. Once the artists complete their work, group of

laborers transported the items at night from the open-air by banner company studios to

mount them on wooden framework that they had erected along major streets, beside

buildings, out-side cinema theaters and in other public places. Cinema banners were

displayed for the whole premier of the film, usually between two weeks and three

months while  commissioned by political parties were on display for just two or five

days, the duration of a political meetings or rally. Plywood cutouts were turned into fire

wood and the banners painted on canvas became tarpaulins that covered the huts of

slum dwellers.  In any case, the close association of the banner medium with the

culture of entertainment cinema and the overtly commercial or propagandistic content

of the images raised doubts about their validity as an art form. The manually painted

banners saw a downfall after the year 2000 which saw emerge of digital banners in

Tamil Nadu. The popularity of the digital banners caused unemployment problem to

many artists' as their work was easily substituted by computer designing software like

Adobe Photoshop and Coral Draw (Preminda, 2010). After the advent of digital

banner, societies have been changing politically and culturally in Tamil Nadu. A brief

introduction about digital banners and how they are made is discussed below.

1.2 Definition of Digital banners

One of the real challenges to define what is digital?
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According to Cambridge dictionary, the word digital has three meanings.

1. Recording or storing information as series of the numbers 1 and 0, to show that a signal

is present or absent

2. Using or relating to digital signals and computer technology

3. Showing information in the form of an electronic image

For the digital banners, the second meaning is very appropriate. Here the banners are

created using computer technology. Here the banners are related to computer

technology.

As per Merriam Webster dictionary, the word digital has number of meanings. But the

suitable meaning for the word digital in the context of digital banner is, electronic as it

is characterized by electronic and especially computer technology.

Even the definition for digital divide is that an economic and social inequality with

regard to access to, use of, or impact of information and communication technology.

Here the digital refers to the information and communication technology. So it is very

suitable to refer digital to computer technology.

The digital technology has made human life as easy and simple.  Computer is one of

the digital tools and it’s making our life simple and fast with the help of the digital

technologies. For Example, the music is of the good example, how is it? One decade

before songs are composed by the real instruments but now most of the songs

composed with help of digital instruments.

The flex banners are made by hand painted artists and now the digital banners are made

by the digital technologies and software. The banner can be flag or other piece of cloth

bearing a symbol, logo, slogan or other message. The banner often refers to a long sign
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that is announcing or advertising something. The banner as ceiling and announcing in

sparkly letters, images, colors, and etc., the banner is called as placard, poster and

notice. (Margaret Rouse, 2010)

Flex banner designers first emerged in metropolitan cities like Chennai, Madurai and

Coimbatore and after 2008 this culture got disseminated everywhere throughout Tamil

Nadu. Colloquially the digital banners are also called as flex banners. The flex banner

is flexible to hang anywhere thus it is called flex banner but after a few years later,

people started calling it as a digital banners.  Using digital technology i.e computer and

its softwares, one can make digital banner in a short span of time. We can print many

different size of banner which range from 3*3 to 10*100 (Ten meter height and

hundred meter feet). This is possible because of digital technology and eventually

people called it digital banner which in Tamil means ( ). The people

used focus lights and other decorations for their digital banners in cities and villages.

The Digital banners are made in digital studios where the photos are edited; banners are

designed, produced and printed all under one roof.

So the digital banner is the combination of two words. They are digital and banners.

Here digital refers to the digital technology and banner refers to a long sign that is

announcing or advertising something. So we can define digital banners as digitally

made banners for publicity purpose.

When people organize any Social services, Political campaigns, Protest and any other

programs we can see numerous banners; small size to mega size of banners in Tamil

Nadu. Mostly, important names, programs titles and other details are shown in banners.

In Tamil Nadu, political leaders’ images and political symbols are shown in the

banners then party workers hold that banner roaming to entire cities with those banners
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for campaigns.  So that symbols will touch more people’s mind and they used banner

as tool to reach common people.

In the year of 2000, out-door Advertisements are mostly put up as a mega size digital

banner and erected cinema heroes images in Mumbai. Those digital banners have mass

attentions among publics, thus every company wanted to display their own digital

banners for marketing purpose. Later in 2002 at Madurai, Kamal Hashan fans went to

Mumbai for making flex banners for PammalK.Sambandan (2002) movie releases.

They set forth Kamal Hashan picture from a movie and wrote his name in that banner.

After seeing the banners in Madurai, some rich business man wanted the same size

banner and they went to Mumbai for printing their banners. Then, few months later flex

banner culture is undertaken by the politicians for their political campaigns while in

early days politicians used poster and cut-out for their campaign in Tamil Nadu.

1.3 Digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu

The major difference between the hand painted banner culture and digital banner

culture is that here the common man started using the digital banners for his own

publicity. The digital banner is one of the most important visual media in Tamil Nadu.

It can be considered as street media as the streets of Tamil Nadu is flooded with digital

banners. These digital banners have become the part and parcel of Tamil culture.

Whenever there is any celebration, the people used to have their own digital banners.
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Here celebration includes marriages, house warming ceremonies, village temple

festivals, Pongal, puberty functions and many. So the researcher has mapped out the

celebrations in the areas of Madurai and Tirunelveli for which they use to print digital

banners.

1.3.1 IllaVizha (Home function)

IllaVizha is a function celebrated by Thevar community in and around Madurai village,

Tamil Nadu. The organizer of the function may not have any other occasions of

celebrations to get back the money which he has already given as gift to his relatives

and friends celebrations. This is a kind of money mobilizing function and here the

relatives and friends pay back their share of money for the organizer. It is a great

example for social capital. On the day of IllaVizha, the host offers a feast to the guests.
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In this function no rituals are done. The host provides food and some memorable gifts

for their friends and relatives. For IllaVizha, the hosts erect a banner displaying their

family photos, occupations symbols, political identity and religious identity in their

digital banners. IllaVizha digital banners have symbols that welcome every individual

who attend the function. The digital banners are usually displayed in front of the

function hall or homes.

Figure 1: The Banner designed for IllaVizha in Madurai

1.3.2 MoiVizha

MoiVizha is one of the most famous functions in Madurai villages. This function is

organized once a year. MoiVizha is money oriented program where the host collects

money from close relatives and friends as a gift. In some regions of Tamil Nadu,

people have one practice where a family host a function and invites his relatives and

friends. This function is normally used for the mobilizing capital of the host family.

Nevertheless, IllaVizha and MoiVizha have a same concept but they are celebrated in

different names. MoiVizha is very popular among the Mukkulathor community of
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Madurai region. For MoiVizha also, they used to put up digital banners welcoming

their guests.

Figure 2: The banner designed for MoiVizha in Madurai

1.3.3 Ear piercing ceremony (KaathaniVizha)

Ear piercing ceremony is celebrated by all community in Tamil Nadu. It is a common

ceremony but Thevar community gives major importance to this function. This is

nothing but the first birthday celebrations of kids. In Tamil Nadu, when a kid

completes a year of birth, then only they used to pierce the ear so that they can wear the

ear rings. It is an important ritual for the kid. This ceremony is based on Brother –

Sister Relationship. Here the maternal uncle (Thai mama) is the most vital person on

this day and his sister will get more recognition and respect based on the contribution
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in the celebration in the nature of gold and money. Also there is ritual that, the kid

would be placed on the lap of maternal uncle and ear piercing ceremony happens. In

this function the maternal uncle is in-charge of the banners where he designs the banner

with his nieces, nephews and other relatives. It used to be displayed on road sides, main

streets and bus stops.

Figure 3:The banner designed Ear piercing ceremony (KaathaniVizha) in
ThanakkanKulam, Madurai

1.3.4 Housewarming ceremony (PuthumanaiPuguVizha)

Housewarming ceremony is a ceremony traditionally held soon after building a house

and moving into that new residence. It is an occasion for the host to invite close

relatives and friends to visit their new house. On this day, house owner or the host will

invite his close relatives and friends and give them a grand feast. So for this house

warming ceremony also, few people used to keep banner for the function.
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Figure 4: The banner designed for Housewarming ceremony, Tirunelveli.

1.3.5 Puberty ceremony (PoopunithaNeerattuVizha)

Puberty ceremony is celebrated for girls when they get their first periods. Puberty

ceremony publicizes the sexual maturity of the girls and in a way it’s denotation of

matrimonial availability. When the girl gets her first period, it is celebrated with many

rituals in South India, particularly Tamil Nadu.  Usually it is celebrated for 16 days and

the girl is isolated and considered as impure. It also reflects the cultural taboos of

menstruation. On the 16th day, the isolation is over and there will be a huge ceremony.

In Tamil Nadu, this function is celebrated lavishly; few people very conservatively

celebrate this function to disclose the coming of age. In this ceremony too, the maternal
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uncle is given importance as he has to participate in many rituals and he also expected

to gift gold, money and food items. So for the puberty ceremony too, they used to keep

digital banners for welcoming the guests in front of their homes and halls.

Figure 5:The banner designed for Puberty ceremony, Kammalankulam, Tirunelveli

1.3.6 Wedding function

The wedding is one of the significant celebrations in Tamil Nadu. The digital banners

are displayed everywhere in their village. All the communities used to display many

banners for weddings. Normally when the dates for marriage get fixed, the friends of

bridegroom used to plan for making digital banners. They will start arranging special

photo shoot and select the best photographs for the digital banners. Before two days of

the wedding function, the bridegroom and his friends used to assemble in the digital

banner studio and participate in the designing process. They will give their demands

and suggestions to the designer and the designer used to design the digital banner

according to the customer’s satisfaction. They used to design at least three to four
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digital banners with the images of bride, bridegroom and the groom’s friends. They

also used to give decorative catchy slogans for the digital banners.

Figure 6: The banner designed for Wedding function in Madurai.

1.3.7 Temple festival

Local festivals and village temple festivals are part and parcel of Tamil culture. Temple

festival i.eKovilThiruvizha or kovilkodaivizha is celebrated very pompously in Tamil

Nadu. Madurai is known as city of celebrations. ChithiraiThiruvizha is celebrated

annually in the month of April in Madurai. It is celebrated during the Tamil month of

Chithirai. It used to be celebrated for the whole month. The temples in the rural areas

used to have their annual celebration. It is called as Temple festival. For these

celebrations also, the youth used to design digital banners. The digital banner used to

have images of the god, goddess and the youth of the locality.
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Figure 7:The banner designed for Local Temple festival.

1.3.8 Fan clubs

The people of Tamil Nadu are mostly film buffs. Tamil films are intertwined with the

socio cultural political life in Tamil Nadu. Tamil Nadu is also known for its fan clubs

and film cult culture. Digital banners are designed for every new movie premier by the

movie makers. But, apart from these banners, the fans make their own digital banners.

They used to reconstruct their own version of the banner with the heroes of the movies

and place their own pictures in the banners next to the pictures of the movie stars. This

is prepared from their own expenses and is mainly done to showcase their creativity

and for self-publicity. There can be as many as hundred different versions of banner

created by fans displayed in different parts of the city around the theaters, crowded
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places and in open spaces. The banners are made in good quality sheets and designed

meticulously.

Figure 8: Fan Culp members are designed their banner and displayed in front of
theatres.

The fans and fan clubs used to celebrate the birthday of their favorite film stars and

also used to express their support to the release of their favorite film star’s new film.

The fan club of Vijay displayed 120 digital banners in Tirunelveli to celebrate the

release of a new Tamil movie. One can see the mega size digital banners in the various

localities of Madurai and Tirunelveli on the birthday of various film stars including

Rajinikanth, Kamal Hasan, Ajith and Vijay. Below is the banner displayed for Tamil

actor Vijay’s birth day celebration.  It was found displayed on his birthday i.e June

22nd. The fan club members had given slogan calling Vijay the Future Chief Minister

of Tamil Nadu.
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Figure 9: Actor Vijay fans are celebrating his birth day in grand manner all over
Tamil Nadu. This banner designed like Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu.

1.3.9 Obituary digital banners

The digital banners are also designed as obituaries. One can find the obituary digital

banners designed by fan clubs, youth clubs, political parties and also families. Death is

also used to have many rituals and ceremonies in Tamil Nadu. The digital banners on

death used to be the condolences given to the bereaved family and friends. It is also

found to be reflecting the mourning of the friends and assures that the deceased would

be in their remembrance. Most of the digital banners are used to be designed in black &

white and grey as these colors are considered as gloomy and miserable. The

illustrations like weeping eyes used to be found in these digital banners. It denotes that

the friends and families are mourning the departed soul.
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Figure 10:The digital banners are also designed as obituaries.

1.4 Nature and structure of Digital banner studios

The researcher visited many digital banner studios in and around Madurai and

Tirunelveli. In Tirunelveli, the researcher visited Nellai digital banner Studio, Nanban

digital banner studio and Subha Digital Banner Studio in Tirunelveli. The researcher

frequently visited these studios and used to stay long to observe and interact with the

digital banner studio owners, designers and customers. In Madurai, the researcher

visited various digital banner studios in Usilampatti, Alanganallur, Periyar,

Avaniapuram and other villages as well.

In Madurai, near Periyar bus stand particularly in Netaji Street, there are as many as 20

digital banner designing studios or shops. These digital banner studios function in

small confined places. Each and every studio is very small in size as small as 3*6 feet.
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In that small space, the designers used to work with their computers. It can

accommodate one or two customers in that room. Some designing studios used to

operate with only one designer. The digital technology they use in the studio is a

desktop computer with photo editing softwares. Some studios in Tirunelveli area used

to function from their homes or they use the front room of their house as studio space

too.

1.5 Digital banner studio designers

The digital banner studios provide job opportunities for school dropout youths. In most

of the studios, the researcher observed that the school dropout students work as a

designers and printing machine operators. In majority of the studios, three to five

members are working. They are normally youth who are in their twenties and thirties.

Few students also used to work as part time designers in digital banner studios. They

work day and night especially during profitable months like wedding season

(Auspicious months for wedding). The regular designers get monthly salary in the

range of Rs.6000 to Rs.8000. The designers’ education qualifications are mostly SSLC

pass or fail and very few have under graduate degrees from colleges. The designers are

techno savvy with photo editing softwares like Adobe Photoshop 7, CorelDraw and

other designing softwares. Mostly they complete designing the banners within half

hour to one hour. They calculate the cost of the banner in square feet, usually single

square feet is charged of seven rupees for designing and printing. For example it is of

8*10 sizes i.e. totally 80 square feet; it will be charged around six hundred rupees for

one banner.

1.6 Digital banner designing process

The digital banner designing process is a kind of participatory communication. Here

the customers and the users actively participate in the designing process. In Tamil
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st of the younger customers have lots of ideas and imaginations in designing their

digital banners. They often draft their views and imaginations in paper and they used to

sit with the designer and discuss on the perfect execution of their imagination in the

digital banners.  One of the digital banner designers, Radha Krishnan (26) informed the

researcher that: we, the designers mostly finish a banner within 10 to 15 minutes. In

some cases, if the customers are unsatisfied with the banner, then they would keep on

giving suggestions until unless the end product is of their satisfaction. This may lead

the designer to carry out many changes.

Figure 11: The Photo taken from the Subha digital banner Tirunelveli. The customer
and designer sat with designing banners.
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1.7 Caste in the digital banner studios:

The field visits helped a lot in understanding the functioning of the digital banner

studios. The caste ownership of the studios plays a major role in the market. The

customers mostly desire to visit the studios of their own caste affinity.  Both in

Madurai and Tirunelveli, we can see the customers’ find their caste owned digital

banners studios.  Although the owners are strangers, they find comfortable because of

their caste affinity. The youth normally design their banners in their own caste studios

and few studios have customers from different castes group of people. Since, the

individuals belonging to similar caste share similar customs, youngsters feel free and

comfortable to make their banners in their own caste studios.  The digital banner

designers show more enthusiasm in designing the digital banners of their own caste.

The designer used to enquire about the purpose and nature of the function when the

customer first comes to the studio. Based on the nature of the function, they will map

out the design for the digital banners. The important thing which they ask next is about

their caste. They don’t feel shy in asking about the customers’ caste. Depending upon

the caste, they used to design the digital banners.

For School functions and other common functions; banners are designed in a simple

form but for wedding and other family functions the customer sat with the designer and

give their creative inputs and discuss elaborately with the designers. Although the

designing studios are secular and all the castes are free to design in any studio, the

researcher observed the presence of caste in the studios.  If the designer and the
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customer of the same caste, the researcher found lot of enthusiasm during the designing

process.

During the field study, the researcher observed many things about designing in

Madurai and Tirunelveli. When designing the digital banners of Thevar communities,

they used to design the banners with dark-Red and light-Yellow color. It denotes the

political party Forward Bloc.  Among the banners of Dalit communities, Blue & Red

color is used for designing banners from Paraiyar caste denoting ViduthalaiSiruthaigal

political party, Green & red color is used for DevendrakulaVellalar caste denoting

PuthiyaTamizhagam political party. But sometimes, they also use to design with mixed

colors.

1.8 Text in Digital Banners

In previous days, the digital banner designers used to write slogans for the digital

banners using chaste Tamil words. Alongside, designers create slogans using English

words for the wedding functions and movie premier digital banners. The chaste Tamil

and English are not easily appreciated by majority Tamil population, so youth prefer to

write in Tanglish1 in their banners. The entire slogans or captions are also used to copy

from the Tamil movie dialogues and other websites sources. The customers’ expressed

that they prefer Tanglish words and film dialogues as they might easily grab the

attention of the public by using Tanglish and film slogans. In Temple festivals and

sometimes in wedding banners they use chaste Tamil words.  Sometimes when the

customers want to write the slogans that may be violent; the designers refuse to write it

as he may be penalized and sentenced to imprisonment. If they designers are forced to

write, they write slogan without mentioning the name of their studios in the banner.

1Tanglish is macaronic language usage, composed of Tamil and English, is a portmanteau of the names

of the two languages and is spelled Tanglish.
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The misspelling is very common thing in digital banners. The political parties

supporters was kept the banners their leaders birthday and their MLA s’ birthday and

other functions in their areas.  In particular, the leader’s names were written with

spelling mistakes. It is because of the ignorance of the designers who are not good in

Tamil language skills. Sometimes it used to attract controversies. For example, once

Avadi constituency’s MLA Ma. Pa. Pandiyarajan (AIADMK) attended a temple

festival in Avadi.  The minister was the chief guest of the function. The AIADMK

party supporters kept many digital banners to welcome him for the temple festival. He

was visiting the temple for offering prayers of the speedy recovery of the then Chief

Minister J. Jayalalithaa. One of the digital banners displayed in front of the temple,

mistakenly changed his name as Maka. Pandiyarajan (Makappa is the very famous TV

anchors). The minister got disappointed seeing the digital banners misspelling his

name and ordered the higher officials to remove the banners. It was reported in the

local Tamil daily from Chennai and One India online News on 05/08/2016.

1.9 Challenges faced by Digital banners designers’

The digital banner designers struggle and encounter countless problems during

designing the digital banners. In many cases the customers wanted to design caste

related banner but the studios are not allowed to make any caste related banners

design in their studios. Many of the young customers are keen to include caste slogans

and controversial dialogues from films in their banners.  So, in certain cases the digital

banner designers knowing the risks, out of customer pressure do fulfill their customers’

demands but they do not display their studio’s names. They did this so that they will not

lose their customers and also would not face any legal issues. The designers have a

welfare association (Sangam) and all the digital banner designers are registered
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members of the association.  If the designers get into any problems, they report it to

their association and it intervenes in support of their member.

1.10 Printing of Digital banners

In Madurai, almost all the 20 digital studios in the Netaji Street used to print their

digital banners from one and only printing operator room. All the designers send their

final designs to that printing room via email or pen drive which the printing operator

will print it for all that 20 studios. In Tirunelveli, the same practice is carried by most

of the digital banner studios owners in junction bus stand complex. They design and

send to the printing operator room which is Nanban digital banner printing office. The

customers are not allowed to enter the printing operator room.

Figure 12: The actual printing of the digital banner. The picture is taken at the

Nanban studio in Tirunelveli

1.11 Types of Digital banner printing sheets

There are four types of digital banners printing sheets available in studios. They are

two pass, three pass, Star printing sheets and Vinyl printing sheets.
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The Two pass sheets are of cheap price and printing quality is unsatisfactory. These

sheets are mostly used for educational institutional functions and conferences.

The Three pass sheets are of good quality and it is expensive. They are mostly used for

wedding functions and other festivals. The three pass sheets give better picture clarity

and color quality.  Most of the youngsters prefer this sheet for their digital banners.

The Star sheet is used for advertising purposes - for inaugurating shop and other

commercial purposes. The star printing sheets are more durable and preferred by most

shop owners.

The Vinyl printing sheets are mostly pasted in walls, homes, autos and buses. It is a

very good quality printing sheet and mostly lasts for two years and more.

1.12 Police restriction for designing and displaying banners

The digital banners designers struggle and face certain problems from the police and

government.  Since clash between caste takes place in many areas between Dalit and

other Hindu Caste in South Tamil Nadu.  During the Gurupooja for

MuthuramalingamThevar(Gurupooja on October 31) and Immanuel Sekaram

(Gurupooja on September 11) the youngsters makes different kind of designs

exhibiting the image of their leaders that may lead to controversies and conflicts

between the caste groups. The local police station has framed and sent out certain rules

and regulations to the studios. Every studio must paste that notice in front of their shop.

1. Never design any controversial photos and weapons

2. Never insult any leaders and community

3. Never insult any religious thoughts and followings

4. Never write any controversial words and sentences in the digital banners.
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1.13 Activism regarding digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu

Traffic Ramaswamy, a well-known social activist contributed a lot for the rules and

regulations of digital banners. One can never ignore his contributions for making rules

and regulation for exhibition of digital banners in cities. Traffic Ramaswamy is an

Indian Public Interest Litigator (PIL) and very senior Social Activist in Chennai, Tamil

Nadu. He torn up many banners which create traffic problems for common public and

destroyed many banners that do not follow  the rules and regulations most of it exhibit

Cinema Heroes, Political parties’ leaders and other commercial banners which are

illegal.

On October 30, 2017 Madras High Court order banned hoardings and banners at

Traffic signals in Tamil Nadu. The Traffic Ramaswamy field (PIL) case in the court

and Court ordered that any kind of banner, hoarding and advertisement at major traffic

signals are illegal in the state of Tamil Nadu. The high court has stated that these

hoardings pose inconveniences for the citizen and can cause accidents. Thus,

Municipality and other Corporations must not allow exhibiting any banners in the

traffic points.

1.14 Rules and regulation for keeping digital banners

The digital banner must be exhibited under certain rules and regulation; banners are not

allowed in many places, to set forth a banner in a particular place one must get

permission from an authority. First and foremost, to exhibit a banner one must go to

their regional police station to fill the forms, notified for what purpose, mention the

height and width of the frame. Finally, local police will give serial numbers to the

banners; the serial number of the banner should be printed in the banner as well. The

police normally give permission for three to six days, usually, the banner is set forth
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day before the function and some few days after the function; after the function takes

place the banner have to be removed. If the host did not remove their banners local

police will remove their banners and charge a penalty against the host.

In the Municipal Corporation and Metropolitan City without consent and permission,

the banners are prohibited in any other public place. In every city, Urban Local

authority issues the form and any person who wants to set forth digital banner should

fill all the details in that form and submit to the director of urban local authority officer.

The Municipal authority will issue the No-Objection Certificate (NOC) for displaying

the banner in public places; if the host displays it on road side then National Highway

Authority should give NOC. If digital banner are exhibited within the Municipal limits,

the host must pay an amount of Rs.200/- for each banner.  If the banners are kept

within corporation limit, they must pay an amount of Rs.100/- for each banner. And to

display within Panchayat limit, the host must pay an amount of Rs.50/- for each

banner. Then, they have to pay 50/- rupees to local police station as deposit since of the

host in some cases display their banners in public property. Applications for banners

would also be scrutinized by the District Collector grant permission only if they follow

certain rules and regulation (Reported: The Hindu on 22/11/2011).

The banners are not permitted on narrow roads of less than 10 feet width, while it is

permitted on one side if the width was between 10 and 14 feet. On wide road, banners

can be put up on both sides. The banners are not permitted in holy places, hospitals,

schools and memorials. However commercial advertisement banners were permitted in

acceptation of following all the rules and regulation amended in regards to digital

banner.
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Figure 13: They were prepared for Digital banner displaying in public place in

Madurai

The digital banner is prohibited in front of schools, temples, hospitals, traffic signals,

memorials and Leaders statues. In case, anyone wants to erect a banner he must submit

all the necessary documents to the authority and they are permitted to put up only when

permission is given by the authority (TOPO sketch which means that: the banners size,

for what purpose they will keep this banners, map characterized in the form) if any

banner are erected without permission they can be reported to police. In digital banner;

any bad words or objectionable words are forbid, if this kind of words are shown in

their banners police will disposed and take actions and penalty can be charge against

them. If the people erect a banner without any permission from the authority they can

be arrested for a year or charge 5000/-rupees as penalty. Lately, regional police give

serial number to each banner and they are displayed accordingly, in other case with the

consent of an authority they can pose the banners in a particular place (Reported in

Dinakaran regional newspaper, date of 1/2017).
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The present generation follows the rules and regulation in the regards of digital

banners. The rules and regulations are not followed actions will be taken under SL

(Special Law of the state 1959) Section No 4 (1) The Tamil Nadu Open Places

(Prevention of Disfigurement) Act, 19. In local police station called as Thatti2 board

Banner Law (Hoardings, flex banner and digital banner law).

The Chennai High court issued an order to the state Government on October 25, 2017

that exhibiting unnecessary Banner, Photos, Flags and murals is prohibited in the city.

Concurrently, displaying living person images and photos in banner is prohibited. To

maintain clean atmosphere in Tamil Nadu, the Madras High court banned erection of

hoardings, banners, sing-boards, flags, drawings on the walls without due permission

while expressly stating that any banner, put up with permission should not feature any

living person or the sponsors.

In Order to maintain clean atmosphere in all the areas of the entire State of Tamil

Nadu, and to avoid unnecessary drawings on the walls of the buildings/residential

places in the areas, the Court directs the Chief Secretary to the Government of Tamil

Nadu to ensure that clean atmosphere is maintained in that regard. If at all; any

permission is given to erect banners, flex boards, sign-boards, etc. the authority

concerned shall ensure that the photographs/pictures of alive persons are not depicted

it. The authority must make sure that any advertisement did not incite any person to

commit murder, sabotage or any offence and involve any violence.

2Thatti is Tamil word which means that Hoardings.
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Chapter-IV

Construction of Caste Identities in Digital Banners

1 Introduction

This chapter deals with how caste identities are constructed and negotiated through

digital banners in Tamil Nadu. What is meant by identities? An identity is a

fundamental part of a person. We have many simultaneous identities, some are

circumstance of birth or life, others are conferred by something we do, still others

fall somewhere in between. These identities indicate similarities among certain

group of people and are broad stereotype that help us understand and relate better

(Samira Shackle, 2018).

The researcher tried to explore seven major caste identities Thevar, Vellalar,

Yadav, Nadar, Muthuraiyar, DevendrakulaVellalar, Paraiyar and Arunthathiyar in

this chapter. The researcher divided three kinds of identities; historical identities,

social identities and caste identities. We can find all these three identities among all

caste groups in their digital banners in the study area. Here the Historical identity

refers to the use of images, claiming that they belong to that particular king’s

generation through digital banner. Second the political identities, refers to the use

of images of the political leaders who worked and working for the social

transformation of the caste, their economic development, defying the caste

discrimination and championing their rights. In this context, many of the leaders

were killed and brutally murdered in Tamil Nadu who is considered as martyr for

their caste and they later became an idol for their caste. Social identity claims that

people derive an important part of their identity from an affirmation of membership
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with the group they belong to (Tajfel and Turner: 1986). But many researchers have

stressed on the importance and the influence of caste as an integral part of social

identity.  Caste is still has significance in the Tamil society and many business and

organizations are named after the caste; people use the name of their caste in

business to popularize their business. The people use their caste identities in

various places like their homes, shops, business areas, villages, their T-shirts and

many things.

This chapter deals with mapping out the historical identities and how some leaders

who fought for the country’s freedom is been used as caste icons of their

community. The symbols like flags, leaders’ statues in the digital banners are

content analyzed to see how the caste identities are constructed and negotiated in

the banners. These symbols are a kind of communication code which transmitted

their identities to the public.

These changes we can explore in their banners and discuss in this chapter.

1.1 Construction of Thevar identities in the digital banners

The Thevar community is one of the most dominant castes in southern Tamil Nadu;

they wield most of the political power in the state. There are three major caste

groups in Thevar community; they are Agamudayar, Maravar and Kallar. They are

collectively known as the Mukkulathor people and Thevar. They are native to the

central and southern districts of Tamil Nadu, India. They comprise the social

groups that share a common myth of origin and claim to be a member of

ancient South Indian dynasties (Muthulakshmi,1997). Thevar castes are interested

in displaying the digital banners for their family functions. They used to display

various sizes of (small size to mega-size) digital banner like 8*10-meters to

10*100-meter banners which are exhibited in roadside, public places. In Madurai
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district, the Thevar community is dominant in socio cultural political scenario. The

data collection reveals that for every function, the Thevar community exhibit at

least three digital banners in their localities. The

Youngster used to plan few days ahead of the functions where and how the banner

will be displayed. When the date was fixed for any functions by the host, the

relatives pre- plan how the banners will be designed, what images and photos will

be displayed, what color and background will be used for the digital banners. They

collect photos from their relatives and friends. Finally, they design a digital banner

in the studio. Even though, numerous images are placed in the banner the top right

and left corner is always reserved for their leaders’ photos.

Figure 14:Thevar community youngsters displayed digital banner for their friend’s wedding
function. The banner placed Thevar image in that banner
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The Thevar community used to design their banners by displaying their leader

Muthuramalingam1Thevar images (He is the icon of Thevar community).  The

youngsters design his images in various styles. Here, they display him like a Saint

and God. They usually display his images posed in a chair between two lions.  The

Thevar community used many different kinds of photos for different functions. For

wedding functions, they show MuthuramalingamThevar having a flower in his

hand, which represent that he is welcoming everyone to the wedding. The digital

banners studios have numerous photographs of MuthuramalingamThevar; the

customer chose what kind of pose/photos he wants to present, depending upon their

functions. The people wrote things in the banner like;

ThevarVeetuKalyanam(Thevar family Wedding function),

ThevarKottaiyilManaVizha(Thevar castle wedding).

1.1.1 Political identities for Thevar community: NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose

NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose2 is one of the political identities for Thevar

community. NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose is omnipresent in all drawings, hoardings,

cut-outs and digital banners of Thevar caste people. In Madurai, majority of the

1The MuthuramalingamThevar was Member of Parliament in Indian. He was followed by The

NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose Forward Bloc Party. He was good orator and he died on 31st October

1963.

2NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose 23 January 1897 – 18 August 1945 (presumed) known by name Netaji

(Hindi: "Respected Leader") was an Indian revolutionary who led an Indian national political and

military force against Britain and the Western powers during World War II. Bose was one of the

most prominent leaders in the Indian independence movement and is a legendary figure in India

today. Bose was born on 23 January 1897 in Cuttack, Orissa. He is presumed to have died on 18

August 1945. However, no actual evidence of his death has been authenticated and many

committees were set up by the government of India to investigate his death.
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Thevar people names starts with Netaji.  Some use Netaji as their surname and in

some cases, people name their Group after him. Example: -NetajiPeravai (Netaji

Union), Netaji Auto Sangam (Netaji Auto Association), NetajiPurachipadai (Netaji

Revolutionary Army). The content analysis of the digital banners reveals that

Mukkulathor community has given equal space for Netaji and

MuthuramalingamThevar in their digital banners.

Why Thevar community people give equal space for Netaji? Netaji did not belong

to Thevar community. He was basically from West Bengal. But both

MuthuramalingamThevar and Netaji worked in Forward Bloc Party at all India

level. So, majority of the Thevar community support Netaji. In 1939,

MuthuramalingamThevar met Subhas Chandra Bose during a Congress Session.

Bose later quit Congress and formed the Forward Bloc and

MuthuramalingamThevar is an ardent supporter, later became his lieutenant in the

Madras Presidency. After the formation of the Forward Bloc, Bose visited Madurai

in 1939 (Srinivas and Kaali, 2002).He is accepted as another political icon of

Thevar community in Tamil Nadu. All three groups of Thevar community without

any difference set forth Thevar and Netaji and we could see his images in the

digital banners of Thevar community. Thevar community always exhibits his

images from his Indian National Army. They don’t any of his civil costumed

photographs. At the same time, other community never uses his photos in their

caste related banners.
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Figure 15:Thevar community youngsters used Netaji Subs Chandra Boss in their
banners. Above banner was found in Usilampatti, Madurai.

The digital banner above is taken from Usilampatti, Madurai. The digital banner

was displayed for a wedding function. The bride and groom wore a traditional

dress.  In this digital banner at the top right corner, NetajiSubhas Chandra Boss is

placed with an INA Army dress and in the opposite corner they placed

PasumponMuthuramalingamThevar image.
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1.1.2 Social identities for Kallar: P.K.MookiahThevar

The Kallar caste is one of the three castes that constitute the Mukkulathor

confederacy (25 June 2013). The Hindu reported that according to the Deputy

Secretary of the Backward Classes, Most Backward Classes and Minorities Welfare

Department, a government order referred Mukkulathor community consisting of

Kallar, Agamudayar and Maravar to Thevar (04 July 2011).

Figure 16: The Kallar community used P.K.MookiahThevar image,
Muniyandipuram, Thiruparankundram, Madurai.

PrakashThevar (25) who belongs to the Kallar community of Muniyandipuram at

Thiruparankundram in Madurai told the researcher that Kallar community respects

anyone who belongs to Thevar community. Nonetheless, they give more

importance to P.K.MookiahThevar3 photograph in their digital banners because he

3He joined Forward Bloc, an Indian National Political Party, formed by NetajiSubhas Chandra

Bose, under the guidance of PasumponMuthuramalingamThevar.  He also served as Member of

Parliament Ramanathapuram district (1971 to 1975). In 1963, he was elected as Vice President of

All India Forward Bloc after the death of PasumponMuthuramalingamThevar. In 1971, he was

elected as the President of All India Forward Bloc. He was the founder of the

PasumponMuthuramalingamThevar (PMT) College and had contributed a lot to the downtrodden
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belongs to the Kallar community. He donated many things for Kallar community

including land for PMT College in Usilampatti consequently Kallar community

exhibits his photograph in their digital banners.  The people give important space to

MuthuramalingamThevar and P.K.MookiahThevar takes the second place in the

digital banners. Comparing with other districts, Thevar community did not give

space for P.K.MookiahThevar. But, wherever Kallar community settled

(Sivagangai and Theni) we can see his images in their digital banners. In

Tirunelveli, there are only few Kallar and thus the researcher could not find any

digital banners that display P.K.Mookiah images.  In Tirunelveli district, most of

the people belong to Maravar Community and they normally use only

Muthuramalingam images in their banners.

people, particularly PiramalaiKallar. He died on 6.9.1979. In Madurai people all are celebrate his

birthday and most of the people designed with his photos in their digital banners.
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1.1.3 Historical Identities for Agamudayar Community: Maruthu brothers

Maruthu brothers (Periya-Maruthu and China-Marudhu4) images are widely used

by most of the Agamudaiyar community and they give important space for him in

their digital banners. They often design their banners with red color and the red

color signifies danger and valor. The Maruthu brothers are known for their battle

against British colonials. So, youngsters normally use red background for their

banners. The Maruthu brothers’ images are designed with weapons like sword.

Although there is no record confirming that Maruthu brothers belonged to

Agamudaiyar community, they imagine them as his royal lineage.

Arivalagan (28) who belongs to the Agamudaiyar community informed the

researcher that Agamudaiyar community exhibits Maruthu brother’s photographs in

their banner as a caste identity. Agamudaiyar caste is a part of Thevar caste but

more space is given to Maruthu brothers in their banners. The Maruthu brothers are

4Agamudaiyar community in Tamil Nadu (one of the Thevar community in Mukkulathor).

Figure 1: Above the wall paining taken in Melor. They painted PeriyaMarudhu and China
Maruthu image.

Figure 17:Periya-Maruthu and China-Maruthu murals in Melur, Madurai
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the historical identities for the Agamudaiyar community, which shows their

difference from the two other groups (Kallar and Maravar). So that, all the

Agamudaiyar people give first and foremost importance to Maruthu brothers’

images and MuthuramalingamThevar images as secondary in their digital banners.

1.1.4 Social identities of Thevar Caste in the Digital banner

Thevar caste display more digital banners compared to other castes in Madurai. The

digital banner which is shown below was displayed for the IllaVizha at

NaagamalaiPuthukottai, Madurai. He is shown in the left corner of this banner; in

top-center MuthuramalingamThevar sat in the chair between the two lions standing

aggressively. In right corner of the banner, we can see the photographs of few

leaders. They are P.K.Mookiah, NetajiSubhas Chandra Bose, MuruganJi (Actor),

P.V. Kathiravan (Ex-MLA) and SritharVandaiyar. Except Netaji, all belongs to

Thevar community. In the background of the banner; a group of elephant standing

are shown while Ajithkumar (Actor) shows his well-built body and right bottom

there are two persons and they are the sons of Kasinathan, who puts up the digital

banner. In Thevar community, people usually design their digital banners showing

their caste identities by placing their political leaders in the banner.  Thevar

community used to celebrate many family functions like IllaVizha (Home

function), MoiVizha, Ear piercing ceremony (KathaniVizha), Housewarming

ceremony, Puberty ceremony and Wedding functions.  The animals like lions and

elephants are used to denote their caste’s valor and bravery.
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Figure 18: The banner taken from NaagamalaiPuthukottai, Madurai. Kasinathan
celebrated his family IllaVizha; He placed all caste leaders’ images in the digital
banner

1.2 Identities of Vellalar community in the digital banners

The common titular name Vellalar normally applies to Mudaliyar, Karkattar,

Pillaimar, KottaiPillaimar and IllathuPillaimar in Tirunelveli district. They are

believed to have migrated to this part of the State from Thondaimandalam. They

claim that they are on par with the Brahmins in the caste hierarchy. They constitute

over nine per cent of the population in the Tirunelveli District.  The term Vellalar

means ‘Landlords”. The Vellalar community used the images of

ValliappanOlaganathan Chidambaram Pillai (V.O.C.) as their caste icon and

identity in digital banners. ValliappanOlaganathan Chidambaram Pillai (1872–

1936), popularly known by his initials, V.O.C. also known as

KappalottiyaTamilan"The Tamil Helmsman" who had launched the first indigenous

Indian shipping service between Tuticorin and Colombo with the Swedish Steam

Navigation Company, competing against British ships. He actively participated in

the Indian freedom struggle and he opposed the English colonials.
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Figure 19:The Banner designed for VO Chidambaram Pillai 81stGurupooja, It was
found at Achampathu village near Tirunelveli.

The digital banner was displayed for the VO Chidambaram Pillai’sGurupooja in

Tirunelveli. Every year November 18, the birthday of late V.O.C is celebrated as

Gurupooja by the Vellalar community. His name has Pillai title and because of that

Pillai title, the Vellalar community claims V.O.C. as Vellalar.  The Vellalar

community exhibit digital banners on certain occasions. In the above banner, there

are three images of VOC and in the right and left corner MaruthanayagamPillai5

images with his sword riding a horse. There are images of three youngster sat the

bottom of the digital banner. They used caste title Pillai and have used red, yellow

and green colors in their names.

5 Muhammad Yusuf Khan (1725– 15 October 1764) or Maruthanayagam (Maruthanayagam) Pillai

was born in Pannaiyur, Ramanathapuram District, Tamil Nadu, India in 1725. From humble

beginnings, he became a warrior in the Arcot troops, later Commandant for the British East India

Company troops. The British and the Arcot-Nawab used him to suppress the Polygars

(Palayakkarar) in the south of Tamil Nadu. Later he was entrusted to administrating the Madurai

country when the Madurai Nayaks rule ended. Later a dispute arose with the British and Arcot-

Nawab, and three of his associates were bribed to capture Yusuf Khan; he was hanged in 1764 in

Madurai (ArjhunSrinivasan: 2016)
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Figure 20: Very small size digital banner found at the back of an Autorickshaw, It

was displayed by VOC Ilaignar peravai i.e VOC Youth Union of Samayanallur,

Madurai.

The above digital banner was

designed for Wedding function in

Samayannallur near Madurai. The

images of the bride and groom and

the friends of the groom who

belongs to the VOC Youth Union

were there in the digital banner. In

this banner also we can find VOC

in the left corner and

MaruthanayagamPillaiin the right corner.
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The images of

VelupillaiPrabhakaran6are

also predominantly used by

Vellalar community in the digital banners. Although he is of Srilankan Tamil

origin, he is celebrated as a Vellalar hero because of his Pillai title. Instead of Tamil

identity, they use Prabhakaran as their caste identity. In Tamil Nadu Vellalar

community claimed him to be of Vellalar community. The researcher found

Vellalar community banners are designed with VOC and Prabhakaran their political

and social identity. Here it is interesting to note that, VOC fought colonial British

government and Prabhakaran fought for separate Tamil nation in Srilanka. But here

the Vellalar community is using their images only to show their caste pride and

valor.

6VelupillaiPrabhakaran, 54, the leader of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) who was

declared killed by the Sri Lankan government on May 18, had decades to think about how his end

would come. It could have come from the cyanide capsule that he like many Tiger fighters wore

around his neck, a pledge to commit suicide in case of capture by the Sri Lankan army. He had been

fighting a war for an independent homeland, or Eelam, for the island's Tamil minority since 1983,

and the army had pursued him throughout the jungles of the north and east for decades. In 2002,

during a press conference near the beginning of a four-year cease-fire, Prabhakaran revealed that

he had asked his aides to kill him if capture was near and he was unable to kill himself.

Figure 21: The images of VelupillaiPrabhakaran are also
predominantly used by Vellalar community in the digital
banners
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Figure 22: The banner designed for wedding function, they have designed VCO banner
with lion

1.3 Konar Community

Old records including Tirunelveli District Gazette have noted Konar as Idayan.

Numerically it is a less populous caste in the district, but found distributed all over

the district. In former days, the main occupation of this caste people was rearing

cattle, particularly cows, and hence the name Idayan (Shepherd). Besides this, they

were engaged in agriculture work. Their main source of income was derived from

dairy and agriculture. But now, like all other castes, the members of Konar caste

are evincing interest in education and taking up different occupations. The caste has

also founded a string of educational institutions to patronize the educational needs

of its members. The leaders of this caste successfully established a pan Indian

identity by joining hands with popular north Indian caste of Yadav and rechristened

their caste with the same name (Yadav) after Independence. Konar or Idaiyar or

Tamil Yadavar is caste from the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. It is a sub-division of
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the Yadav community.

Figure 223:Yadav community designed their banner with GurusamyYadav images
as their caste identity

In Madurai and Tirunelveli most of the Konar community settled in villages and

they also use caste identities in their banners. They are the worshippers of Lord

Vishnu.  The researcher found many digital banners designed with God Krishnain

their digital banners. They are using the Lord Krishna images as their caste code in

their digital banners. They are using historical identity of

MaveeranAlagumuthuKone7 (1710–1759) images in the below banner designed

and displayed in Meenachipuram village near Tirunelveli. They design with Lord

Krishna at left corner and AlagumuthuKone image at right corner of the banner.

The banners found in the field visit reveals that Konar community is using

DevanathanYadav and GurusamyYadav in their digital banners. DevanathanYadav

is the leader of the Indian People’s Education development Party and owner of the

7 He was born in Kattalankulam village in Tirunelveli district. He became a military leader in the

town of Ettayapuram, and was defeated in battle there against the British and Maruthanayagam's

forces and executed in 1759.
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Tamil Television channel Win TV. The GurusamyYadav was murdered by

unknown persons in Sankarankovil. After his death the Yadavar community hails

him as a local hero and they design digital banners with his images.

Figure 24:The banner displayed for left God Krishna images and Alagumuthukone
images in village Meenachpuram, Madurai

God of Lord Krishna is symbolic representation of caste of Yadavar8. The

Yadav/Konar caste people use the photo of lord Krishna in their banners. They

celebrate the Krishna Jayanthi festival (Birthday of Lord Krishna) in a grand

manner.  The Yadav community displayed many banners in their family functions

in all over Tamil Nadu. They have own digital banners studios in Madurai,

Tirunelveli and Sankarankovil.

8Yadavar belong to Vishnu Kotra. They were shepherd community people (Aayar).They worship

lord Krishna.
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1.4 Nadar community

The Nadar, currently settled in the four southern districts of Tamil Nadu, were

originally located in the southeastern part of Tirunelveli District, an area of

Palmyra oases separated by vast sand tracts (teris). The Nadar were traditionally a

semi-polluting caste, ritually defiled by their profession of toddy-tapping (Robert L.

Hardgrave,1969).

M. Immanuel, who has done intensive research on Nadar lineage, identified

Palmyra tree as the Nadar cultural and occupational symbol and said that 'it is a

unifying common symbol’. Harikrishnan of the KamarajarAditanarKazaham(a

political party of Nadar) narrated the importance of Palmyra tree as a Nadar caste

symbol and the party decided to use Palmyra tree as their election symbol.

The social and economic development achieved by the Nadar has evoked

academic interest.  They are financially strong and are politically influential in

the Southern districts of Tamil Nadu. A political observer points out that there

are Nadar leaders in almost every political party. The community has

influential Tamil media houses, such as Dina Thanthi.

1.4.1 Social and Political identities for Nadar community

The Social and Political identity for Nadar community is Kamarajar9. Recently,

Nadar use his photos and images as icon of their community all over Tamil Nadu.

In Tamil Nadu, Nadar community has many powerful business groups and they

own grocery shops through-out Tamil Nadu. They display Kamaraj images in their

9The KumaraswamiKamaraj was born on July 15, 1903 in a middle class Nadar family at

Virudupatti , a small village situated forty-eight kilo meters South of Madurai in Madras

Presidency. His parents were Kumaraswami and Sivakamiammal. Kamaraj was initially named as

Kamatchi in gratitude and reverence to the famous deity. However, later the name was changed to

Kamaraj, Viruthunagar district, which was well known for cotton and tobacco.
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digital banner.  Kamaraj was the chief minister of Tamil Nadu. The Nadar

community uses his images predominantly in their digital banners. The digital

banner below is displayed for the function of Puberty ceremony in

SanguMuththammalPuram village, in Tirunelveli district.

This banner is displayed for Subakouri’s puberty ceremony held in Town of

Tirunelveli. She stands in the middle of the digital banner surrounded by seven men

and two lions in the banner denote the caste valor and pride. The girl’s parent’s

images are in the right corner and Kamarajar image in the left corner of the banner.

Figure 25:Nadar Community youngster made digital banner for puberty ceremony
with Kamaraj image and they wrote in Tamil "Kettavan Boys meaning Notorious
Boys". This banner designed in Subha digital banner studio, Tirunelveli.
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1.4.2 Social identities of Nadar community in their Digital banners

Karate Selvin is a caste icon of Nadar community. He was a CSI Christian

belonging to Nadar - a trading community in Tamil Nadu. He hailed from a small

village near Kanyakumari and later settled in Tirunelveli. He believed that his

community is superior to all other communities in Tamil Nadu. This caste

consciousness led to caste conflict with other communities especially with another

dominant caste of the same district. Thevar considered themselves as a warrior

class and fought with anyone who provoked and questioned their honor and

superiority. Karate Selvin was at continuous gang conflicts with Thevar caste

groups. He led his gang against them; seek revenge and murder Thevar people. He

was arrested, convicted and sent to jail several times. When he was released from

jail, he was brutally murdered by his enemies who waited for his release and that

was the end of his life story (Vinayagam P, 2018).   Nadar community organized a

public gathering on his death anniversary in Tirunelveli. Most of the Nadar youths

design their digital banner with a poster of Karate Selvin.

Figure 26: The Nadar community displayed banners on Karate Selvin’s17th death
Anniversary in Tirunelveli.
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The digital banner placed was designed for death anniversary of Karate

SelvinNadar’s. The people wrote a slogan; (Brave salute to the sovereign king one

who ruled Tirunelveli(NellaiyaiAandapattathu Raja vin 17lam

Anduveeravanakkam). The images of Karate Selvin, Rocket Raja and Kamaraj

were on the banner. Karate Selvin’s photo as he found posed sitting on a throne like

chair with a lion in the foreground. Every year on his death Anniversary Nadar

youth used to display a number of digital banners which shows their caste solidarity

in Tamil Nadu. The slogans were like “MaranamaeMandiyittuVaramKettathal,

ThannuyurthanthaMaaveeran Karate SelvinNadar”. It literally says that as death

surrendered and begged him, the great warrior Karate Selvin voluntarily gave up

his life.  He was brutally murdered by other caste group and Nadar youths

interpreted this as martyrdom for the community and he is called as the Savior and

Martyr of Nadar caste. The interesting thing is that the digital banner was put up by

St.John’s college students. In the banner, they have also called St.John’s college as

St.John’sNadar College.

1.5 DevendrakulaVellalarCaste

The researcher starts with brief introduction about the brief history of

DevendrakulaVellalar. Devendrakula is the name of a caste in Tamil Nadu, India.

The members of the caste claim that they are the descendants of Lord Indira and

King of the Devas. They are also called as Pallars and they belong to Scheduled

Caste. The Pallars are mostly agricultural laborers. Their name is said to be derived

from Pallam (crater land), a pit in which they stood when the castes were originally

formed. It is also said to be derived from low ground or wet cultivation in which

they are experts. Kudumbar, Pallar, Pannadi, Kaladi, Vaathiriyaar,

DevendrakulaVellalar, and Kadaiyan are the seven sub divisions of the Pallar.
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The people are living in and around Madurai village and majority lives in

Thirumangalam, Alanganallur, Vadipatti and Avaniyapuram of Madurai region.

The people set forth digital banners for their home functions in their villages. The

people normally set forth the digital banners with caste identities.  The Pallar

community aspires to leave the Schedule caste category and they demand backward

community category. They also strive to unearth their historical past of royal

lineage. They want to rewrite their history. Their digital banners used to be with the

images of RajarajaCholan and King Pandian which represent their royal past. In

Tamil Nadu, DevendrakulaVellalar community displays the images of

RajarajaCholan, King Pandia and lord Indiran images in their wall posters and

digital banners.

1.5.1 Historical Identity for DevendrakulaVellalar as Sundaralingam

VeeranSundaralingam was one of the earliest freedom fighters of India against the

British.   He and his fiancée ShanmugaVadivu fought against British government

and both sacrificed their soul and martyrdom for the liberation of their country.

DevendrakulaVellalar community used his images as their historical identity in

their digital banners.  In every village we can see his images in

DevendrakulaVellalar community area digital banners in Tamil Nadu. The people

used his images in wall posters, murals and digital banners in public places.

DevendrakulaVellalar people worshipped his images in their homes and kept his

photos in their pooja room.  In Tirunelveli and Madurai, people request the

designer to design their banners with Sundaralinganar images. When the researcher

asked why the community used his image in their digital banner, one of the key

informants Murugan (28) Avaniyapuram, said that “Sundaralinganar represents the

historical identity of DevendrakulaVellalar. So we should remember his
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contribution and celebrate his birthday and death anniversary lavishly. If not

Devendrakula people celebrate Sundaralingam, then who will celebrate him?”

Accordingly, Digital banners are one of the media for displaying and popularizing

his images in the public places and disseminate his valor of fighting for the

liberation from British colonizers. He is celebrated as the pride for their caste.

1.5.2 Political Identities for DevendrakulaVellalar: Immanuel Sekaran

During the colonial period of 1930s, Ramanathapuram district was known to

be notorious for caste violence and caste discrimination. Dalits were

systematically denied equal opportunities and status. JH Hutton, the then

Census Commissioner, in his book “Caste in India: Its Nature, Function and

Origin” discussed about the inhumane treatment of Dalits by the dominant

castes in Ramanathapuram district. Immanuel Sekaran10was born in

Ramanathapuram district; he was murdered by the Hindus caste. He

participated in Quit India movement at the age of 18 and was imprisoned for

three months by the British government. In 1945, he joined the Indian Army

as a Major. After serving the Army for few years, he returned to Paramakudi

to be Youth Congress leader. He worked towards uplifting the Dalits and

organized Annihilation of Caste Conference in Madurai. He persistently fought

against the discrimination of Dalits by other communities in the region.

He was actively involved in the depressed classes’ movement in and around his

native villages and propagated the importance of education among Dalits and

raise awareness to fight against oppression.

ViduthalaiSiruthaigalKatchi(VCK), leader Dr. Thol. Thirumavalavan wrote in

10Immanuel Sekaran was born to Vedhanayagam, a school teacher and founder of

DevendrakulaVellalarSangam.
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his book Uproot Hindutva: The Fiery Voice of the Liberation Panthers. “The Dalit

representative’s Immanuel Sekaran refuses to stand up in unison when

MuthuramalingamThevar had entered this meeting, everybody including the

Collector stood up except him. The Collector asked Immanuel why he did not stand

up when a leader entered. Immanuel replied, ‘He is not a leader to me, he wanted to

destroy my whole community”, and this disappointed MuthuramalingamThevar.

On 11 September 1957, Immanuel Sekaran who returned to Paraiyar village was

attacked by the Maravar and he was murdered by them. It led to the Mudukulathoor

riot. The then chief minister of Tamil Nadu K.Kamaraj, immediately arrested

MuthuramalingamThevar and all the Maravar who were responsible for the riots.

After this incident, Thevar and Devendrakula community still continue the cold war

in many villages. Both MuthuramalingamThevar and Immanuel Sekaran have their

memorial grounds in this district.

Today there is a memorial place for Immanuel Sekaran at Paramakudi in southern

Tamil Nadu. Every year DevendrakulaVellalar celebrates his Gurupooja in

Paramakudi. Most of the DevendrakulaVellalars put up their digital banners with

Immanuel Sekaran images on his Gurupooja.
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Figure 27:This banner was from Tirunelveli. The DevendrakulaVellalar
community designed this digital banner for the Gurupooja of Immanuel Sekaran.
This banner is also with the images of the Chola King RajarajaCholan.

The researcher met Devendrakula youngsters at Ramayampatti village in

Tirunelveli. A University student named Ilango (25) said that “We offer our

gratitude to Immanuel Sekaran because he fought against the caste discrimination

of our people during the 1950s. He had sacrificed his entire life for uplifting the

DevendrakulaVellalars and other marginalized communities of Southern Tamil

Nadu. If we display the digital banners with the images of Immanuel Sekaran, then

other community will also learn his sacrifice for the community.  Nevertheless, the

image of Immanuel Sekaran image can bring solidarity and unity among

DevendrakulaVellalar”. Throughout Tamil Nadu, DevendrakulaVellalar gathers in

unison in the name of Immanuel Sekaran. He is one of the icons of the

DevendrakulaVellalar community. Every year on September 11, thousands and
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thousands of people gather in Paramakudi for offering homage to Immanuel

Sekaran.

1.5.3 Social Identities for DevendrakulaVellalar: Ayya R. Deva Asirvatham,

DevaneyaPavanar and ThekkampattiBalasundaraj

The DevendrakulaVellalar community also uses to display some intellectuals in

their digital banners. The people re-construct their past history through using these

intellectuals’ images in the banners.

R. Deva Asirvatham11, a noted researcher who contributed much literary work for

the community. According to him, the word Pallar first appeared in the Pallu-

literatures which were published in 17th century. Recently the Pallar’s are called as

Mallar&DevendrakulaVellalar and claiming them to be the inheritors of

Moovendar. In another book he analyzed about the Vellalars and identified the

Vellalar as the agrarian caste who are similar to that of the Pallars’. The Vellalar

caste is given importance next to Brahmins in the caste hierarchical structure of

Tamil Nadu. Thus, this work of Asirvatham threatens the positions of Vellalar. He

wrote in his book that “DevendrakulaVellalars are the heirs of three monarchs; the

Chera, Chola and Pandya”. In this perspective the Pallar people designed their

banners in the Name of Devendrakula and MallarVamsam. His book and works

inspires and give awareness to the upcoming generation of Pallar community

(SenthilMallar: 2015).

11 He was a retired deputy collector and Pallar by birth and published a book called

MoovendarYaar? (Who are three monarchs). He discussed in this book that the Pallar lived in the

tracts of Marutham land (the agricultural land) where the institutions of state and family emerged.
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DevaneyaPavanar12, Tamil professor, belongs to the Pallar community. In certain

Tamil books they noted DevaneyaPavanar a Thevar community. DevaneyaPavanar

photos and images are used in Pallar community’s’ digital banners but not in

Thevar community’s banners.

ThekkampaatiBalasundaraj13 designed flag for the political identities of Pallar in

the year of 1924, using two colors green and red color. He had explained the flag

colors. Green represent agriculture and red represent war (fight for the rights). He

organized a mega political conference in Kottur, Theni (Interview: SenthilMallar

2018).

Karuppasamy (35), Kovilpatti, Thuthukudi district, said that

ThekkampattiBalasudaraj was one of the revolutionaries of DevendrakulaVellalar

community. He created the flag for the Devendrakula community. We can see the

green and red flag mainly because of his relentless work.

SenthilMallar is one of the activist and upcoming politicians in Tamil Nadu. He

belongs to DevendrakulaVellalar (Pallar) community and published his book

MeendelumPandiyarVaralaru (2013). This book address how the Pallar people

were listed out in the ex-untouchables (Scheduled caste) and he believed Pallar

people have a rich cultural history in Tamil Nadu. Pallar community believes that

Lord Indra was the forefather of RajarajaCholan. Majority of the Pallar people

12DevaneyaPavanar was born on 7th February 1902 in Sankarankoil, Tirunelveli in the state of

Tamil Nadu, India. He is Author, Writer; Activist & Poet. He began his professional career as a

teacher and served his services in several High Schools, from 1922–1944. He then went on to

become a Tamil professor, and served at Municipal College, Salem from 1944–1956 and then

served as the head of Dravidian department at Annamalai University from 1956-1961. He was an

associate of the Tamil Development and Research Council, which was founded by the Nehru

government in the year 1959.
13ThekkampaatiBalasundaraj was born in Thekkampatti, TheniDistrict, He was the founder of The

Unity of DevendrakulaVellalar people (DevendrakulaVellalarKuttamaibu).
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settled in MaruthaNilam (Marutha Land which is for Agricultural land) and

depends on agriculture. Devendrakula represent them as the descendants of the

three monarchs, economically sound, chaste and brave and wants revenge against

ill- treatment and atrocities on them, pressing others to call them as Mallar or

DevendrakulaVellalar.  He shows much historical evidence and presenting that

DevendrakulaVellalars never involved with scavenging work and believe that

DevendrakulaVellalars did not belong to untouchable class because of their royal

past.

1.5.4 Political Identity for the DevendrakulaVellalar: Dr.Krishnaswamy

Dr.Krishnaswamy, the leader of PuthiyaTamizhagam is struggling a lot for social

equality and fought to capture political power. He formed a political party,

PuthiyaTamizhagam(New Tamil Nadu) in 1998 and his party contested in 16

Parliament constituencies and Krishnaswamy himself contested in the Tenkasi

constituency. He is one of the prominent political leaders of DevendrakulaVellalar

community and he had won assembly elections twice in Tamil Nadu.

Krishnaswamy participated and protested for Dalit developments, conducted many

conferences for the DevendrakulaVellalar community. There was an incident where

he went to Manjolai estate which comes under his constituency for election

campaign. The workers of Devendrakula (Pallar), Paraiyar and other communities

shared their grievances and asked him to release them from their sufferings.

Dr.Krishnaswamy wanted his caste to emerge from the schedule caste to most

backward class. He had criticized that both the DMK and AIADMK suppressed the

rights of DevendrakulaVellalar. He has addressed in the PuthiyaTamilagam

conference that the community has strong resolution to move out from the list of

Scheduled caste. He has insisted that this is a fight against an ‘imposed’ identity
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and for reclaiming the history of the community and mentioned few important

things about identities. He said that: We, the Pallar community want social,

economic and political equality because DevendrakulaVellalar has a great history

similar to that of the upper class. Dr.Krishnaswamy has mentioned that caste

identities are our pride and subduing in the name of caste identity is against the

principles of human rights. According to him Caste identity is not a problem and

the discrimination on the basis of caste identity is the real problem. His theory

reveals that the caste will never annihilate from our society. So everyone should be

proud of our caste identities which will later drag them out from the untouchability.

Nevertheless, he said that, “I am not saying that DevendrakulaVellalar is superior

to others; we are neither superior nor inferior to anyone. We are just trying to

reclaim our identity. This movement will be an eye opener for the community, the

identity is very important to everyone, which says who I am? in this society”.

Many youngsters read and seek their caste identities from book and studying the

history of the states, identity is vital and powerful tool for them to prove their caste

superiority among other community.
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Figure 283: The below banner designed
for Dr.Krishnaswamy images.
Smart.Selva made for
PuthiyaTamizhagam leader
Dr.Krishnaswamy. He mentioned like "i
am one of the thick fan of him"

1.5.5 Caste Identities for

DevendrakulaVellalar

PasupathyPandianwas born in

AlanganThattu village, Tuticorin district.

He was a close friend of John Pandian in

the age of thirty.  PasupathyPandian

introduced Dr.Krishnaswamy vice-

President of

DevendrakulaVellalarKoottamipu (1993/04/15) and six days after he formed

PallarKootamaippu Party, PasupathyPandian was brutally attacked by his enemies’

in Tuticorin. He was admitted in Tuticorin government hospital in very serious

condition. Dr.Krishnaswamy shifted him to Coimbatore Sangeetha hospital for his

major surgery. After that incident, both

Figure 29: The SanthanaNallur boys
designed their digital banner with
PasupathiPandian image. This is images very
height 15x3 (Fifteen-meter height and three-
meter-wide banner).
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became close friends politically and worked together for the progress and welfare

of their communities. PasupathiPandian is considered as very important identity for

DevendrakulaVellalar community in Tamil Nadu.

DevendrakulaVellalarrecognize him and his work for DevendrakulaVellalar

welfare and fight against caste discriminations. Accordingly, DevendrakulaVellalar

community is worshiping his images and photos as a community leader. In many

villages we can see his images in DevendrakulaVellalar community wedding and

others functions digital banners.

Figure 30:The DevendrakulaVellalar community gives more importance for
PasupathiPandian images in their digital banner. Above the banner in left side he
is with Mobile phone and right-side Immanuel Sekaran image is there.
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He was a former leader of the PattaliMakkalKatchi (PMK) political party who was

brutally murdered on January 10, 2012. Youth today designed his photos with a

symbol of blood which represent he was murdered and he was a martyr for their

community. Nevertheless, the people never ignore his images in digital banners.

Earlier, he was the political leader of DevendrakulaVellalar community and he was

roaming villages and he campaigned against their caste discriminations and he

always supported them. After his murder, the DevendrakulaVellalar community

celebrated his images as caste icon of their caste. The people used to place his

images in the top corner of their banners and also the DevendrakulaVellalar

youngsters always design his images on their T-shirts, posters and digital banners.

1.5.6 Caste Identities and political identity for DevendrakulaVellalar community:

John Pandian

John Pandian, was an activist from his college days and he had protested and

spoken against Hindu caste atrocities on DevendrakulaVellalar community.

Figure 31: Above the banner designed with John Pandian images for their temple
festival.
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TamizhagaMakkalMunnetraKazhagam (Tamilians Progressive Federation) is a

political party of Tamil Nadu. TMK was floated by All India

DevendrakulaVellalarSangam (a Pallar caste organization in Tamil Nadu)in 2000.

The party president is John Pandian, one of the DevendrakulaVellalar community

leaders. In 1993 he was arrested and he was released later. During the 1990, he

protected his community in South Tamil Nadu and he organized and participated

many public meetings condemning the DevendrakulaVellalar murders in southern

Tamil Nadu.  So, DevendrakulaVellalarcelebrate his images in their banners.

1.6 Muthuraiyar Community

Muthuraiyar means citizen of Muthuraiyar dynasty who ruled central Tamil Nadu

about four hundred years. Muthuraiyar castes have 29 sub castes in Tamil Nadu

such as Mutharaja, Ambalakarar, Valayar, MooparandMutharaiyar.  In general, the

Ambalakarar caste has lost economic power and prestige in comparison to their

past, but they are still well positioned in terms of caste hierarchy.

1.6.1 Historical Identities for Muthuraiyar: PerumbiduguMuthuraiyar

In Madurai, Muthuraiyar community use digital banners for certain purposes. They

exhibit images of King PerumbiduguMuthuraiyar in their banners as their caste

icon. Perumbidugu was ruled by Thanjavur kingdom. In Tirunelveli, the researcher

could not find Muthuraiyar community digital banners. But in Madurai the

researcher found digital banners in the areas like Alanganallur, Vadipatti,

Thirumangalam and Melur.

PerumbiduguMuthuraiyar (705 AD-745 AD), also known as Muthuraiyar

community used Kannappar image. KannapparNayanar donated his eyes for Lord

Shiva (Hindu mythological story). Muthuraiyar community lives in and around
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Madurai. In AlanganallurtheMuthuraiyar community celebrated Sathayavizha14 in

the month of May 23/2017.

Figure 32:VeeraMuthuraiyar youngster made digital banner for Sathayavizha in

Thoppupatti, Madurai.

The digital banner shown above is taken from the Thoppupatti village, near

Vadippati, Madurai. The digital banner exhibited for Sathayavizha. In the top left

corner, Kannappar with lord Shiva images and titled Vedar Kula Thiruvizha

(Hunting Community family function). They wrote “Human beings always pray

with their eyes closed but our community had sacrificed our eyes to God”. It was a

myth that Kannapan sacrificed his eyes to god and they interpreted his sacrifice as

their community’s sacrifice. In the right corner; they display King Perumbidugu

images with a roaring fiery lion. One of the very famous functions Sathayavizha is

conducted by the Muthuraiyar community in Thanjavur to commemorate the

14The SadhayaVizha, the birth anniversary celebrations of King Raja RajaCholan, who built the Big

Temple, began at the premises of the temple with traditional way in Thanjavur every year May 23.
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coronation day of King Raja RajaCholan, who built a huge Temple at Thanjavur.

The Muthuraiyar community display digital banners for Sathayavizha, Thanjavur.

Figure 33:The above digital banner is taken from the villages of Vannivelampatti
near Thirumangalam, Madurai.

The above digital banner is taken from Vannivelampatti near Thirumangalam. It is

displayed for wedding ceremony. The groom Thangaraj and bride Lakshmi were

placed in the Centre of this digital banner and surrounded by Thangraj’s friends

who designed and displayed this digital banner for marriage function. In top right

corner Perumbidugu king’s image was placed. The youngsters gave a funnier

slogan for this banner as: If any fight happens we will be the first one to punch and

if there is any wine we will be the first one to drink. The Pigeon displayed in the

banner is a symbol of love.

1.7 Social Identities for Paraiyar community: RettamalaiSrinivasan

In the southern districts of Tamil Nadu, the Paraiyars are living in almost all the

villages. The Paraiyar are called by a general term Adi-Dravidar. They were termed

as untouchables. They generally live in a Cheris and sometimes it is called as
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Paracheri, away from other communities. It is seen that they belonged to the caste

of drummers.

Figure 34: The Paraiyar Community designed with RettaimalaiSrinivasan image
and Raja RajaCholan image. It was taken from Tirunelveli.

The digital banner above is exhibited by the Brave CholaParaiyar Welfare group

(VeeraCholaParaiyarNalaSangam) and SambavarSamuthayam in Nellai. It is

designed with many icon and symbols and simultaneously this banner highlighted

RettamalaiSrinivasan15image because as the banner was for his 72ndGurupooja

15Srinivasan had his education in Coimbatore and later worked as an accountant in Nilgiri, it was

during this time he became much concerned about the evils of untouchability that he faced as a

student. After coming to Chennai in 1890 for almost three years he did a lot of research on how to

uplift the Depressed Classes in the presidency. He went around all the northern districts and delta

areas and found how this class of people was denied equal rights like access to common property
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celebration. His image is in the right and interestingly they have mentioned the

Tamil Poet Thiruvalluvar as ThiruvalluvarParaiyar. Although his Thirukural is fully

available, there is no definite history about Thiruvalluvar. But in this digital banner,

they have mentioned him as Paraiyar and they claim that he belongs to Paraiyar

community. The Parayar community used to design digital banners with

RettaimalaiSrinivasan images. We don’t know who has introduced him in the

digital banners but the digital banner studios started designing the Paraiyar

community banners with his images in the regions in and around Madurai and

Tirunelveli.  We can also see IyotheeThassPandithar16 images in the digital banners

of our study are predominantly Paraiyar Settled areas. But IyotheeThassPandithar

images used mostly in the academic programme banners and rarely in the banners

of wedding functions. When compare with Ambedkar images to

RettaimalaiSreenivasan and IyotheeThassPandithar in their banners, mostly the

space is dedicated for Ambedkar images.

resources, public spaces etc and if demanded they were attacked violently. After coming to Chennai,

RettamalaiSrinivasan established and led the ParaiyarMahajanaSabha in 1891 which later became

Adi-DravidaMahajanaSabha in 1893. In October 1893 he founded a Tamil newspaper at the age of

32, called ‘Paraiyan’, which highlighted the sufferings of the Depressed Classes (later classified as

Scheduled Castes). Over a period of time it emerged as the mouthpiece of the DCs and other

marginalized communities in Madras Presidency. Within two days four hundred copies were sold in

Chennai, after three months the daily was made into a weekly and after two years they had their

own printing press. The magazine came out for 7 years and when he left India for South Africa it

had a slow death.
16IyotheeThassPandithar born on 20 May 1845, Thass’s original name is Kaathavarayan. His

grandfather had served as a butler to Lord Arlington. Kaathavarayan gained expertise in Tamil

literature, philosophy, Siddha and an expert in English literature, Sanskrit and Pali. After studying

in Nilgris in the 1870s, he established the AdvaidanandaSabha in 1876. He launched a magazine

called ‘DravidaPandian’ along with Rev. John Rathinam in 1885. He issued a statement in 1886

announcing that the so-called untouchables are not Hindus. He established

DravidaMahajanaSabha in 1891(AshishJiwana 2015).
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Dr.Ambedkar’s images are very popular in Dalit Settlements areas. He is the icon

of whole Dalit community especially Paraiyar, Pallar and Arunthathiyar community

areas and we can see him in the posters and digital banners. Ambedkar’s visions

played a major role in the up-liftment of other backward castes, most backward

castes and scheduled tribes. But you can see how he has been reduced only to be

the savior of Dalits in the Tamil society and you can see this reflection of the role

of caste hierarchy in the digital banners too.

1.7.1 Political Identities for Paraiyar Community

Figure 35: The banner is a political banner of ViduthalaiSiruthaigalKatchi.

Dr.Thol. Thirumavalavan17is the prominent politician in Tamil Nadu. He is

continuously working for Dalit welfare all over Tamil Nadu. In Tamil Nadu people

17Dr.Thol. Thirumavalavan is a politician and Dalit activist from Anganur, Tamil Nadu. Born in a

middle class family, he was the only child who was able to complete school education and go for

higher studies.  He holds a Bachelor's course in chemistry, Master’s degree in Criminology and

Bachelor of Law from Madras Law College. He is the President of the ViduthalaiSiruthaigalKatchi

(Liberation Panthers Party), a Dalit political party. This Dalit leader rose to prominence in the

early 1990’s. Apart from his support to Dalits, he also promises extensive support for Tamil

nationalist movements and groups across the globe. He wrote few books and appeared in a few

Tamil movies as well. He completed Master’s as well as LLB. Later he worked in government
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are seeing him as caste political leader but he has completely denied and rejected

that saying “I am not working for my caste only”. I always support all suppressed

oppressed classes in Tamil Nadu. The Paraiyar community youngsters are

designing his images themselves as thousands of his images and photos for using in

the digital banners.  According to the Stalin Rajagam, a Dalit activist and Writer

said that, “when the ViduthalaiSiruthaigal party was launched, the leader of the

party Dr.Thol.Thirumavalavan, had no practice of twirling18 his moustache but,

once the party’s poster was drawn with his moustache twirled. From then on all the

other posters started representing him with twirling moustache. Nowadays Dalits

design banners with his photo, the party’s flag and the Cheetah to specify their

identity.

1.8 Short notes of Arunthathiyar

Arunthathiyar is one of the three major Dalit groups in the State of Tamil Nadu.

Arunthathiyar are considered to be in the lowest of the Dalit hierarchy, the ‘Dalit

among Dalits’. They are one of the most oppressed, depressed and the poorest

among the poor in the Indian society. They are also identified with different names

such as Sakkiliar, Mathari, Thoti and Pagadai in Tamil Nadu. Arunthathiyar are

more vulnerable to be forced to perform all undignified tasks (manual scavenging,

conveying death information for upper caste community, burying the dead bodies,

Forensic Department as a scientific assistant. However, he resigned from his service to contest in

1999 polls. Though he became a prominent leader of Dalits in the early 1990’s, he actively

participated in politics only on 1999 elections. But, he was defeated in both 1999 and 2004 general

elections and won for the first time in 2009 from Chidhambaram constituency. He won the 2001

state assembly elections in alliance with DMK later he resigned the post due to ideological

differences with the alliance party.

18 A spiraling or twirling shape
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disposal of cattle carcasses, drum beating in upper caste death funerals etc.) in the

Tamil society. They are economically poor and in miserable conditions desperately

searching for a dignified livelihood and decent wages fighting constant exploitation

and harassment from moneylenders and upper caste landlords are parts of the day

to day life of an Arunthathiyar.

1.8.1 Background of Arunthathiyar

Arunthathiyar do not have access to the means of production and economically

depend on dominant caste. Their caste can be defined as indigenous group, having

a traditional association with an occupation. This community is branded as passive.

The reservation quota of the Government has been grabbed by other Dalit groups,

leavings behind the Arunthathiyar, who are also entitled to gain such privileges.

1.8.2 Social Status

Arunthathiyar are socially discriminated; there are many types of social

discriminations which include denial of entry in temples, denial of right to occupy

space in bus-stops, denial of right to wear footwear and enter the streets of other

caste, separate cremation ground and two- tumbler system in tea shops. Thus, they

have been kept in the lowest rung of the social ladder.

1.8.3 Economic Status

They are economically unsophisticated. This sort of discrimination includes

allotment of unhygienic and insecure street corners for leather works related to

footwear, disrespectful sanitation works in public and private places, manual

scavenging, cleaning septic tanks, bonded labor system and landlessness. For

centuries, the people have been experiencing such kinds of discrimination imposed
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upon them by dominant castes and government machineries. As a result, they are

the victims of acute poverty.

1.8.4 Historical identities for Arunthathiyar community

ThalapathiOndiVeeranbelongs to Arunthathiyar Community (Scheduled Caste) and

he was the Chief of Army & Espionage wing and was a close friend of

PuliThevar. They are known to be the First Freedom Fighters of Tamil Nadu. Their

territories are small but their influence throughout the whole of the western part

of Tirunelveli was immense. They are the first Indian kings to have fought and

defeated the British.

We can see OndiVeeran images in the digital banners of Arunthathiyar settlement

areas in Tamil Nadu. Arunthathiyar community is discriminated as they speak both

Tamil and Telugu. They are considered as outsiders because of their Telugu

speaking. In that point most of the Tamil community ignore and isolated from the

Tamil community. Arunthathiyar community claim their Tamil identity by using

OndiVeeran images in their digital banners.

Figure 36: The banner made for OndiVeeran’s death anniversary celebrations in
Madurai.
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1.8.5 AathiThamizharPeravai (ATP)

Athiyamaan is a founder of AathiThamizharPeravai belonging to the Arunthathiyar

community. He was fully convinced that establishing an organization is possible

based only on strong core principles. Taking all these factors into account and

based on the principles of Dr.Ambedkar, ThanthaiPeriyar and Karl Marx,

Athiyamaan established a new revolutionary organization AathiThamizharPeravai

in the year 1994 with Coimbatore being its Headquarters. ATPs motto says

“Arunthathiyar liberation is liberation to all”. He completely wanted to break the

image of Arunthathiyar being pictured as migrants. He not only insisted that

Arunthathiyar are the sons of the soil and wanted to strongly motivate

Arunthathiyar on the same principle of ATP.

Furthermore, Athiyamaan’s efforts have enabled the empowerment of the youth of

Arunthathiyar community. Today, ATP has grown into a vibrant organization with

branches spread all across Tamil Nadu and is a beacon of hope for the

Arunthathiyar community. Since its inception Athiyamaan has worked hard

relentlessly to uplift Arunthathiyar Community through ATP.

Digital banners are an important tool for popularizing his political entrance.

Majority of the Arunthathiyar community includes Athiyamaan images’ in their

banners as an icon. The digital banner shown above is displayed for OndiVeeran

death anniversary. Most of the Arunthathiyar community designed their digital

banner with Dr.Ambedkar, E.V.Ramasamy and Karl Marx photos as well.

1.9 Caste Conflict through Digital Banners

Tamil Nadu is known for its caste conflicts and caste-based violence. Two decades

before, on 26thJuly 1995, aMuthuramalingamThevar Statue was damaged in a clash

between Thevar and DevendrakulaVellalar at Veerasikamani in Tirunelvelidistrict.
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This in a chain effect, led to much violence and loss of lives and properties in south

Tamil Nadu. On 7thNovember1995, a hand-written poster abusive of their leader

MuthuramalingamThevar was found in the base of a Thevar statue at Idaikaal near

Tenkasi. Protesting Thevars blocked traffic and attacked DevendrakulaVellalar

houses.  Also an Ambedkar statue near Tenkasi was damaged. This lead to

obstruction of traffic by DevendrakulaVellalar who also attacked the shops owned

by the Thevar (Mahalingam, 1996, P p.6 -7,63,66,8 9).On 2ndMarch 1996, a group

of six people threw bombs at and damaged a MuthuramalingamThevar statue at

Archanapuram village near Wathirayirupu. It was because of the tearing up of

digital banners and it led to conflict between two caste groups. Thevars designed a

digital banner with MuthuramalingamThevar images and it was torn by unknown

people and it led to caste conflict.

1.10 Case Study:1

Dinamalar19 reported (20/04/2014), that Ambedkar's birthday was celebrated

throughout India on April 14, 2014. In 2014, on Ambedkar's birthday and on the

occasion of the silver jubilee of ViduthalaiSiruthaigal party’ (VCK), the same day

its supporters displayed the banners all over Tamil Nadu. In Theni district, an

incidence took place between two castes that led to caste riots. Vadugappatti is a

village in this district, where group of people kept their banners on the occasion of

Ambedkar’s birthday and silver jubilee of ViduthalaiSiruthaigal party.  On the

night of15, April few banners were ripped off by some people in one of the areas.

The next morning auto drivers and those villagers resorted to road blocks in that

area. Another group of people said that it happened due to the torrential rain the

previous day and no one tore the banners. But the first group argued how the rain

19 . A Tamil newspapers in Tamil Nadu.
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could tore banners vertically. They suspected that the banners were torn using a

blade. Subsequently, the police rushed to the spot and persuaded the two sides to

make peace. After Saturday night, again an argument took place between these two

groups about the incident. Following that incident, the first group people in this

case blocked the road again. Two persons had already been arrested by the police.

But the first group of people argued that the police had arrested their men with bias

and without consideration of their complaint. Soon, the banner issue turned into a

caste conflict between two groups in that area.

1.11 Case Study:2

In 2011, a boy was slaughtered in Paramakudi. The main reason behind for this

murder was a wall maps (murals), near the Paramakudi bus stop wall

MuthuramalingamThevar’s murals were drawn. The boy was urinating on the

image of MuthuramalingamThevar and this was noticed by some Thevar

community people. They thought that the boy insulted the community by doing

such an activity, and killed the boy (Dinathanthi, 21/09/2015). In September 2015,

in Narikudi, a village of Aruppukkottaitaluk, Virudhunagar district, an incident

happened at Narikudi village bus stop some people had kept Maruthu brothers

drawn board. On the night of September 19, 2015 unidentified persons hung their

shoes at the top of the painting. A particular group of people felt extreme shock,

and resorted to road blockades and shops were closed due to increased tension in

the area; while, Narikudi people suspected the Pallapatti people and took weapons

to attack them. Someone informed the police, about the impending attack and two

persons were arrested.
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1.11.1 Case Study:3

Digital banner which was displayed in Alangulam, Tirunelveli district was torn by

some unidentified persons. A digital banner was kept for a wedding in Alangulam.

Two politicians from two castes attended the wedding and there was a grand

procession with the party members and the relatives of that family. So, the party

followers kept many banners in the highway. In these case, unidentified persons

torn and damaged the banners. Later, it was learned that the banners were damaged

by another dominant caste group. This led to a caste conflict between Yadav and

Nadar caste of that region.
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Chapter- V

Intersection of Caste, Cinema and Politics in Digital Banners

1 Introduction

The above digital banner is made for ear piercing ceremony in Madurai, they designed

the banner with Kamal Hassan image which is the character of Virumaadi from the

movie and they placed his image in the left corner that represents Thevar community.

The Kamal Haasan movies are based on Thevar community; the people of the

community used his images in their digital banners, to show that Kamal Haasan belongs

to Thevar community. So, that the Dalit people rejected his images in their digital

banners. Even though, he originally belongs to Brahmin community.  His films have

been adopted by Thevar people in southern Tamil Nadu and they express their caste

identities as symbols through posters and banners.

Figure 37: The Thevar Community displayed with Kamal Haasan images in
their digital banners in Madurai
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Tamil actor Ajithkumar1 (born 1st May1971) Film fare Best Actor Awards, he has

multiple fans most of which are youth and college students. In South Tamil Nadu,

particularly in the field of this studies, Thevar caste often use Ajithkumar’s photo in

their banners as a symbol of caste identity. In Madurai and Tirunelveli the Thevar

communities are using actor photos as icon of the caste identities especially Ajithkumar

images and Kamal Hassan images in their digital banner.

The researcher interviewed many Thevar youth around Madurai (Thiruparankundram,

Thirumangalam, and Alanganallur), most of the Thevar community youth support

Ajithkumar. They signify Ajith’s new movies and displayed more than hundred banners

in front of Theatres. The researcher interviewed Murali (24), who is from the

Thiruparankundram, Madurai; he explained how they design and pre-planned the digital

banner for Ajith’s new movie release function. Usually Ajithkumar upcoming movie’s

first look poster is released at mid night 12 o’clock through online. The youth wait till

mid night to see this poster and download it, immediately went to the digital banner

studio and within few hours made new digital banners with the new poster.

Right after the released date is announced; the youth work together per-planned how

many banner will be displayed in front of the theatre. They negotiate about the size,

dialogue, background, fore front and images will be placed in the banner. They

contributed money least 1000 to 1500 each, if an individual contributed less amount of

money his image will not be placed in the banner. Most of them are destitute; some of

them are Bricklayer, Mills workers, Drivers and college going youths. Murali is a fan of

Ajithu since he is ten. So, he adds Ajith to his name, everyone calls him AjithMurali. In

every function host by their family Ajith images is their first preferences, he is always be

placed in the top of the banner. In case, when a people get love marriage they display

1 He worked in an export company and ventured into the tamil cinema without any filmy background.
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ThalaAjith and his wife Shalini images from the movie Amarakalam (1999); in some

functions like IlaVizha and MoiVizha they displayed his rowdy images taken from Red

(2002) and Theenna (2001) movies.

Figure 38: Above the banner collected from the Vijay fan Culp members from the
Vadipatti, Madurai.

Vijay an actor have fans all over Tamil Nadu; he planned to start one political party. The

researcher in Madurai saw Ajith photos and Vijay photos in their digital banners. Most

of the Thevar community used Ajithkumar photos but he did not belonged to the Thevar

community and the same time the Vijay photos used by Dalit community in and he did

not belongs to the Dalit community which represent their counter politics with Actor

photos using their digital banner because Dalit and Thevar are fighting with each other.

This two caste do fight a lot in South Tamil Nadu due to certain reasons; both caste are

highly populated in south in case of violence there is no clear domination by both caste,

they do have lots of caste pride caste clashed between them started way about 60 years

ago. Ajith and Vijay fans fight before a theatre because the caste both wanted to display

their banner right in front of the theatre. There is cold war that takes place between the

Dalit and Thevar from the past century.
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The researcher met with Thamotharan 25, who worked for Vijay fan club for the last ten

years informed the researcher that; when the fans displayed Vijay photos in their

wedding or any other banners we suggest to placed Vijay and his wife photos in their

banners. At the same time when the fans wrote Vijay MakkalIyakkam (Vijay People

organization) we never allowed any caste identities and political identities in that

banner.  When we organized any program in our native places; Tamil Nadu assembly

house images is used in the background of the banners it helped in campaigning for the

upcoming political party. Every banner will be checked by our areas fan club leader. So

each and every fan should follow the rules and regulation in their banners.

1.1 The Maravar Community use Karthik images as their caste representative

Karthik2 is one of the reputed actor in Tamil Nadu, he has many blockbuster movies in

Tamil cinema. Maravar community signifies his movie’s songs in their areas. After his

political entry he also supported his community in several ways.

2Karthikeyan Muthuraman (born 13 September 1960), best known by stage name Karthik, is an Tamil film

actor, playback singer and politician. He is the son of actor R.Muthuraman. He acted first movie was

Alaigal Oiyvathillai dircted by Bharathiraja. He has been the recipient of the Tamil Nadu Sate Film

Award. He entered politics ahead of the 2006 in Tamil Nadu. Legistative Assembly election. He joined the

All India Forward Bloc and he was appointed as the Secretary of the Tamil Nadu state unit of the party.

He led the party during its electoral campaign on 24 September 2006. He later started his own party

Ahila India Naadalum Makkal  Katchi in 2009 before the Lok Sabha Elevtions. He contested from the

Virudhunagar constituency.
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In the banner, actor Karthik image is placed with Aruval (Rode-Knif). Karthik acted

Amaran movie in the year of 1992. Its was making riots in south Tamil Nadu, espeacilly

Thiruneveli. The theater which is located in Dalit area; people banned Amaran movie

because of  The songs Vethala potta Sochkkula songs which is very famousamong

Thevar community. The song Santhirarae Suriyare Nachathira Nayagareis very popular

wherever Thevar community settle. Most of the Maravar community people exhibit his

images in their wall poster and digital banners. His son actor Gowtham Karthi, acted in a

movie; Muthuramalingam which is a flop flim in Tamil Nadu. In Thirunelvi wherever

Maravar community settledhis images is erected in their banner. The mostly used his

images where he has his  knif in his hand. In the above banner they wrote Mannil paathi

Marava Jothi(in this sand off of the Marravar Jothi). In the right corner Netaji is shown

with his army uniform and left corner Muthuramaligam photos with a lion.

Figure 39: South Indian Forward Bloc party people designed with actor Vishal images in
their banner. It took from the Chinnamananur, Theni.
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Director Muthaiah in his movies created his heroes as a Thevar community. But, the

actors original caste are unknown. In this situation most of the youth today prefered his

movies character. In this digital banner  desinged by South Indian Forward Bloc party

displayed in  Theni to Madurai high road in Madurai, they desinged the digital banner

with Muthuramalinagam Thevar, Netaji Subhash, P.K.Mookiah Thevar and Maruthu

Borthers images. In the bottom of the banner actor Vishal image from the movie;

Maruthu is placed (The movie directed by Muthaiya). These images are used as a

symbol of  caste identity for Thevar community.

Figure 40:Above the banner collected in Avaniyapuram, Madurai. The Pallar community
designed with Immanuel Sekaran image in centre of the banner and his left side actor
Rajinikanth image and right side actor Vikram image placed in the banner.
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1.2 Digital banner made for wedding function with Rajinikanthimages

Rajinikanth3 is a very reputed actor in Tamil cinema, he has fan from all over

world. From the past 25 years his fans requested him to form a political party. The news

about Kabali was one of the biggest entertainment news in most of the South-East Asian

countries and in Anglophone countries in Africa. If a particular popular cultural moment

has captured the imagination of the people. In 1996 Rajinikanth was one of the deciding

factors of the Tamil Nadu political status, so that the Tamil Nadu people and his fans are

eagerly keeping the digital banners with his images and their supporters also designed in

the banners.

Figure 41:Rajinikanth fans designed his images in their banners and displayed for their
Wedding function in Madurai

3Basically he is from Pune, Maharastra, his family shifted to Bangalore about a decade ago. Born in

lower middle class family, he started his initial struggle as a Porter later employed as a Bus Conductor in

Bangalore Metropolitan Transport Corporation (BMTC). He was famous among the travellers of

Bangalore for his style of throwing and catching coins. He was picked by a Film Director and started his

career with a Telugu film. After which he did a couple of Telugu and Kannada films and later entered in

Tamil Film Industry. After some initial films he gradually became Superstar.
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Rajinikanth met his fans at Chennai last six months back. After that he was announced

his political party name which is spiritual politics. After he announced his political party

many villagers displayed digital banners with RajinikanthKaala movie’s images and

Kabalimovie photograph’s. Rajinikanth has the mass audiences in Tamil Nadu and

aboard.  So, in Tamil Nadu people (all community people) are using his images in their

digital banners. The researcher wouldn’t see Rajinikanth photos with any other caste

leaders’ photos in Madurai and Tirunelveli. The researcher interviewed Rajinikanth fans.

They said that Rajinikanth is very stylish actor, he have all kinds of fans like children

and aged, poor and rich. The researcher interviewed few digital banners designers; they

said that: Rajinikanth is favored by thousands of Tamil; he captured many hearts all over

the state since decades.

1.3 Devendrakulla Vellalar community and their favorite cinema stars

Figure 42: Above the banner collected in Tirunelveli. DevendrakulaVellalar community
used actor Vikram photos and Prasanth photos in their digital banners.
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Tirunelveli most of them designed their banner with actor, Vikram also known as

ChiyaanVikram. He is an Indian actor and singer who predominantly appear in Tami

films. He has won seven Film fare Awards, one National Film Award, Tamil Nadu State

Film Award and was awarded an Honorary Doctorate by the People’s university Milan

in May 2011. Vikram images are used in the DevendrakulaVellalar community digital

banners in South Tamil Nadu as a caste identity. Wherever Devendrar settled we see

Vikram photos hoardings, murals and digital banners with his images as their caste

identity.    In the field of study, the researcher found many reasons why his images are

displayed in their digital banner. The Key informants Muthukirushnan (26), belongs to

the DevendrakulaVellalar community in Madurai. He said that: The ChiyaanVikram

belongs to our community and the actor Prasanth’s mother is ChiyenVikram’s aunty

which proved that he belongs to the DevendrakulaVellalar community. In Madurai,

Theni, Ramanathapuram and other southern part of Tamil Nadu we find the digital

banners with Vikram images as Devendrakula identities. Ten years before the

Devendrakula people designed their banner with actor Prasanth after Vikram entered the

film industry Prasanth movies were flopped and quit from the movie industry whereas

Vikram’s movies hit the blockbuster in Tamil cinema. So, Devendrakula gave more

importance to ChiyaanVikram in their digital banners but Vikram never acted in any

caste related movies and never revealed his original caste anywhere. Devendrakula

people seek their caste heroes in film industry for the pride of their caste since every

caste in Tamil have their own heroes from the film industry.  The people named their

group after Chiyaan film titles like: Thil Boys, Dhool boys, Thuravan Team and

Samurai Nanbargal. The Devendrakula community printed his images in their t-shirt;

they display his images in their digital banner as well. All the youth of every caste give

importance to their own caste actors’ images in their digital banner.
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Meanwhile, Politician Dr.Krishnaswamy orated to the public that: our community

displayed numbers of actors images in their digital banners and posters; it is a very bad

influence to the up-coming generation because the actors never talked about our social

issues and problems of community, they only care for their career all they want is to

make a hit movies and earn lots of money. So, instead of displaying the actors images in

the digital banner the youth of Devendrakula community should signifies and display

our ancestors, who fought for the betterment of the community in the past. But

DevendrakulaVellalar community youth denied his speech because every caste designed

and display their digital banner with famous actors’ images and the youth said that; we

have our own community actors so we will show off his images in our banners since

film heroes usually have mass response among the people.

Figure 43: Vijay Sethupathi images used without any caste identities in Tamil Nadu.

Vijay Sethupathi is an actor, producer, lyricist and dialogue writer who works in Tamil

cinema. He is also known as MakkalSelvan (People’s Son) in Tamil Nadu. Basically, he

is from Rajapalayam, Virudhunagar district but later they shifted to Chennai where he
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began his studies. He has done many side characters in Tamil films, he played his first

hero role in ThenmerkuParuvakatru (2010) directed by SeenuRamasamy.

The digital banner shown above is taken from Maruthapuram near Tirunelveli. The

youngsters’ kept this digital banner for their friend wedding function. They have title

this banner as Vijay Sethupathi movie which is PannaiyarumPadminiyum. The bride

and groom photo is exhibited in the top right corner of the banner. There are twelve men

photos in the banner they are the person who worked for this banner, they are shown

below the bride and groom. They give more space for Vijay Sethupathi photo’s which is

exhibited in the left corner of the digital banner; this image is taken from the movie

Sethupathi, where he acted as a police inspector. Most of the youth of southern Tamil

exposed his photos in the banner for various functions; Thevar community in some

places used his photos as their caste icons. Every caste in Tamil Nadu has own caste

film star as a pride of as their caste identity.

1.4 Vellalar community and the cinema actor in their digital banners

Figure 44: Above the banner collected in Samayanallur, Madurai. The Vellalar
community placed with VOC, Prabharakam, Maruthanayagam image and Tamil God:
Murugan images were placed. The Vellalar community used their caste icon actor
Sivakarthikeyan images.
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Actor Sivakarthikeyan4 images most of the Vellalar community using as their caste actor

in their digital banners. Most of the festival banners placed their caste actor images used

by the youngster. Above the banner displayed for their local Temple festival their used

caste icon VOC, Prabhakaran and Maruthanayagam images in the left corner and actor

Sivakarthikeyan images placed in right corner, the Vellalar youngster not to be use any

other caste in that banner so we can see clearly say this is images used for their caste

icon of Vellalar community. The researcher would not argued with Sivakarthikeyan is

belongs to Vellalar community because digital banner studio most of the youngster

informed about actor caste but actor never mentions their caste in anywhere.

1.5 Yadavar community and Cinema in digital banners

The Digital banner taken from Thachanalur, Tirunelveli is shown below. This banner is

made for Krishna Jayanthi festival which is celebrated annually on 2nd September.

Yadavar5(Konar) caste used the photo of Lord Krishna in their banners; they celebrate

4 He is the recent commercial actor and has acted as a unemployed youth in the movie

“VaruthapadathaVaalibarSangam”
5Yadavar belong to Vishnu Kotra. They were shepherd community people (Aayar).They worship lord

Krishna.
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the Krishna Jayanthi festival (Birthday of Lord Krishna) lavishly. Yet, the Konar people

used Alagumuthukone images in their digital banner, here he sat between tigers and five

boys dressed in a school uniform standing behind him.

Konar caste used Sasi Kumar’s6 photo as well, most of the Konar community exhibited

his photos in their digital banners around Madurai and Tirunelveli in their home

functions festivals. In unison the Konar people used Lord Krishna and goat images.

Nevertheless the youngsters’ never exhibited comedian photos in their digital banners as

caste identity. One of the key informants told the researcher those comedians photos

never use as their caste identities likewise very prominent comedian Tamil cinema

Vadivelu, belongs to the Vellalar community but in Madurai they never exhibit his

images in Vellalar community digital banners. In unison actor Vivek and Suri, belongs

to Thevar community but Thevar community never display their images in their digital

banners as a caste identity in spite of being a successful actor; Similarly, KanjaKaruppu

belongs to Yadavar community but his images are not once set forth in their caste digital

banners.  As demonstrated the people refuse to set forth the comedian actors photos in

their digital banners. The youngster yet seeks for heroes for their caste identity since

they have mass attentions from the public.

Caste related banners are made by exhibiting political party leaders’ photos, colors and

text to prove valor of Descendant ruler family (Andaparambarai), Kings Families

(MannarVamsam). In this situations many caste clash happened in South Tamil Nadu.

The people fought to capture the place, size and images for the banners. Banners became

very vital in southern Tamil Nadu because it shows their caste identity without uttering a

6Sasikumar is one of the popular director and producer. He has directed “Subramaniapuram”. Konaar

caste people use him as their identity

Figure 45:Above the banner collected from the Thachanallur, Tirunelveli. Yadavar
community people are using actor Sasikumar images.
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word and it creates some status among the society. In this study, the researcher focused

how banner create clash between caste in Tamil Nadu in past ten years which is

documented, which help for better understanding of Tamil’s contemporary society.  The

banners mostly exhibited cinema hero’s images and political leader’s images. The

placement of the banner for Dalit is prohibited in many areas, Dalit people struggled for

place to display their banner since they are banned to display their banner in the streets,

crowded places, open land, public places and bus stand, while other caste can place their

digital banners anywhere in villages and towns. But, Dalit can’t exhibit their banners, in

many areas Dalit banners are torn by other dominated caste.

The meaning of images will change depending on its context. The images could be used

for self-advertising, self-promotion and impressing someone in the society. In this case,

the banners proved their economic status, political powers and caste strength among the

people in their areas. In this regard, the Dalit’s made the banners similarly to the other

caste of Hindus’ banners in all ways possible politically and economically motivated.

South Tamil Nadu is one of the very sensitive districts comparing to other districts.

After digital world emerged most of the youngsters used the digital posters and banners

to identify their caste. They create their own banner some as an individual and some as a

group, they designed their own banners in studio and choose their own icons that will

identify their caste, and they normally choose their own caste political leaders’ photos or

actor’s images for their banner and later set forth in public places. Displaying their

digital banner make them gratified about their own caste gave them caste in the society.
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1.6 Aruthathiyar wrote Sentence against discrimination

Figure 46: Above the banner collected from TV Nagar, Madurai. The Arunthathiyar
community hasdisplayed in their locality.

The digital banner shown above is taken from Alanganallur digital banner studio, the

banner was kept for the Temple festival in village of Alagaapury. The Arunthathiyar

youngsters exhibit the banner in their street. The caste identity is shown by OndiVeeran

who is placed in left side of the banner, he has Knife in his hand, other youngster traced

as Black color are shown in the banner as well, they hide their faces because they don’t

want other caste people to fine out their faces. The Dalit people generally used Blue and

Red color for their digital banner and placed Ambedkar and Periyar images in the top

corner. In the Bottom of the banner they wrote with red color

‘MettukediyinKuppaduIniAruthathiyarKottaiylkekkathathu’ (The Caste Hindus voice

hereinafter never hearing in Arunthathiyar community castle). The sentence taken from

the Kabali movie (2017) in which Rajinikanth acted as a hero which is directed by

Pa.Ranjith. This sentence is expression of the Arunthathiyar community suppression to

the Hindus caste. In the sinister at the top, they wrote;

‘KataraiKannaalKandavarumillaiEngalaiVenravarumIllai’ (No one can see the air and

No one can win Arunthathiyar). They expressed how they are discriminated by the other
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Hindu caste. They normally give space for sentences in their digital banners since it is a

tool for them to give awareness to other caste with some text and symbols through

digital banner.

1.7 Dalits and cinema in the digital banners

Figure 47: The Parayar community designed with Anitha image, Pa.Rajith image,
Dr.Ambedkar image and Dr.Thol. Thirumavalavan image in this banner.

The digital banner shown above is taken from the Sariththirappatti village, near

Madurai. The youngsters made it for their Kaliamman7 temple festival. This banner

shows many things, in the left corner they placed Kaliamman’s (Goddess) photo which

is one of the powerful goddess in local villages in Tamil Nadu. In the right side top

7Kali is the Hindu goddess (or Devi) of death, time, and doomsday and is often associated with sexuality

and violence but is also considered a strong mother-figure and symbolic of motherly-love. Kali also

embodies shakti - feminine energy, creativity and fertility - and is an incarnation of Parvati, wife of the

great Hindu god Shiva. She is most often represented in art as a fearful fighting figure with a necklace of

heads, skirt of arms, lolling tongue, and brandishing a knife dripping with blood. In Tamil Nadu most of

the Hindu people are worshipping Kaliamman, Mariamman and many other goddesses in their villages.
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corner they placed the photo of S.Anitha8, Dalit community used her images in their

digital banners. In the banner, below Anitha’s photos they placed Pa.Ranjith’s9 photo,

his movies are based on caste issues; in some scene we saw Ambedkar images in his

movies. Originally, Ambedkar is the icon of Dalit community. So that, most of the Dalit

youngsters like his movies and Dalit youngsters have been displayed his images in their

banners.

Below, they placed Dr.Ambedkar image in this banner. In Tamil Nadu most of the Dalit

community areas we can see Ambedkar status and street are named after him, soother

Hindu caste never used Ambedkar images in their digital banners. Other Hindu believed

that Ambedkar is the leader of Dalit which is the main reason why they never set forth

his images in their banners.

In the right corner they placed Dr.Thol.Thirumavalavan (VCK) political party leader, he

belongs to the Dalit community. Dalit community particularly Paraiyar people exhibit

his images in their home and Temple festivals. Meanwhile, most of the youngsters

below the age of eighteen reveal his photos as a caste icon but they are not eligible to

vote.

When the researcher met VCK party leaders, they said that: Our VCK party is not caste

oriented party, in VCK all suppressed community members worked for development of

the society. But in Tamil Nadu, he is known by every caste. Dr.Thol.Thirumavalavan

belongs to Dalit community. The Dalit community has been using his images as Dalit

8She hoped to get admission in one of the top medical colleges as she got high marks in plus2 exams. She

scrod 196.75 for medical cut-off and 199.75 for engineering cut-off, besides getting 1,176 marks out of

1,200 in plus 2 exam. But State government and Central government addressed her to write NEET exam

for medical. She went to Supreme Court and file cased against NEET.  The Supreme Court commented

that NEET exam is compulsory for medical admission.  So, she attempted suicide in her home on

September 2 of 2017.
9He is a film director, he started as a film Director from the year 2012, and his first film is Attakathi,

Madras (2014), second is Kabali (2016) and Kaala (2018) as his third movie.
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political identities.   In the bottom of the banner they wrote a sentence

‘EppadiyumEngaKodiUchchathulaParakkum’(One day our flag will be flying in the

shy). They meant that one day Dalit people will capture the power.

1.8 Politics and digital banners

The political banner is vital instruments for capturing power inset most of the political

parties used it’s as a combined tool banner is very helpful for all politician in Tami

Nadu. The political leader makes various numbers of banners for their leader birthday,

public meeting and other political campaigns. The politician who makes huge number of

banner will get or will be promoted to the next level in the party. The DMK and ADMK

both parties minimum estimate 50000/- rupees and above 10, 00,000 for designing and

displaying banner in one event in Tamil Nadu. The regional secretary in-charge for

selected photos of present leaders’ images placed in their banners, selected places with

high visibility (like Bus stop, Main Junctions, In front of Railway station, Traffic signals

etc.,) and the angle in which it should be mounted.

Sometimes political parties were handover banner mounting business to the contractors,

those contractors carrying all digital banners through Lorry, they mounted all banners in

road size which like hundred kiloliters and above, once function will be over then

contractors displaced the sticks and all banners to their parties’ office.

Most of the political banners they did mentioned dates, if they motioned any date after

that that banner never use  in future functions, so they party supporters did not motioned

dates and when were parties leaders came via their villages, they supporter displayed

same banners for all future functions.

Every banner will be reported by their regional secretary then authority will decide

which politician deserves a better position or power in the party.    The digital banner

elevate their politics activates in their local areas.
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The party leaders can be seen in banners with specific religious outfits or festival outfits

during festivals to identify with certain communities or occasions of celebrations.

Jayalalithaa posed as Muslim women in during in the Ramazan festival.

When Jayalalithaa visited in Tamil Nadu for political campaign, most of the followers

displayed various mage sizes of digital banners, Cut-out and other visual posters

everywhere.   ADMK party supporters placed MGR (M.G.Ramachandran popularly

called MGR) image, Anna image and then placed Jayalalithaa images in their banners.

Small size image of MGR and Anna images are exhibited in top left corner of the banner

while huge size image of Jayalalithaa is played in right corner. The MLA, regional

secretary and every powerful leader have their own poem writer, who wrote poem for

wall posters and digital banners. In this circumstance   the researcher met Senthil

Kumar, he talked about his writings and he was worked for Aruppukottai former

AIDMAK Minister VaigaiSelvan’s digital banners.   Many banners displayed each and

every have praising sentence for their leader which are written by him.

1.8.1 Jayalalitha visual images designed for political canvas in Tamil Nadu

Jayalalithaa made her debut in Tamil cinema in 1965 as a lead actress in Tamil movie

VenniraAadai (1965). She was one of the most popular actresses of the southern film

industry for more than a decade. After a successful career in movies, she chose politics

as her next career. M.G.R was instrumental in introducing Jayalalithaa to politics in

1982, Jayalalithaa joined AIADMK. In 1983, she became the propaganda secretary for

the party and was selected as its candidate in the by-election for the Tiruchendur

Assembly constituency. MGR was very fond of Jayalalithaa and wanted her to be a

member of the RajyaSabha because of her fluency in English and other language quality.

Jayalalithaa was nominated and elected to RajyaSabha in 1984. MGR remained the CM

of Tamil Nadu till he breathed his last on 24 December 1987. After MGR death the
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Jayalalithaa took ADMK party in her hand. She was elected as General Secretary of

AIADMK party in the year of 1989. After that most of the party workers were displayed

cut-outs, flex banners and pasted wall posters for her election campaign.

Theimages of Jayalalitha that appearred on banners, cut-out, screen printed posters and

wall paintings from 1989 to 1992, the period when she began actively campaigning for

the position of chief minister, continually reminded the public of her glamorous past as

MGR’s costars yet places her in an appropriately subordinate position to MGR.

Jayalalitha’s protrait was most frequently displayed in conjuction with that of MGR.

Oftern her body was turned toward her mentor with her hands folder in a gesture of

respect and reverence. A 1989 poster, based on a still from the film “Thanipiravai” in

which MGR played the god Murugan and Jayalalitha his consort, emphasized her

Mythical union with MGR. From the pespective of their fans, and Jayalalith were

associated as a couple since 1964 when they first starred togather in a film (bat recall

that MGR was, in fact married to another of his costars, Janaki).

Jayalalithaa became the first female, and the youngest, Chief Minister, of Tamil Nadu,

to serve a full term, serving from 24 June 1991 to 12 May 1996. Jaya lost power in 1996

elections but came back as CM in 2001. Jaya was convicted in many cases and had to

step down as CM in 2001 but returned to the post in March 2003. She was again voted

as CM in 2011 Assembly Elections.

Ablitz of banners and cutout eracted at the conferances venue sought to establish

Jayalalitha’s exemplary ancestry. A large six by three meter (Twenty by ten feet) banner

juxtaposed the image of Jayalalitha with the Chola king, Rajaraja Chola, patron of the

Brihadesvara temple. Jayalalitha portrait bust with a halo encircling her head, was

positioned in the left foreground of the banner and was relatively much larger that that

of the other figures in the composition. In the background sculptors and builders were
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depicted in te process  of constructing the temple the Chola king was shown dircting his

queen;s (and the viewer’s) attention to Jayalalithaa (Jacob Preminda: 2010).

Jayalalithaa is also call Amma(Mother) in ADMK banners; people displayed her images

like mother of Tamil Nadu. When she was Chief Minister, government officers checked

her images, size of the images, image quality and writing in the banner after which the

host can displayed it’s in the public. The political authority (regional secretary) will

chose whose photos will be placed in the particular banner. The digital banner set forth

first priority given powerful leader image (National Level leaders’ images in parties),

secondly minister image and thirdly (other parties supporters) name only written

banners. In political banner, no political leader image is put or placed equivalent to

Jayalalithaa image.  In ADMK banner supporter give more important to Jayalalithaa, we

rarely see minister image were placed in their banners. We can see their images size

from their position in their political party how much having power. The political banner

most of the party worker used wrote many slogans which is like Iron Lady, Golden

Lady, Your only defense our Tamil Nadu (ThamilagakaththaiKaakkavanthaTheivamae),

100 and 100 banners were designed for welcoming in any public meeting in Tamil

Nadu.
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Figure 18: Jayalalithaa was died on 5 December 2016, the village people displayed digital
banner with her image and express their Condolences for her death.

On December 4, 2016, Jayalalithaa death on 5 December 2016, everywhere Tamil Nadu

people designed digital banner for her, most of the villages people gathered in front of

her digital banner and express and their respective to her death anniversary. After her

death VK Sasikala10was elected as Chief Secretary of ADMK party. The digital banner

was played vital role in her political movements, during in the 2016 December

28thSyndicate meeting was held in Chennai that time former Chief Minister O

PannerSelvam, Ministers and other important people made digital banners, that digital

banners was displayed in ADMK head party office located in Royapettah, Chennai.

In-front of party office the one mega size of frame which is hundred meters height, in

that frame the party workers designed with VK Sasikala image and Jayalalithaa images

were placed in very big size.  In that banner designed like the VK Sasikala gave one

bouquet to Jayalalithaa and Jayalalithaa was accepted her bouquet with smile face in that

10 She was married to M.Natarajan, who was an employee in the state’s Directorate of Information and

Public Relations, with DMK chief and then Chief Minister M.Karunnanidhi even presiding over their

wedding. She then set up video renting shop in Chennai. Jayalalithaa used to be one of her customers.

After that Jayalalithaa and Sasikala become best friends.
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banner. The MGR and Anna images were placed in very small size of photo in centre of

the banner; many people would not see them like Jayalalithaa and Sasikala. In that

banner, the party workers wrote as ( ,

) theSasikala is one and only the heir of Jayalalithaa,

You’re scarified everything for their leader, so we called as Chinnamma. VK Sasikala

took the charge as General sectary of ADMK party after that party workers made many

different kind of visual images designed in their digital banners. The Sasikala called as

Chinnamma(Little Mother), Most of them written like ChinnamaVazlaga. In that day

other minister met with VK Sasikala and all minister bows and fall on her legs in her

house.

After Jayalalithaa death, O Pannerselvam was as chief minister still February 05 2017,

He rescinded his post.  Few days later Sasikala has got Supreme Court judgment of her

assets case, and then she has selected EdapadiK.Palanichamy as Chief Minister of Tamil

Nadu.    After that AIADMK party broken two groups one is OPS supporters and second

Figure 49: VK Sasikala banner remove from the ADMK party office. Courtesy:
Puthiyathalamurai News Channel for this photograph.
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one is Sasikala supporters. The Sasikala supporters have not designing and placed OPS

image their banners. Sasikala supporters placed MGR image, Jayalalithaa image and

EdapadiK.Palanichamy image with Sasikala images.  of people one is OPS and Sasikala

group.  In that most of the AIADMK party support making banners with Sasikala

images many time OPS supporters torn that banners. The politically ministers and other

original secretary were designed images of EdapadiK.Palanichamy and O Pannerselvam

images in their banners. TTV.Dinagaran has lunched AMMK

(AmmaMakkalMunetraKazhagam) on 15 March 2018, in his party workers depiction

Jayalalithaa images and VK Sasikala images for their party digital banners. Tamil Nadu

politics is one of the depictions of images through visually, it become get good power in

their party. Without any posters, wall paintings, cut-outs and digital banners who one

cannot get any higher position in their party. Visual images, Flags, Symbols and other

decorations have been making mass attentions among public.
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1.9 J.Deepa image used Jayalalithaa images for her politics

Figure 50: The banner displayed for J. Deepa supporter in Alangulam town, Tirunelveli

J.Deepa is the Jayalalithaa’s nice, she was contest from R K Nagar constituency that fell

vacant following the demise of J Jayalalithaa. After Jayalalithaa’s death her Deepa used

Jayalalithaa images in their banners for her political purpose in Tamil Nadu. Deepa

supporters was designed digital banner for her political entry, they constructed and

negotiated next Jayalalithaa through their banners. Above the digital banner took in

Alangulam town, Deepa supporters displayed banner with Jayalalithaa image in the top

left corner and little bit below her image Deepa image were placed and right side MGR

image placed in the banner. Deepa and Jayalalithaa images little bit similar face, so her

supporter constructed as next Jayalalithaa. Above the banner Deepa supporter were

written: will destroyed enemigos? (EthirikalaiTherikkavidalama?)in this banner. The

digital banner designers designed her images like Jayalalithaa; we can see all similarities

with Jayalalithaa images in Deepa image in her banners (like JayalalithaaSarees, her

Bindi and her look).
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1.9.1 DMK political banners

In Madurai, Othakadai March 14/2018 One of the digital banner has been making

controversial think among the DMK party members and also other parties members

pointed their criticize about that digital banner.  In March 19/2018 MK Stalin birthday

celebration function was organized by the Madurai region DMK part members. They

had planned to celebrate his party in the place of Othakadi, Madurai. So that

Udhayanidhi Stalin was invited as chief guest in that function. The DMK party cadres

had been keeping many digital banners in Madurai bench of the Madras high court road

to Tuticorin four ways road side.

Figure 51:DMK political party supporters made banner for Udhayanidhi Stalin images
near Othakadai, Madurai

The party cadres designed DMK leader and former chief minister KalaignarKarunanidhi

photo in the right side top corner, the edge of the left side MK Stalin photos (working

president of the DMK party), Udhayanidhi Stalin photo (Son’s of Stalin) and other party

leaders photos were designed by the APV.Balu (Youth wing secretary North Madurai).

In the Middle of the banner they had written
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MundramKalaigareVarugaVaruga(Kalaigar’s third Generations). The stance has

making big issues among the DMK party members. Many of the DMK party workers

the Udhayanidhi Stalin will not eligible for Second generations position in the party.

Even we could not see Kalaigar’s boldness we never see in MK Stalin also. Then how

can write this kind of words in the digital banners. The AnandkumarSithan Madurai

DMK party had critics his view on that digital banner. This is kind of culture will make

to get higher position within the party so that every -one making different ways and the

cadres name will reach dead of the party house. So these kind of think always happen

every regional party in Tamil Nadu.   This digital banner was spread over social media

like Facebook and Whatsapp then immediately that digital banner disposed from that

place. After that Udhayanidhi also was said that in meeting: DMK party members do not

design this kind of controversial posters and digital banners for me (Reported by KK

Makesh Posted: 14 March 2018).  Because the digital banners making mass audience

and it will give some power in the local carders so that local carders will make this kind

of banners. At the same time they had written the sentences also. The words also very

important when their made the digital banners for their political leaders.
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Chapter -VI

Representation of Gender in the digital banners of Tamil Nadu

1 Introduction

This chapter intends to explore the question of space for gender in the digital banner

culture in Tamil Nadu. It also intends to examine the representation of gender in the

digital banners of Tamil Nadu. This chapter will see how men and women are

represented in the digital banner studios as well as portrayal in the digital banners. It

will also see whether there is any space for transgender in the digital banner.

1.1 Representation of gender in the digital banner studios:

The field study in the regions in and around Madurai and Tirunelveli reveals that the

digital banner studios are mostly occupied by men. The owners and the workforce in

the digital banner studios are mostly men and it is totally a male bastion. The customers

who visit these digital banner studios are also mainly Men. We can hardly see any

women visitor to these digital banner studios. The field observation and the interviews

with the interlocutors confirm that women rarely visit these digital banner studios.

Very rarely, the girls from some Women’s only colleges used to order for digital

banners. But that too, all of them are for academic programs. The orders for family

functions and wedding functions too, only men visit these digital banner studios. The

digital banner studio designers are also Men. Women have no space in these digital

banners. Also men are the customers of these digital banner studios. If it’s a family

function, the male members of the family only visit these studios. Generally, the young

family members only go to these studios for giving orders for digital banners. If it is

wedding, the groom and his friends are the customers of these digital banners. The Men

are the major producers and consumers of the digital banner culture in Tamil Nadu.
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The fan clubs, the welfare associations and political parties are male dominated and

thus the digital banner producers and consumers are mostly men. The public space

particularly the streets are accessed more by men and women have limited access. This

is reflected in the use of digital banners in Tamil Nadu.

1.2 Portrayal of Men and women in the digital banners

Boys and girls are seen mostly in the digital banners designed for ear piercing

ceremony and puberty ceremony.

Figure 52: The above banner displayed for Ear Piercing ceremony of children

Both boy and girl are in their traditional dress. The girl child is wearing a traditional

saree and the boy is with a traditional white dhoti. Also, the kids are wearing gold

jewels and the girl is with jasmine flower and bindi. Here the kids are shown in a very

traditional way. Also, they are posing with a smile signifying a warm welcome of the

guests. In the below banner, the boy and a girl are in a modern dress. This is also about

the ear-piercing ceremony and so both their kids are in the digital banner and here also

you can see they are with gold jewelry. The girl is with flowers on her hair.
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1.3 Puberty ceremony (PoopunithaNeerattuVizha)

Puberty ceremony is celebrated when a girl gets her first period and it is a coming of

age ceremony. In Tamil culture, there are many celebrations for women particularly the

girl attaining their puberty is celebrated with big pomp and fervor irrespective of their

caste and religion. Different rituals are followed depending on their faith. Earlier it

used to be an affair of women and only they are allowed to take part in it. The ritual

period is of 16 days celebration and the girl is normally isolated from the other family

members. The menstruation is still considered as impure and so the girl with

menstruation is also treated as impure. After the celebration on the 16th day with the

rituals performed by the Priest only, the girl is accepted in the family. It was one of the

long-lasting superstitious practices in Tamil culture. Nowadays the digital banners are

designed for the puberty ceremony also. Puberty ceremony itself a matrimonial

advertisement publicizing that the girl has attained sexual maturity and she is available

in the marriage market. The digital banners are again popularizing the puberty

ceremony.

The banner shown below was exhibited for the celebration of the puberty ceremony of

the girl.
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Figure 53: Above the banner taken from the Tirunelveli, The displayed for Puberty

ceremony.

In this banner the girl's (Miss. Jayashree) image is shown in the center of the banner.

At the same time, the banner is with nine men surrounding her image. Although it is a

women function, the men are designing digital banner. Here also the girl is in

traditional attire and much gold jewelry. Interesting thing is that here, even before the

ceremony the girl’s image is displayed in the street. Before performing the rituals, the

girl’s image is displayed in the public space. So, we can see the influence of modern

technology on the conservative culture of Tamil society. The below digital banner is

also about the puberty ceremony of a girl. But here in this digital banner, the girl is

invisible and only the caste identity and the digital banner producer image are there.

Here we can see how women are hidden in the name of traditional culture. They strictly

follow the isolation of girl and they follow the traditional taboos.
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1.4 Portrayal of Women in digital banners

The women are always shown in a traditional way. The women are always shown as

wearing saree and with more gold jewelry. Also, the women are with their husband or

their father and brothers. They are never seen alone in the digital banners. It should

also be noted that the women are included in the digital banner by men and women are

not voluntarily and exclusively putting up the digital banners. They are part of the

digital banner designed by men, produced by men and also consumed by men. Here the

women’s role is secondary and also a supportive role in the digital banners. The

women are always in the left side of the men and we cannot see women without men in

any digital banner. Although women used to wear other modern dresses, the digital

banners are showing women in the traditional way only.

1.5 Family values and their political identities in banners

This banner set forth is for “IllaVizha”. The family members’ images are shown in the

banner. This banner shows their political identity; since they used AIDMK party

leader’s image i.e. Jayalalithaa. We can identify their economic status through the

number of gold chains wore by their children and mother. This kind of banner helped

the society to notify the economic status and the life style of the people. In some cases,

even though they are poor they designed themselves as rich family since they want to

attain a higher status in the community. Particularly, the digital banners are consumed

mostly by economically poor and people who have high economic status do not prefer

banner. The family women are feeling proud to see their family photos in a public

space.
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1.6 The digital banners for Self-Identity

The Digital banner is taken from NaagamalaiPuthukottai, Madurai. This is exhibited

for a marriage function. The marriage is with the consent of the parents. The Digital

banner set forth 17 friends of the groom with the married couple. We see three big

images displayed in the banner even bigger than the married couple. They are the

persons who made this banner and they advertise themselves through this banner even

though their names are not notified in it. They want their faces to be recognized or

known in the society. 17 friends displayed here are of a Kabadditeam and the name of

their team is written below ‘A.M Kabaddi team’. The name of the team is given more

importance since they are more concerned about advertising themselves through the

banner.

Figure 54:Above the banner collected from theNaagamalaiPuthukottai, Madurai. The
youngsters designed for their self-identities in their banner.
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1.7 Cinema affecting the banner culture

Tamil cinema has influenced the culture for the past one decade through the banner.

Siva Karthikeyan’s movie “VaruthapadathaValibarSangam” was a huge hit in Tamil

Nadu. That film has exactly portrayed the banner culture in Tamil Nadu.

Figure 55: Above the banner made for wedding function. They wrote cinema song's
lyrics in the banner.

The banner depicted the bride and bridegroom as the hero and heroine with romantic

lines from popular Tamil films. They used cinema dialogues in this banner and

displayed it in the junction of the village. The above shown banner was designed for a

wedding.  They wrote lyrics of a movie song “EppadimansukkulVandhaai” (How you

entered my heart?) in this banner. The people are very creative in designing their

banners. Today most of the youths are taking photos from their smart phones, and also

from photo studios for designing digital banners. Most of the banners are with

cinematic pose influence. Casual photos, romantic photos are used for their wedding

banners. The youngster spends more time for making the wedding banners because

they concentrate colors, designing, background, wedding slogans and others photos. In
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wedding season, the digital banners studio works 24X7 in designing and printing in

their studios.

1.8 Wedding digital banner in Women’s Status

Wedding functions are very important for every woman; they are dressed beautifully

with traditional saris and jewels. The digital banner below is designed for a wedding

function in Alavanthankulam(Village name) in Tirunelveli. In most of the digital

banners, men stand behind their women which depicts that they are married. Public

spaces are occupied by men and very few woman political leader photos appeared in

mega size digital banners, murals and posters. Normally women were not in public

places.

We could see that girls are dominated by men in this kind of ceremonies.  We could see
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married women on posters, that too only with their husbands. Women love this banner

culture very much. Because of they take this as a chance to display their photos with

jewels. It is indeed the success of modern women because the banners along with their

photographs are kept in a public space, which was not possible before a decade. The

Figure 56:The digital banner below is designed for a wedding function in
Alavanthankulam (Village name) in Tirunelveli.
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middle-class people portray themselves as rich, high in status and faithful to god

through these banners. Women, who were not able to come out of their houses, could

now present themselves with jewels in the photographs. This was not possible in the

past male chauvinistic society. This is possible only through the banner culture.

Figure 57: The banner designed with cinema heroines and local youngster images and they
were chosen as their pair.

The above banner is very different from the other banners. It is very funny digital banner. We

can see how the youth aspires to have a spouse like a film star. It is digital banner displayed for

a wedding function. They have written in Tamil Thaalikattanaanga ready

kattikaniningareadya? (We ready to marry you but are you ready to marry me?). This is one of

the ideas about their heroines and it’s expressed in this banner. This is kind of creativity

making mass attentions among public. Every one becomes very popular in their local areas and

other city also. Today most of the youngster think creatively and work hard for designing

digital banners to receive mass attention in public places.

The data revealed that the digital banners are romanticizing Caste patriarchy. The

middle-class people portray themselves as rich. The digital banner studios are still male
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bastion. The men design digital banners for the preferences of the men. It is the media

of the men for the men and by the men. Women, who have limited access to visual

media, get marginal space in the digital banners too. Women are represented in

traditional attires and the images are chosen and selected by the men. Women never

design digital banners themselves and the men use women images in the digital

banners based on the occasion. The images of women actors also present in the digital

banners. But it also depends on the preferences and fandom of men who are designing

the digital banners. The women have no participation in the designing, ordering and

exhibiting the digital banners. The women’s role starts and ends with posing for

photographs of the digital banners. We could see only the married women on digital

banners but only with their husband. We can see girls in the ear boring ceremony and

the puberty ceremony digital banners. Also the images of brides are displayed in the

digital banners along with the bride groom. But you cannot see single women or ladies

only digital banners.
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Chapter -VII

1 Discussions & Conclusions

This study apparently documented the representation of caste in digital banners. Chapter 1

elucidated the status of digital banners and its socio-cultural dimensions in Tamil Nadu.

After reviewing the available literature on the subject in Chapter 2, the researcher found a

huge research gap which is to be filled by this study. Chapter 3 mapped the digital banner

culture in Tamil Nadu. Chapter 4 analyzed the representation of caste in the digital banners

and how it also led to caste conflicts through visual ethnography. Chapter 5 probed the

intersection of caste, film and politics in the digital banners. Chapter 6 explored the

representation of gender in the digital banners.

1.1 Findings of Objective 1 & Chapter 3

The digital banner has become part and parcel of all rituals, functions and celebrations of

Tamil society. The digital banners are put up for all celebrations starting from birth to

death.  The digital banner studios are expanding and booming as cottage industries in

Tirunelveli and Madurai.  The digital banners have created many job opportunities in

Tamil Nadu.  The digital banner designers are school drop outs and underpaid skilled in

digital designing able to work efficiently in photo editing software. Some banners do not

use Tamil words at all. They also use bilingual words in banners. The digital banner

designers are introducing new caste icons for each caste group.

The digital banner is omnipresent in Madurai and Tirunelveli. The digital banner has

become part and parcel of all rituals, functions and other celebrations of Tamil society.

The digital banners are displayed on all occasions in Madurai and Tirunelveli. Banners are
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made in three different qualities namely, Star, 2-pass and 3-pass. The star quality is used

for the shops.  2-Pass is used for weddings and the other for good and bad happenings.  30-

50 banners are being made monthly (Rs.8 is charged per s.q). On special occasions

(auspicious days for marriages), 50-100 banners are made each day. 10*6, 15*10 and 8*6

banners are mostly preferred by the people. The slogans used in the banners are usually

film dialogues or slightly changed dialogues. In some banners, the people who conduct the

function write slogans and sometimes the banner makers themselves write slogans. The

banners are mostly used for family functions. Particularly it is used for marriage functions.

The reason is because there are two families involved in the wedding and both the families

keep separate banners on their behalves. Also their friends keep banners on their side too.

So marriage functions involve many banners. Similarly there are lot of functions like Ear

boring ceremony, IllaVizha, Vasanthavizha, Moivizha, House warming ceremony, Puberty

ceremony, Temple fair and many more which involves the tradition of keeping banners.

The banners are used depending on the importance of the function. Blown up images of

the bride and bride groom and the photos of the family members are printed in the banners.

The photos of the friends are also printed. In all these banners they include their religious

and caste identities through symbolic representation through these banners.

In Tamil Nadu most of the digital banner studios are functioning in very small spaces. The

digital banner studios are expanding and booming as cottage industries in Tirunelveli and

Madurai. The digital banners have created many job opportunities in Tamil Nadu. The

school dropout boys are working as digital banners designers and printing operators in

studios. The digital banner designers and other operators are continuously working day
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and night on auspicious days and those are the busiest days. But they are not getting any

perks for working overtime.

As the school dropout students are working as digital banners designers, many banners are

with spelling mistakes. They even miss-pelt politicians and minister names in the digital

banners. There are also instances where there is no coherency in the texts used in the

banners. Some banners do not use Tamil words at all. They also use bilingual words in

banners.  The digital banner designers are introducing new caste icons for each caste

group.

The digital banner studios are functioning as cottage industries. The digital banner

designers willing to work and design with any customer from any caste background. At the

same time, the field work revealed that if the designer and the customer of same caste, then

there is more enthusiasm. As the designer is also of the same caste, he participates whole

heartedly in the designing process. At the same time, if he is designing for other castes,

there is not much enthusiasm and involvement of the designer. Although, he will work

with any consumer irrespective of caste, there is a slight favoritism towards his own caste

customers. The beauty of the digital banners is it is used and accessed by all irrespective of

caste and creed. We can call it a democratic space. But this space is also not neutral. But

this democratic space is also used for the publicity of their caste identities and caste pride.

People in this area do not follow the rules for displaying banners. They also do not know

that permission should be obtained for keeping banners. These people should be made

aware of obtaining permission to exhibit banners. As banners have become common

practice even in villages, there are lots of chances for road accidents. The area of the study
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is Theni main road, which is prone to frequent accidents due to speeding buses and trucks.

The banners are kept for many days even after the function is over. This may be

responsible for road accidents. After the function gets over, they use the banner as

mattress, screen and roof.

1.2 Findings of Objectives2, 3& Chapter 4

Digital banners are a democratic media and all are having access and freedom to put up

digital banners irrespective of caste. The digital banner is used for the publicity of their

caste identities and caste pride. The people are using their caste symbols, figures,

personalities in any kind of digital banners which they exhibit for marriages, village

festivals and family functions.  The symbols of weapon, caste leader’s images and animals

metaphorically represents the caste pride and valor and reinforce the dominance of that

particular caste. People use banners to silently warn the other caste people.  They used to

write slogans like “Payamariyathavan boys”(Fearless boys) and “Kettavan

groups”(Notorious group) to stand out among the other banners. The digital banner user’s

designing with and writing as Descendant ruler family (Aandaparamparai).The Dalits

used to assert their rights and freedom but Caste Hindus could not digest their assertion

and it leads to caste conflict.

The review of literature reveals that caste is omnipresent in mainstream media. The Dalits

has little space in the mainstream media. The beauty of the digital banners is it is used and

accessed by all irrespective of caste and creed. We can call it a democratic space. But this

space is also not neutral. But this democratic space is also used for the publicity of their

caste identities and caste pride. The people are using their caste symbols, figures,
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personalities in any kind of digital banners which they exhibit for marriages, village

festivals and family functions.

They also include the identity of political party to which they belong to. Today the

banners have become the board to announce the caste identity. In Tamil Nadu there are

separate political leaders for each caste. Today, most of the Tamil films come out based on

caste. So people celebrate the character which reparation a particular community of the

film as caste identify. Tamil cinema has influenced the banner culture for the past one

decade. We could also study their economic status through the number of gold chains

worn by their children. Similarly we could see the children in ear boring ceremony banners

and also we could identify the caste to which they belong.

Today the banners have become the board to announce the caste identity. In Tamil Nadu,

there are separate political leaders for each caste. MuthuramalingamThevar, the leader of

All India Forward Block in Tamil Nadu, was born in Pasumpon on October 30, 1908. He

is considered as the leader of Mukkulathor. This includes the three sub castes Kallar1,

Maravar2 and PiramalaiKallar3. They use his photographs in the banner to specify that

they belong to this caste. B.R.Ambedkar was born on April 14, 1891 in Madhya Pradesh.

He fought against untouchability. The people of scheduled caste in southern districts use

his photo in their banners to specify that they belong to that caste. V.O.Chidambram

(KappalottiyaThamizhan) was born in Tuticorin and he was a freedom fighter. The man

who rode the ship for independence is now seen in the banners specifying the Vellalar

caste. They also use the photos of his sons which make the caste very clear. The freedom

fighter has been reduced to a caste icon thanks to the digital banners. Kamarajar was the
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former chief minister of Tamil Nadu and was born in Virudhunagar. Today he has become

the iconic identification of Nadar caste people. They use his photo for all their functions.

The banner designers design the banners with caste representations. Thevar community

people have the image of lion in their banners and Dalit people use the image of cheetah in

their banners. Now Usilampatti is under 144 and has restrictions to use the caste symbols

in the banners. Ones who consider their caste as pride and design banners that hurt the

feeling of other people of the caste are frequently warned by the police and because these

communal clashes are to be kept under control.

The colour is playing a vital role in digital banners. The Dalits predominantly use the blue

and red colors which symbolizes the ViduthalaiSiruthaigal Party flag. Thevar community

is predominantly using red and yellow in their digital banners which symbolizes All India

Forward Bloc. DevendrakulaVellalar community is using green and red colour in their

banners which symbolizes the PuthiyaTamizhagam Party flag.

Most of the community people used to design with lion symbols in their banners. The lion

symbolizes the caste valor, power and dominance.

The original picture is not used in the digital banners. The original pictures of the historical

icons and political icons are very old and in black and white, the designers used to do color

correction and retouching.  After the photo editing, all the photographs looks very different

from the original ones. The vintage photos are designed very colorful to satisfy the

customers.

The Dalits never display their banners in caste Hindus street but the caste Hindus have the

access and freedom to display their banners in anywhere of their locality.
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People use banners to silently warn the other caste people. Particular caste people use the

images of weapons like knife and rude lion to frighten the other caste people. In

retaliation, other people also display a banner to silently record their protest. The symbols

of weapon, caste leader‘s photo and lion metaphorically represent that the particular caste

is dominant. How much ever the world becomes technological and modern, we are still not

able to erase the caste shades. Same is the case with banners too.

1.3 Findings of Objectives4& Chapter 5

Tamil society is known for its love for films. Tamil Nadu is the only state with five Chief

Ministers from film industry. As caste is the part and parcel of Tamil culture, we can see

the reflection of caste in Tamil films too. The digital banners clearly demonstrated the

nexus of caste, film and politics. The digital banners are designed with caste identities,

political identities and also film heroes. The digital banners are designed with film actors

and they also imagine the caste of the film actors and invent their caste through the digital

banners. The film actors who are popularly used in the digital banners are Rajnikanth,

Kamal Hasan, Vijay, Ajith, Vikram, Prashanth, Sarath Kumar, Karthick, Gowtham-

Karthick and Sasi Kumar. The actors who are stars because of their hero roles are only

chosen for the digital banners. Even though the villains and the comedians are popular,

they did not use them in the digital banners. It reveals the thinking of youth regarding the

film stars. Tamil Nadu is known for its fan clubs and the people of Tamil Nadu worship

film stars as Gods. They get amazed by the exaggerated portrayal of protagonists in the

movies and they want to imitate the magic shown in the silver screen. Thevar community

predominantly uses the images of Kamal Hasan, Ajith Kumar, Karthick and Gowtham-

Karthick. Although Kamal Hasan is a Brahmin by birth, his image is used because of his
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film ThevarMagan which exaggerated the pride and valor of Thevar community.  Again

Ajith Kumar’s caste is not clearly identified but his image is being used by Thevars

because of his films Veeram and Attahasam which they imagine and identify as the

representation of Thevar. Karthick is also a popular actor and he was celebrated by

Thevars as he also belongs to Thevar caste. Karthick has already exploited the popularity

and he also joined the political party called All India forward bloc. Although Vishal

belongs to Reddy caste from Andhra Pradesh, he was imagined as Thevar hero because of

his Madurai formula films which valorized Thevar hero.

1.4 Findings of Objectives5& Chapter 6

The data revealed that the digital banners are romanticizing Caste patriarchy. The middle

class people portray themselves as rich. The digital banner studios are still male bastion.

The men design digital banners for the preferences of the men. It is the media of the men

for the men and by the men. Women, who have limited access to visual media, get

marginal space in the digital banners too. Women are represented in traditional attires and

the images are chosen and selected by the men. Women never design digital banners

themselves and the men use women images in the digital banners based on the occasion.

The images of women actors also present in the digital banners. But it also depends on the

preferences and fandom of men who are designing the digital banners. The women have

no participation in the designing, ordering and exhibiting the digital banners. The women’s

role starts and ends with posing for photographs of the digital banners. We could see only

the married women on digital banners but only with their husband. We can see girls in the

ear boring ceremony and the puberty ceremony digital banners. Also the images of brides
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are displayed in the digital banners along with the bride groom. But you cannot see single

women or ladies only digital banners.
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1.5 Conclusion

1.5.1 Digital banners: Work of digital banner in the age of mechanical production

As per Walter Benjamin’s work of art in the age of mechanical production loses the sense

of aura, here too in the case of digital banners the art lost its aura and it leads to mass

consumption. This loss of aura has the potential to open up the politicization of art,

whether or not that opening is detrimental or beneficial is yet to be determined.

Once the hoardings and cut outs are produced only by film producers, theatre owners and

political parties, but the digital banners has opened up a democratic space and there is a

mass consumption of digital banners by subalterns.

But this opening is beneficial in a way that Dalits who rarely get space in the mainstream

media get more access to digital banners. The review of literature confirmed that Dalits are

neglected, marginalized and stereotyped in the mainstream media. The data collected in

this study confirms that Dalits are widely using digital banners and they use it as a political

weapon to assert their fundamental right i.e. freedom of expression.

The youth use these digital banners for their self-publicity and promotion. As it is very

difficult for a common person to get space in the visual media of Tamil Nadu, the common

man has access and freedom to use the digital banners. The data collection reveals that the

upper castes rarely assert their caste identity through the digital banners. As the

mainstream media celebrates the upper caste culture, they don’t feel the urge to celebrate it

through the digital banners. So the digital banners can be called as subaltern media as it is

mostly used by the backward, most backward and scheduled caste in Tamil Nadu.

The digital banners are detrimental in a way that the caste identities are celebrated and

reinforced through digital banners. The digital banner designers also contribute a lot in the
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construction of caste identities i.e historical, political and local. The visual culture of the

streets of Tamil Nadu is booming with the higher visibility of caste identities everywhere.

So the digital banners can be seen as the extension of caste and evidence of the existence

of caste in the Tamil culture.   So here the medium is the message irrespective of content.

Also many times it leads to caste conflicts irrespective of content.

1.5.2 Digital Banner as culture industry

Popular culture in the capitalist society functions like an industry in producing

standardized products which produce standardized people. These digital banners as

cultural products are not only meant for profit but also produce consumers that are adapted

to the needs of the caste system.  The digital banner designers play a major role in the

construction of caste identities and they exchange caste and the digital banners have deep

cultural mechanisms.

1.5.3 Manufacturing caste and imagining caste

The digital banner designers and the digital banner consumers imagine the caste and

manufacture the caste of the film actors based on their films. They also manufacture and

imagine caste identities through the use of the images of film stars, animals, colors and the

royal past. All the communities tend to have a royal lineage. The digital banners intend to

romanticize the caste pride and valor.  Also the data reveals that we cannot see two caste

identities in the same banner. The field study confirms the presence of singular caste

identity in the digital banners.
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1.5.4 Celebration of endogamy

The caste society thrives on endogamy and love marriages are considered as a threat to the

reputation and honor of the particular caste. The caste, endogamy and gender are

inseparable. The caste system requires the oppression of women to be viable and

punishments for violations of endogamy are more severe for women than for men

(Bidner&Easwaran, 2012).

The digital banners celebrate endogamy i.e intra-caste marriages. The field study hardly

finds any digital banners on inter-caste marriages. Tamil Nadu is known for its honour

killings and there is absence of digital banners on inter-caste marriages. The inter-caste

marriages are not socially accepted and love marriages used to be secretly in temples or

registrar offices. Also there are rarely any extravagant inter-caste weddings.

1.5.5 Gender and space in digital banners

The digital banner designing studios and the digital banner consumers are predominantly

men. Women are passive in the digital banners. The images of women are carefully chosen

and scrutinized by Men. Although there are many banners with only men, hardly any

banner with only women. Also the puberty function and marriages are celebration of caste

culture and women are strictly controlled by caste culture. We can see the caste control in

the digital banners also.  Men are using these digital banners for their self-publicity and

use women as only secondary images or complementary image for their digital banners.

Caste patriarchy is celebrated through the digital banners and we can find women only in

the marginal spaces of the digital banners.
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1.5.6 Need to problematize caste in digital banners

The Dravidian politics although lead to the shedding of caste titles in the names, it has not

annihilated the caste in Tamil society. The Dravidian politics which popularized self-

respect marriages and inter caste dining has not withered the caste from the Tamil society.

The digital banners are the mirrors of Tamil society. It mirrors the presence of caste in

Tamil society. The common man is celebrating his caste and wants to reiterate the

manufactured caste pride and valor through the digital banners. Only in the obituary digital

banners, the caste pride and valor is not exaggerated. But they are using the caste titles in

the obituary digital banners. So the caste is omnipresent and fabric of the culture starting

from birth to death and the digital banners are overrated representation of caste in Tamil

Nadu.
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APPENDIX I

Tirunelveli District Collector warning to the public, without gets proper permission for
displaying digital banner,they will put in to the jail for one year. (Reported on:Dinakaran
daily newspaper, year of 2017).
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APPENDIX II

Chennai High Court ordered to the state government:  wherever displayed digital banner

illegally, imminently displaced from there. (Reported on:Daily Thanthinewspaper, Date of

March 2, 2018).
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APPENDIX III

Kavingar.Thshlimkaja (Poet) have written an article about digital banner culture in Tamil

Nadu. The title of the ‘Government regulated for displaying banners and to earn money from

digital banners. (Published in Dinakaran daily newspaper, Coimbatore).
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APPENDIX IV

The Traffic Ramasamy is one of person against for digital banner culture but people

displayed many banner for him Chennai. (Reported on Dinakaran daily newspaper on 12

March 2018)
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